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Abstract

The last two decades have seen the proliferation of the empirical study of phi-
losophy. This dissertation defends the practice and argues that to understand
the way contingent features of the practice of philosophy affect the epistemic
standing of philosophers, we need to draw upon a wider and more varied set of
empirical data than is sometimes supposed. To explore this, the dissertation
focuses on two places where the practices of the discipline of philosophy have
an effect on the epistemology of philosophy.

First, the dissertation discusses the interaction between notable works of phi-
losophy and their readers. In particular, it critiques the method of defending
the epistemic standing of philosophers through careful examination of notable
works of philosophy to discern the methods in the text. Ultimately this method
is epistemically unmotivated. It is instead far more important to study how
people have interacted and reacted to works of philosophy.

Second, the dissertation defends the use of lexicography in philosophy. Us-
ing “intuition” as a case study, the dissertation argues metasemantically and
lexicographically that philosophers often use common words with meanings
unique to philosophy.

Through both discussions it is argued that experimental philosophers and
epistemologists of philosophy need to drastically expand the sorts of data
they collect and consider in their theorizing.



Chapter Abstracts

Chapter 1: Introduction

Chapter 1 introduces the background dialectic for the dissertation. Recent
discussion on the epistemology of philosophy has centered around experi-
mental studies of people’s intuitions about thought experiments. While many
experimental philosophers take their work to reveal the epistemic standing
of philosophy, many philosophers disagree. Chapters 2, 3, and 4 in particu-
lar focus on the strategy developed by Max Deutsch and Herman Cappelen.
Deutsch and Cappelen analyze presentations of thought experiments to argue
that intuitions do not play an epistemic role in philosophy.

Chapter 2: The Threat of the Intuition-Shaped Hole

Chapter 2 begins a critical discussion of Deutsch and Cappelen. They have not
paid enough attention to how thought experiments have historically affected
debates in philosophy. Careful exegesis of Gettier’s cases reveals Gettier’s ar-
gument (if there is one) is a bad argument. Combined with the historical
features of post-1963 analytic epistemology, Deutsch and Cappelen are com-
mitted to widespread skepticism about philosophical beliefs. The chapter ends
by generalizing this argument to other thought experiments.

Chapter 3: Producer-Focused Metaphilosophy

Chapter 3 examines an assumption in Chapter 2, namely that examining orig-
inal presentations of thought experiments reveals features of the epistemology
of philosophy. Philosophical testimony would provide a defense of this method,
as it creates a strong epistemic connection between the author of a work of
philosophy and the reader of that work. However, the extent of peer disagree-
ment within philosophy defeats any testimonial knowledge or justification we
may gain from reading an original work of philosophy.



Chapter 4: How Philosophers Learn From Each Other

Chapter 4 continues by examining what non-testimonial method philosophers
use to learn from the works of other philosophers. Philosophers learn from
each other through a process akin to pointing to arguments and reasons. The
epistemic standing of readers of works of philosophy are therefore untethered
from the actual epistemic standing of authors. Instead, readers’ epistemic
standing depends on what epistemic resources they themselves muster when
reading works of philosophy. To develop our understanding of the epistemic
standing of philosophy, we need to therefore develop tools for understanding
the thought processes behind reading, not writing, philosophy.

Chapter 5: Polysemy

Chapter 5 develops a metasemantic account of when words have multiple
related and established senses. Such polysemy, such as window (the glass
opening) and window (the workspace on a computer screen), differs from
homonymy such as bank/bank because the etymologies are related and the
senses are connected in the minds of language users. Despite these connections,
patterns of polysemy cannot be explained by mere differences in use, beliefs, or
implicature. Instead, established polysemy should be treated like homonymy
where different patterns of use represent different semantic meanings.

Chapter 6: Jargon

Chapter 6 explores the phenomena of technical language. Tying in discussion
of the previous chapter, technical language often involves common English
words used in polysemous ways. As with run-of-the-mill polysemy, polyse-
mous senses only known to specialists also involve separate semantic mean-
ings of a word. This has important consequences to methodological discussion
of philosophy, as it provides a framework for understanding where and when
philosophers use common English words with non-standard meanings.

Chapter 7: Case Study: “Intuition” As Polysemy Jargon

Chapter 7 ties together all six substantive chapters of the dissertation. “Intu-
ition” does not work like “water” or “arthritis” is thought to, where a single
referent is discovered or determined by experts. Instead, experts – specifically
philosophers working on intuitions – have aided in the process of splitting
“intuition” into multiple related meanings. Drawing upon the framework de-
veloped in Chapters 5 and 6, this chapter argues this conclusion using lexi-
cographic methods and criticizes extant lexicographic analyses of “intuition”
by other philosophers.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

As the title suggests, this dissertation is about the interaction between the subject mat-

ter of philosophy and the academic discipline of philosophy. Philosophy is ultimately a

human enterprise. As much as we might wish we were truth-seeking philosopher kings

or Cartesian ghosts unburdened by life, our philosophizing is instead the product of psy-

chology, culture, disciplinary norms, and other contingent features of ourselves and our

environment. This fact is often lost in how philosophy is done and, as is discussed here,

how philosophers theorize about their own practice.

Analytic philosophers have long seen the practice of reconciling intuitions with gen-

eral principles as central to philosophy. This has been viewed as an essentially armchair

practice that needs nothing more than a philosopher and a well thought-out thought

experiment. The turn of the millennium saw a rejection of this view of philosophy by

experimental philosophers, who argued that the question of what is intuitive is empiri-

cally testable. Some experimental philosophers went a step further and argued that the

empirical data they collected on intuitions showed that philosophers’ intuitions about

thought experiments were bad evidence for the truth of general principles.

This understandably did not sit well with many philosophers. With an eye towards

defusing the skeptical worries raised by such experimental philosophers, a number of
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critics made the surprising move of denying the role of intuitions in philosophy. Such

intuition deniers argued that philosophers have been mistaken in talking about intuitions,

since philosophers do not and have not used intuitions as evidence for philosophical claims.

This dissertation explores the relationship between the subject matter of philosophy

and the discipline of philosophy by defending two main theses about this debate. The first

thesis is negative. I defend experimental philosophy against a version of intuition denial

defended by Deutsch (2015) and Cappelen (2012). Deutsch and Cappelen reject intuitions’

role of philosophy through analysis of how philosophers have presented influential thought

experiments in print. I argue that this strategy is fundamentally broken. For one, it fails

to defuse epistemic worries raised by experimental philosophy because the strategy is

itself committed to widespread skepticism about how philosophers have come to believe

the principles they believe. More problematically, there is no epistemic motivation for

examining original texts in the first place. Readers of philosophy do not gain justification

based on what a work actually says. Rather they gain justification based on their own

reading and analysis of the text.

My positive thesis builds upon this by arguing that there is something nonetheless

right about the spirit of Deutsch and Cappelen’s approach. Philosophers interested in

the epistemology of philosophy need to draw from a wide array of contingent facts about

how philosophy is done. Therefore, I argue, philosophers interested in the methods and

epistemology of philosophy need to draw upon fields like sociology, anthropology, and

lexicography.

Chapters 2, 3, and 4 are primarily focused on the negative thesis, although I do

forward a number of positive claims about the sorts of contingent facts that matter to

the epistemology of philosophy. In those chapters I develop two independent lines of

criticism against Deutsch (2015) and Cappelen (2012) and their methods. I argue first

in Chapter 2 that by denying intuition’s role in philosophy in the way they do, they
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are committed to widespread skepticism about the philosophical beliefs contemporary

philosophers hold.

Then in Chapter 3, I begin exploration of whether the strategy of examining original

texts discussed in Chapter 2 is motivated in the first place. I argue in Chapter 3 that

philosophers do not learn from each other via testimony – which is bad news for Deutsch

and Cappelen. In Chapter 4, I then argue communication between philosophers is more

akin to pointing or showing, rather than telling, meaning the epistemically important

facts are about how works of philosophy are understood by readers or listeners rather

than authors.

After those three chapters, the dissertation’s focus shifts to the philosophy of language

of philosophy and defending the positive claim that lexicography is important to the

study of philosophy’s methods. I ultimately argue that “intuition” should not be taken

to have one meaning in the mouths of epistemologists of philosophy, but my claim needs

significant set-up.

Chapter 5 develops a metasemantic story for polysemy, which is when a word has

multiple related but distinguishable senses. I argue that these different senses correspond

to different literal meanings of a word. Chapter 6 then applies this account to technical

language. Drawing upon examples in philosophy and other technical areas, I argue that

technical language often involves co-opting common English words and giving them ad-

ditional meanings. Therefore, common words often have literal meanings that are only

known by people with high levels of technical knowledge. With this framework in place,

I examine “intuition” in Chapter 7. I argue that “intuition” has multiple technical and

literal meanings, or at least multiple candidates for new and additional meanings. I end

by arguing that the study of the epistemology of philosophy should acknowledge and

respect this.
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1.1. INTRODUCING THE NEGATIVE THESIS

1.1 Introducing the Negative Thesis

In the rest of this chapter, I introduce the background to the negative thesis. In par-

ticular, I set up the debate between certain strands of experimental philosophy

and what I call exegesis-based intuition denial defended by Deutsch (2015) and

Cappelen (2012).1 The former argues experimental data on how people react to thought

experiments can tell us about the epistemic standing of philosophy. Such experimental

philosophers think that empirical evidence that people’s intuitions have certain features

is evidence that intuition’s use in philosophy is epistemically problematic. Exegesis-based

intuition deniers, in contrast, reject this line of reasoning put forth by certain exper-

imental philosophers and their allies. Intuition deniers instead argue that if we look

carefully at how philosophers have presented thought experiments, intuitions were not

used as a source of evidence. Instead, they claim, authors argue for the thought ex-

periment’s verdict. Therefore, the deniers argue, experimental data about reactions to

thought experiments cannot tell philosophers anything about the epistemic standing of

other philosophers.

The plan for this introductory chapter is as follows. In Section 1.2, I introduce the

project of experimental philosophy, moving to specifically focus on what has classically

been called negative experimental philosophy. In Section 1.3 I discuss how it is that ex-

perimental data on people’s reactions to thought experiments are thought to put pressure

on the epistemic standing of philosophy. This is a four-part argument I call the Exper-

imental Attack. From there, in Section 1.4 I introduce intuition denial, the strategy

of defusing the experimental attack by rejecting the experimental attack’s premise that,

as a matter of fact, intuitions play a role in philosophy. While intuition denial has mul-

tiple forms, I specifically introduce the method of using exegetical analysis of original

presentations of thought experiments in order to reject intuition’s role in philosophy.

1 See also Cappelen (2014a, 2014b); Deutsch (2009, 2010, 2016).
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1.2. EXPERIMENTAL PHILOSOPHY

This introduction lays the groundwork for two distinct lines of attack on exegesis-based

intuition denial. I argue in Chapter 2 that while intuition denial is meant to protect phi-

losophy from skeptical worries raised by experimental philosophy, it is itself committed to

nearly identical skeptical worries. Classic presentations of thought experiments success-

fully changed philosophers’ minds, and Deutsch and Cappelen claim (and are committed

to the claim) that those texts contain bad arguments. This then means that they are

committed to the claim that philosophers formed their philosophical beliefs based on

bad arguments, which is potentially worse than the claim they tried to avoid – that

philosophers formed their beliefs based on bad intuitions.

In Chapters 3 and 4, I then argue against the metaphilosophical relevance of looking at

original texts in the first place. While it might be interesting from a historical perspective

to understand how Gettier or Thomson used and understood thought experiments, it is

not in itself relevant for the purposes of evaluating the epistemic standing of philosophy

and philosophers. Based on how it is philosophers learn from each other, which is not

via testimony, I argue focus should instead be on what epistemic attitude experts who

read the original texts take towards the texts rather than on what the texts themselves

actually say.

1.2 Experimental Philosophy

To understand intuition denial, we need to understand the movement it was developed

in response to, namely, experimental philosophy. Experimental philosophy is a loosely

connected and two-decades-old tradition of philosophy united by the use of empirical

methods on topics and debates traditionally thought to belong to the realm of armchair

reflection. Instead of approaching philosophy through exclusively armchair-based reflec-

tion and argumentation, experimental philosophers have instead borrowed or built upon

a range of empirical methods from other fields, especially psychology.
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1.2. EXPERIMENTAL PHILOSOPHY

Traditional experimental philosophy studies follow a basic methodological structure.

Experimental philosophers choose an existing debate or topic within philosophy they

would like to empirically investigate. Their goal is to either tweak how a thought experi-

ment is presented, what question is asked about the thought experiment, or who responds

to the thought experiment in order to learn something about the debate or topic. If the

debate has suitable thought experiments already written by philosophers, experimental

philosophers borrow these thought experiments. This can either be verbatim or tweaked

slightly to aid participants’ comprehension. If existing thought experiments are not suit-

able (e.g., they are too complicated, they do not capture what the experimenter is inter-

ested in, or they have been tested to death), the experimenter develops their own. The

experimenter then distributes the thought experiments to a large audience, aggregating

and analyzing the results.

Turri (2016) is a fairly typical example of the form. Turri is interested in experimen-

tally examining the knowledge norm of assertion and the certainty norm of assertion.

These are the claims that we should only assert something if we know or are certain of it.

To draw the knowledge norm of assertion and the certainty norm of assertion apart, Turri

develops his own two sets of thought experiments. One, called Cabin, is the following:

Angelo is camping with his daughter in a wooden cabin at the edge of the

forest. As they settle in to sleep for the night, the daughter has her head-

phones on and Angelo is reading near the window. Angelo hears two very

loud, sharp bangs ring out in the forest behind the cabin. It is deer-hunting

season. Angelo’s daughter takes off her headphones and asks, “Dad, what’s

going on? Is somebody hunting deer nearby?”

Either Cabin or a related case about a human resources office was given to 182 partic-

ipants. Participants were then shown four statements about Angelo and asked to select

which one is true. One set of participants saw statements about whether Angelo knows
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1.2. EXPERIMENTAL PHILOSOPHY

and another saw statements about whether Angelo is certain:

1. He [knows/is certain] that someone is hunting nearby, and he should say that some-

one is hunting nearby.

2. He [knows/is certain] that someone is hunting nearby, and he should not say that

someone is hunting nearby.

3. He [does not know/is not certain] that someone is hunting nearby, and he should

say that someone is hunting nearby.

4. He [does not know/is not certain] that someone is hunting nearby, and he should

not say that someone is hunting nearby.

Turri analyzes the experiment’s results by comparing whether or not participants

tend to connect knowing and assertion (i.e., they chose the first or last option) or think

they can come apart (i.e., they chose the second or third option). Turri then compares

the differences in responses between participants who saw statements about certainty

and those who saw statements about assertion. Analysis reveals that participants are

more likely to answer in ways consistent with the knowledge norm of assertion than the

certainty norm of assertion, which Turri takes as support for the knowledge norm.

Case-based experiments such as Turri (2016) that analyze answers about thought ex-

periments are paradigmatic examples of experimental philosophy, and they will be the

focus of discussion here. Nonetheless it is worth pointing out that recent years have seen

an explosion of new experimental methods. Some experimental projects have worked to

go beyond the survey, running experiments in situ. Meskin and Liao (2018) test the rele-

vance of tasting notes in aesthetic judgements by hosting a coffee tasting at a coffee shop.

Similarly, Schwitzgebel (2009) tests the morality of professional ethicists by observation-

ally testing the rates of stolen library books about ethics compared to other disciplines

(see also Rust & Schwitzgebel, 2013; Schwitzgebel & Rust, 2014). Other projects have
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1.2. EXPERIMENTAL PHILOSOPHY

dropped surveys altogether. Using corpora to compare how philosophers talk against how

they theorize, Hansen, Porter, and Francis (2019) examine philosophers’ use of “know”

and Andow (2015a); Ashton and Mizrahi (2018) examine philosopher’s use of intuition-

talk. Even surveys built around thought experiments have seen new methods in recent

years. Fischer and Engelhardt (2017b) use pupillometry (measurements of the size of par-

ticipants’ pupils) to examine the mental effort behind responses to surveys. Hannikainen,

Machery, and Cushman (2018) uses the Moral Sense Test, a free online moral inventory

built around short descriptions of hypothetical examples, to test whether people’s moral

judgements changed over roughly 10 years. The maturation of experimental philosophy

has also enabled the production of qualitative meta-analyses aggregating and analyzing

dozens of surveys (Machery, 2017). This includes Cova et al. (2018), who, by attempt-

ing to replicate a battery of previous experimental philosophy, ran a meta-analysis of

experimental philosophy’s replicability.

Writing at the start of this proliferation of methods, Weinberg (Weinberg, 2015, 172-

173 fn3) attempts to tie these together under the tentative definition of experimental

philosophy as the practice of “recognizing philosophy’s empirical commitments, wherever

they may be found, and applying the best methods available for evaluating such com-

mitments, whatever they may be”. In here is a strong rebuttal of a traditional – but by

no means ever universal – self-conception of analytic philosophy as philosophy that can

done with only half an eye towards empirical claims.2 In particular, early experimental

philosophers took issue with the apparent supposition in arguments containing thought

experiments that what is intuitive to well-off Anglo-American philosophers is intuitive

to everyone. That project, while still ongoing (e.g., Barrett, 2020a, 2020b), is nonethe-

less a small part of a much larger tradition. Experimental philosophers continue to find

ways to hunt down purportedly empirical commitments in apparently armchair-evaluable

2 Bealer (1998) is a classic of the form. See Fuller (2002) for a discussion of the driving forces behind
this self-conception.
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1.2. EXPERIMENTAL PHILOSOPHY

arguments and test those commitments themselves.

Weinberg’s definition is not perfect for at least three reasons. First, as Weinberg him-

self admits, his definition is too exclusive as it is now common for experimental philoso-

phers to run studies that are merely meant to forward our understanding of a notion as

opposed to trying to evaluate some pre-existing philosophical claim. Second, it is not clear

we can give necessary and sufficient conditions for experimental philosophy. Experimen-

tal philosophy is now a tradition of philosophy in its own right, much like pragmatism

or ordinary language philosophy, and like those traditions, practitioners of experimental

philosophy have competing methodologies and self-conceptions. Trying to unite all the

different strands of the tradition in any informative and counterexample-proof way may

therefore prove impossible. Third, as experimental philosophy has progressed and inter-

disciplinary collaborative teams have become more common, the line between works of

experimental philosophy and, say, works of corpus linguistics have become increasingly

blurred.

An extensionally adequate definition would, for the three reasons just discussed, likely

be nothing more than empirical projects led by people who identify as philosophers in their

capacity as philosophers. Nonetheless, Weinberg’s definition is instructive even if it only

captures the spirit, if not every instance, of experimental philosophy. As a tradition, ex-

perimental philosophy spots and tests philosophy’s implicit or explicit empirical claims

by using experimental tools. While the claims and tools were originally limited to psy-

chology, the tradition has become more methodologically diverse as the tradition has

matured.

In this way, this dissertation is embedded within the tradition of experimental philos-

ophy. I indicate new directions experimental philosophers should explore. For one, they

should focus on the interactions between philosophers. Experimental philosophers should

devise new methods to test the ways philosophers read and understand works of philos-
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ophy that go beyond just testing the reactions philosophers have when the read thought

experiments. We need to study the epistemic attitudes philosophers take towards texts –

whether they trust and take on what philosophers assert as testimony – and study histori-

cal evidence about how specific texts have influenced debates. Experimental philosophers

should also develop methods, likely in corpus linguistics, that spot when philosophers use

words with meanings unique to philosophy.

1.2.1 Negative Experimental Philosophy

Discussion on how to broaden empirical methods will come later. For now, my focus

is on introducing the intuition denial at the heart of this dissertation’s negative thesis.

Intuition denial is not interested in the whole of experimental philosophy or even the sort

of study that Turri (2016) exemplifies. Rather, intuition denial is primarily interested in

experimental philosophy that purports to show something about the epistemic standing

of philosophers’ beliefs and the methods they use to arrive at those beliefs.

When I started writing this dissertation, it still was common for people to distinguish

between positive and negative experimental philosophy. Positive experimental philosophy

(such as Turri (2016)) was thought to be in service of traditional case-based armchair phi-

losophy. This was contrasted with negative experimental philosophy, which was seen as

trying to burn armchair philosophy to the ground. The label “negative experimental phi-

losophy” was for many years apt and well-deserved. Negative experimental philosophy’s

splashiest and earliest works were decidedly antagonistic towards the use of traditional

armchair methods.

In recent years, however, the name “negative experimental philosophy” has fallen out

of favor as much of the work done in the tradition of negative experimental philoso-

phy has cooled its polemical stance towards armchair philosophy. Most people working

in the tradition today see themselves as allies of armchair philosophy, even if they do
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not endorse unrestricted use of thought experiments. Current research in the negative

tradition is now largely focused on mapping out the pitfalls of intuitions and adjusting

practice accordingly, although there is substantive disagreement about how widespread

those pitfalls are. Accordingly, the label “negative experimental philosophy” fails to cap-

ture the current spirit of the tradition. I instead prefer to call this tradition “evaluative

experimental philosophy” to capture the distinctly normative dimension of the work (for

recent examples of work in the evaluative tradition, see Fischer, Engelhardt, Horvath,

and Ohtani (in press); Machery (2017); Mortensen and Nagel (2016)).3

One strand of the evaluative tradition has looked at how contingent features of one-

self – such as culture or personality – affect responses to thought experiments. Some

of the earliest and splashiest findings in the tradition found intuitions differed by so-

cioeconomic status (Weinberg, Nichols, & Stich, 2001) and western vs eastern culture

(Machery, Mallon, Nichols, & Stich, 2004; Weinberg et al., 2001). Later studies in this

tradition also found effects driven by gender (Buckwalter & Stich, 2010) and personality

(Bartels & Pizarro, 2011; Schultz, Cokely, & Feltz, 2011). This strand has hit some set-

backs in recent years. In many of these early studies, sample sizes were small, participants

were all undergraduates at US universities, and statistical analyses were problematic.4 As

experimental philosophy has matured, so has its methods, including sampling practices,

statistical analysis, and the adoption of pre-registration of experimental design (e.g., Cova

et al. (2018)). When these findings were tested again, some findings did not replicate,

especially those involving gender and Gettier cases (Adleberg, Thompson, & Nahmias,

2015; Nagel, San Juan, & Mar, 2013; Seyedsayamdost, 2015a, 2015b). Nonetheless there

is still significant evidence that culture and personality affect intuitions about thought

experiments other than Gettier cases (Machery, 2017, 48-69).

3 An early version of this was called “restrictionism” (Alexander & Weinberg, 2007; Weinberg, 2007).
I do not like this name either given the possibility of using experimental philosophy to improve our
intuitions as opposed to cutting the bad intuitions out (see Andow, 2018).

4 For discussion of this last point, see Ebert, Smith, and Durbach (2018).
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A different strand of the evaluative tradition has examined whether how cases are pre-

sented impacts intuitions. This strand has found that cases that are structurally identical

from a philosophical point of view do not necessarily result in identical intuitions. While

results differ quite a bit by subfields within philosophy, studies have found some intuitions

are affected by the order in which cases are presented (e.g., Cokely & Feltz, 2009; Liao,

Wiegmann, Alexander, & Vong, 2012; Swain, Alexander, & Weinberg, 2008),5 features

of the environment in which cases are considered (e.g., Helzer & Pizarro, 2011; Tobia,

Buckwalter, & Stich, 2013), and small, supposedly irrelevant tweaks to the language of

the cases (e.g., Machery et al., 2018; Nadelhoffer & Feltz, 2008; Uhlmann, Pizarro, Tan-

nenbaum, & Ditto, 2009).

1.3 The Experimental Attack

The evaluative experimental project uses empirical data to infer the epistemic status of

certain intuitions. Particularly, the evaluative experimental project claims that certain

intuitions are ill-suited for philosophical theorizing. Call the multi-step argument from

empirical data to a worry about the epistemic standing of philosophy the experimental

attack. The experimental attack uses data about the psychology of philosophical activity

to raise second-order worries about the epistemic status of intuitions (Goldman, 2010).

Proponents of the experimental attack do not think that surveys of peoples’ intuitions

about knowledge tell us what knowledge is. Rather, evaluative experimental philosophers

take experimental data to tell us whether or not intuitions about knowledge are good

evidence for our theories about knowledge.

To see this in action, consider the pair of studies, Schwitzgebel and Cushman (2012,

5 To add extra complexity, order effect appears to depend, at least sometimes, on whether people
are prompted to ignore order (Cullen, 2010). This cannot be the whole story, however, as profes-
sional philosophers – who presumably know that order does not matter – are also affected by order
(Schwitzgebel & Cushman, 2015).
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2015). Schwitzgebel and Cushman start with three variations of trolley cases: one where

a switch is toggled to divert the trolley (Switch), one where a person is pushed into

the path of the trolley (Push), and one where a switch is toggled to drop someone

into the path of the trolley (Drop). Participants saw Switch alongside either Push or

Drop, and the two cases appeared in a random, but tracked, order. One of the main

findings of both the 2012 and 2015 studies is that whether participants judged flipping

the switch in Switch and pushing the person in Push as morally equivalent depended

on the order in which the two cases were presented. When Switch was presented before

Push (which is, notably, the order Thomson (1976b) presents them) participants were

less likely to view the sacrifice as morally equivalent than if the order was flipped and

Push was presented before Switch. Importantly, Schwitzgebel and Cushman (2012, 2015)

tested both philosophers and non-philosophers, finding the effect in both groups.6

Schwitzgebel and Cushman end their 2012 paper by saying:

The method of philosophy is often characterized as a matter of reconciling

intuitive judgements about particular cases with plausible general principles

[...] Our results suggest that even professional philosophers’ judgements about

familiar types of cases in the their own field can be strongly and covertly in-

fluenced by psychological factors that they would not endorse upon reflection

[...] (2012, 150) 7

In this quote we can find a relatively clear articulation of the experimental attack:

1. Philosophy involves reconciling intuitions with principles

2. According to our findings, these intuitions are affected by order effects

6 See Devitt (2011); Ludwig (2007); Rini (2015); Williamson (2007) for the motivation behind such
studies. See also Egler and Ross (2020); Nado (2014, 2015); Weinberg, Gonnerman, Buckner, and
Alexander (2010).

7 I have omitted their discussion of the findings that order effects later also influenced what moral
principles philosophers later endorsed. This particular finding did not replicate in Schwitzgebel and
Cushman (2015).
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3. Philosophers would not endorse order effects upon reflection

4. [Implicit] Therefore, philosophy is in bad epistemic standing

Premise 3 is a specific version of a more general move, in which certain features of

intuitions are inferred to make them ill-suited for the work philosophers place on them.

Schwitzgebel and Cushman’s language of “endorsing under reflection” has the virtue of

being theoretically light-weight since it makes no assumption about whether there is a

fact of the matter about whether the effects are problematic. Rather than appealing to

facts of the matter about the moral status of actions in Switch and Push, they merely

point out that by philosophers’ own lights the effect is bad.

While I am sympathetic to this sort of presentation of ill-suitedness for reasons I

articulate in Section 1.3.1, it does not match the language of the other authors I am con-

sidering here. In the metaphilosophical literature, ill-suitedness has cashed out in terms

of being sensitive to factors irrelevant to truth (Alexander & Weinberg, 2007; Deutsch,

2015; Fischer & Engelhardt, 2017a; Horvath, 2010), being unreliable (Boyd & Nagel,

2014; Machery, 2017), being hopeless (Weinberg, 2007), being unrepresentative (Cap-

pelen, 2012), among others. Since the next few chapters focus specifically on Deutsch’s

formulation of exegesis-based intuition denial, I will follow him and talk about truth-

irrelevance.

Reordering the experimental attack slightly, adjusting it to be about truth-irrelevance,

and broadening discussion of problematic effects to include things other than order effect,

we end up with:

1. According to experimental findings, intuitions are affected by P

2. P is truth-irrelevant

3. Philosophy involves reconciling intuitions with principles

4. Therefore, philosophy is in bad epistemic standing
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To be valid, this presentation of the experimental attack needs an additional principle

or two bridging the premises and the conclusion. Presenting a deductively valid version

of the experimental attack is not my goal here, however. Rather, I have formulated the

experimental attack this way to highlight the three steps with three very different types

of claims needed to establish the skeptical conclusion in 4. The first step is a claim about

what psychological data experimental philosophers have found. The second step is a claim

about how philosophical truth relates to the findings in the first step. The third step is a

claim about what methods philosophers actually use. I have already discussed the sorts

of empirical data used in step 1, and step 3 will be the focus of the next three chapters.

It is therefore worth briefly looking at how step 2 is established.

1.3.1 Truth-Irrelevance

The experimental attack owes its origin to the heuristics and biases literature, which has

found a wide range of problematic sensitivities in domains from statistics to sentencing by

judges to decisions of hiring committees (for introduction, see Kahneman, 2013). Imagine

we want to judge whether people’s statistical judgements are good judgements. In the

classic example of Linda the bank teller (Tversky & Kahneman, 1983), participants are

told that 31 year-old Linda does “alternative” things, such caring about social justice,

caring about discrimination, and taking part in anti-nuclear demonstrations. Linda is

also described as being intelligent, outspoken, single, and holding a bachelor’s degree in

philosophy. Participants are then asked which of the following is more likely:

A: Linda is a bank teller

B: Linda is a bank teller and is active in the feminist movement

In the original study, 85 percent of participants said that B is more likely than A.

However, given classical statistics, the probability of a conjunction is less than or equal to
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the probability of the conjuncts. Assuming no problems with the experimental design,8

these findings allow the fairly straightforward inference that people are bad at these sorts

of statistical inferences. According to statistics, P is true, but people judge not-P. There-

fore people should be careful about their judgements in Linda-like cases. Put in terms of

truth-irrelevance, the truth-relevant feature of the question or puzzle participants need

to consider is the conjunction of two less-than-certain possibilities. Instead, judgements

track the perceived higher likelihood that Linda is a feminist rather than being a bank

teller, something that is irrelevant to the truth of which is more likely.

While this method is the basis of experimental philosophy’s experimental attack,

there is an important disanalogy between the two. Classical statistics is an agreed-upon

standard of truth for evaluating statistical judgments, but philosophers lack the same

external arbiter of truth for intuitions about cases. Besides propositional logic, which is

of little help in determining the truth of thought experiments, we do not have an agreed-

upon objective standard by which to judge intuitions. The experimental attack instead

relies on the assumption that non-experimental philosophical methods are somewhat

truth-tracking already.

This is not a robust claim of truth-tracking where the experimental attack assumes

certain philosophical theories are right. Philosophers might not all have correct beliefs

about the facts of the matter, but the experimental attack assumes that they roughly

know what sort of theory is true and what sort of theory is false. Since theories are

developed to explain certain features of thought experiments (Andow, 2016a; Williamson,

2016), for the experimental attack to work, philosophers therefore need to have some

correct idea about what features of a thought experiment are truth-relevant.

To return to trolley cases, ethicists do not agree about what the morally permissible

8 I have serious concerns about the design as stated. I think it is likely that pragmatic mechanisms
cause participants to infer the content of [A] is that “Linda is a bank teller and not a feminist”. For
an introduction to pragmatic worries in experimental design, see Cullen (2010) and Deutsch (Deutsch,
2015, 21-24). I am setting these worries aside for purposes of exposition. Thanks to Rasa Davidaviciute
and Deryn Thomas for discussion on the point.
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action in certain variations are. Nor do they agree whether we should theorize about them

from, say, a rule-utilitarian or Kantian perspective. Nonetheless, philosophers generally

agree that something like rule-utilitarianism or Kantian deontology is correct. They also

generally agree about which features of the cases are plausibly truth-relevant. Plausibly

truth-relevant features of trolley cases include the numerical trade-off of lives and the

intention of the person making the decision. When intuitions about thought experiments

are found to be sensitive to features that are not plausibly truth-relevant, then intuitions

are said to track truth-irrelevant features. Returning to order effects, the order in which

cases are presented is not taken to be a plausibly truth-relevant feature so it is taken to

be problematic that intuitions are affected by it.

If armchair practices lead to different conclusions about what is plausibly truth-

relevant, then different sensitivities would motivate the experimental attack. To illustrate

this point, consider another example of findings in intuitions about trolley cases. Uhlmann

et al. (2009) found that trolley case judgments differ depending on race. Participants were

either asked whether it is justified to push Chip Elseworth III (a stereotypically white

name) to his death to save 100 members of the Harlem Jazz Orchestra (a stereotypically

black ensemble) or whether it is justified to push Tyrone Payton (a stereotypically black

name) to his death to save 100 members of the New York Philharmonic (a stereotypically

white ensemble). Uhlmann et al. (2009) found that race affected participants’ choices,

but how it affected participants’ choices depended on the participants’ political orien-

tation. Liberal-leaning participants were more likely to sacrifice Chip Elseworth III and

conservative-leaning participants were more likely to sacrifice Tyrone Payton. The effect

was found despite participants reporting that race should not affect decisions like this.

To simplify discussion, remove the role of political orientation and imagine a hypothet-

ical “Study R” that found that across the board people were more likely to sacrifice the

black character to save the white ensemble and less likely to sacrifice the white character
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to save the black ensemble. In other words, Study R found people weigh white people’s

lives more than black people’s lives in trolley cases. Study R would be good evidence that

we should not trust moral intuitions involving race because we generally agree that race

is not one of the morally relevant features in trolley cases.

To illustrate how the experimental attack works, imagine another possible world, call

it R-World, where analytic philosophy is openly racist.9 Philosophers in R-World take

it as a plausible and defensible claim that white lives have value that non-white lives

do not. In R-World, Study R would therefore be no cause to worry about the epistemic

value of intuitions. If anything, Study R would confirm to philosophers in R-World that

philosophical intuitions are on the right track because in R-World, philosophers take race

to be a truth-relevant feature of the case.10 Therefore, even if it is ultimately critical of

armchair philosophy, evaluative experimental philosophy and the experimental attack is

embedded in the practice it is critiquing.

1.4 Intuition Denial

The works being introduced in this chapter deny claim 3 of the experimental attack. By

arguing that intuitions do not play a role in philosophy, such intuition deniers11 can

undermine the motivation behind doing evaluative experimental philosophy in the first

place. Evaluative experimental philosophy – or at least case-based versions of it – test

people’s intuitions. Intuition deniers argue that intuitions are not used by philosophers,

so evaluative experimental philosophy is epistemically uninformative (Cappelen, 2012,

2014a; Deutsch, 2010, 2015, 2016; Ichikawa, 2016; Ichikawa & Jarvis, 2013; Williamson,

2007).

Existing versions of intuition denial take three very different forms. Ichikawa (2016);

9 You can also imagine I am writing this during the Enlightenment.
10 Thanks to Joseph Bowen for discussion about this argument.
11 This term is from Nado (2016).
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Ichikawa and Jarvis (2013) argue – to massively oversimplify – that the focus on intu-

itions ignores the prior rational pressure people have to believe a priori truths. Williamson

(2007) and the first part of Cappelen (2012) argue metalinguistically that “intuition” is

either meaningless or not an epistemically meaningful category. I address this metalin-

guistic strategy in Chapter 7. For present purposes, I focus on an exegetical strategy

employed first in Deutsch (2009) and Deutsch (2010) then developed and defended in

Cappelen (2012) and Deutsch (2015). Deutsch and Cappelen employ the same general

strategy and draw the same general conclusions: analyses of original presentations of

thought experiments reveals they do not rely on intuitions to reach their conclusion.

Intuition denial has proven extremely influential to debates about intuitions. While in-

tuition denial has rarely been defended outright, a number of observations and arguments

from works of intuition deniers have been adopted by other metaphilosophers. As I discuss

in Chapter 3, many authors have embraced Deutsch’s innovation of using exegesis, albeit

typically in opposition to intuition denial (Chalmers, 2014; Chudnoff, 2017). Similarly,

many metaphilosophers have dropped intuition-talk from their work on the epistemology

of philosophy (cf. Ludwig, 2007, 2013). Much of this removal of intuition-talk seems to

be because many metaphilosophers now acknowledge that intuition-talk is distracting

and unnecessary to discuss the epistemic import of experimental philosophy rather than

being an acknowledgement of defusal of the experimental attack (see especially Colaço &

Machery, 2017; Machery, 2017).

The view put forth by both Deutsch and Cappelen can be described with the admit-

tedly unwieldy label of exegesis-based intuition denial. Rather than arguing from

epistemic points or metalinguistic points, exegesis-based intuition denial argues against

the role of intuitions in philosophy by careful examinations of philosophical works. It

turns out, they correctly observe, that when you read the presentation of thought ex-

periments in works like Gettier (1963), Lehrer (1990), or Thomson (1976a), there is no
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mention of intuitions. More contentiously, Deutsch and Cappelen also claim that in these

presentations there is no sign that the authors relied on intuitions to reach their conclu-

sions. Instead, they argue that when we look at the texts all we find are arguments for

verdicts about the thought experiments.

The two defenders of exegesis-based intuition denial, Deutsch and Cappelen, differ in

a number of ways, but for purposes of exposition, I focus on the arguments in Deutsch

(2015).12 For one, Deutsch focuses on cases central to recent debates on the epistemol-

ogy of philosophy, namely Gettier cases and Kripke’s Gödel case. Cappelen in contrast,

discusses a number of notable thought experiments (e.g., Thomson’s violinist (1976a)

and Perry’s essential indexical cases (1979)), but he does not choose thought experi-

ments that are widely discussed in metaphilosophical debates or studied by experimen-

tal philosophers. Moreover, Deutsch’s exegetical project gets a book-length treatment

whereas Cappelen’s does not. This means Deutsch’s discussion of the Gettier case in

particular is better developed than any other exegetical analysis by either of the two

authors.

The focus on Deutsch does not change the fact that I am targeting exegesis-based

intuition denial in general. The problems I raise in the next three chapters are problems

any argument of the form will face. Deutsch (2015) is merely being used as the strongest

extant version of the strategy, and I flag places where Cappelen’s view differs significantly

from it.

1.4.1 Introducing Deutsch

Intuition denial runs against the prevailing self-conception by analytic philosophers that

intuitions are key sources of evidence in philosophy. This self-conception is reflected in

12 Joachim Horvath has also recently defended exegesis-based intuition denial in a talk. I do not discuss it
here because I have not seen a manuscript. From what I remember of the talk and from our discussion
of a published version of Chapter 2 (Landes, 2020), he may have a response to the argument presented
there. I do not believe he has a response to the argument in Chapters 3 and 4.
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the centrality of intuitions in experimental philosophy and contemporary debates in the

epistemology of philosophy. Whereas Cappelen (2012, 105-110) diagnoses this mistake as

a combination of a viral spread of intuition-language and influence from rationalists in

the 1990s (Bealer, 1996; BonJour, 1998),13 Deutsch diagnoses the mistake on insufficient

attention to an ambiguity in “intuition”.

Deutsch points out that mental state terms like “judgment”, “belief”, and “intuition”

can refer to the mental state itself (the state sense) or the content of the mental state (the

content sense). To see the distinction between the state and content sense of mental state

terms, consider the sentence “Rebecca judged that she could not jump the gap”. In the

state sense, “judged” refers to the process by which Rebecca arrived at her conclusion. The

state of judging for Rebecca is a diachronic mental state that calculated distance, ability,

surface, etc. to arrive at a conclusion about her abilities. In the contrasting content sense,

“judged” in “Rebecca judged that she could not jump the gap” refers to the conclusion

drawn, that the gap is too wide to jump. While both the state and the content of the

state are closely related, what is true of one is not true of the other, and the two should

therefore be distinguished.

Deutsch argues that the experimental attack on intuitions has been motivated, in

part, by confusion about the content/state ambiguity in “intuition”. In particular, the

ambiguity causes a confusion about the relationship between evidence and intuitions.

This confusion leads, Deutsch contends, to unreflective endorsement of:

Evidence Claim (EC): Many philosophical arguments depend on treating

intuitions about thought experiments and cases as evidence (Deutsch, 2015,

34)

According to Deutsch, EC has a true and false reading depending on whether “intu-

ition” is understood in the state or content sense. The true, content reading of EC grants

13 Hintikka (1999) instead blames the influence of Chomsky and early modern rationalists.
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that intuitions exist and that their content is often coextensive with content taken as

evidence. This true reading does not, however, claim the mental state is used as evidence:

(ECC): Many philosophical arguments treat the contents of certain intuitions

as evidence for or against other contents (e.g., the contents of more general

principles) (Deutsch, 2015, 35)

ECC makes no comment on the epistemic status of the content of intuitions. It merely

states that certain propositions are used in arguments and that sometimes we intuit those

propositions. ECC does not claim a proposition’s use in an argument is connected to it

being intuited. Similarly, I may desire P to be true, have independent reason to think P

is true, and use P as evidence without my desire being used as evidence that P.

Notice that by granting ECC, Deutsch accepts that intuitions are a legitimate category

of mental states. Whereas Cappelen thinks “intuition” is either meaningless or synony-

mous with “pre-theoretic judgement” or “snap judgment”, Deutsch is not a deflationist.

Nevertheless, Deutsch purposely says very little about what intuitions are. Deutsch in-

stead opts to use a “no-theory” theory of intuitions (see also Malmgren, 2011). The

no-theory theory, Deutsch argues, sidesteps a number of contentious issues in the debate

over intuitions. Deutsch does not need to commit to whether intuitions are, for example,

inferential, perceptual, beliefs, inclinations to believe, or sui generis mental states. Nor

does he need to commit to whether intuitions have content that is conceptual, psycho-

logical, or modal.

The no-theory theory is demonstrative and assumes a theory-neutral understanding

of the phenomena. According to Deutsch’s no-theory theory, intuitions are those things,

namely the mental state associated with thought experiments with the content that Smith

does not know or that it is permissible to push the man in front of the trolley. The no-

theory theory relies on philosophers’ understanding of what “intuition” means based on
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paradigmatic thought experiments like trolley cases or Gettier cases.14 Nothing more

specific is needed in order to discuss the evidential role of intuitions, Deutsch argues, be-

cause anything more specific and controversial would expose his discussion to purportedly

unrelated criticism.

Setting worries about the no-theory theory aside for the purposes of discussion of

Deutsch and returning to the Evidence Claim (EC), even though Deutsch thinks intuitions

exist and that they lead to beliefs (2015, 75 fn2), he argues they are not used as evidence

for positions by philosophers. Philosophers think otherwise, he claims, because of mistaken

endorsement of the false, state reading of EC:

(ECS): Many philosophical arguments treat the fact that certain contents are

intuitive as evidence for those very contents (Deutsch, 2015, 35)

According to ECS, Gettier used the fact that he and others intuit that “Smith does

not know” as evidence for his conclusion that the JTB analysis of knowledge is false. If

the claim was not intuitive, ECS falsely holds, then Gettier would have had much less

evidence for his conclusion (or perhaps no evidence at all).

Deutsch argues that the conflation of the false ECS and the almost trivially true ECC

motivates the Myth of the Intuitive (MoI):

As a matter of fact, intuitions about thought experiments are essential evi-

dence for some philosophical positions (2015, xiv-xv)

MoI specifies the weight intuitions play in philosophy. ECS is silent on the point, and

ECS is compatible with intuitions playing a small, incidental role in some debates. MoI,

in contrast, claims that philosophers hold certain positions because they have certain

intuitions as evidence. More specifically (because MoI is understood in the state sense of

“intuition”) philosophers hold some positions on the grounds that particular propositions

14 I raise the worry that this problematically underdetermines the referent of “intuition” in Section 7.6.2.
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were intuited. As his title suggests, Deutsch spends most of Myth of the Intuitive mus-

tering evidence against MoI with the hope that doing so will undermine the skepticism

raised by experimental philosophy.

1.4.2 Defusing the Experimental Attack

Deutsch’s main attack on MoI and ECS takes the form of careful methodological exegesis

of the original presentations of thought experiments. In particular, he focuses on Kripke’s

Gödel case (1981) and Gettier’s 10 coin case (1963). Deutsch argues that, instead of tak-

ing intuitions as evidence for premises, careful analysis of the texts show that Gettier and

Kripke are defending their verdicts by argument instead. This is distinct, for example,

from Williamson’s claim that thought experiments are themselves disguised arguments

(2007). On Deutsch’s view, original presentations of thought experiments present genuine

– as opposed to intuitive – counterexamples to generalizations, and insofar as the gen-

uineness of the counterexamples are defended, they are defended by arguments. This is

not to say that Deutsch claims that philosophy is arguments all the way down. Deutsch

rightly points out works of philosophy have to stop eventually, and he thinks it is an open

question whether the foundational claims of philosophy rest on intuitions. Nonetheless,

Deutsch contends that intuitions are not in the places typically thought, and by exten-

sion, intuitions are not in the places experimental philosophers have found truth-irrelevant

sensitivities.

Denying MoI this way is meant to insulate philosophy from experimental criticisms

of intuitions’ role as evidence in philosophy. To reiterate, the experimental attack has the

following four steps:

1. According to experimental findings, intuitions are affected by P

2. P is truth-irrelevant

3. Philosophy involves reconciling intuitions with principles
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4. Therefore, philosophy is in bad epistemic standing

Taking step 1 (the empirical claim) and step 2 (the claim of truth-irrelevance) together,

experimental data of truth-irrelevant sensitivities in intuitions motivates the following

skepticism:

Intuition Skepticism: Intuitions about thought experiments are not good

guides to the truth

Intuition skepticism by itself is not a problem for philosophy for the same reason there

is space for Deutsch to hold that intuitions have true contents without being commit-

ted to their use as evidence in philosophy. On the traditional metaphilosophical picture

of intuitions, intuitions are an epistemic means to discover truths about the targets of

philosophy – e.g., knowledge, goodness, and rationality (or the concepts thereof). The

experimental attack therefore moves from skepticism about the epistemic status of intu-

itions (steps 1 and 2) to a more pernicious skepticism about the positions philosophers

hold (step 4):

Position Skepticism: Philosophers are not justified in holding (some or all) philo-

sophical positions they believe15

Intuition skepticism does not entail position skepticism, and the experimental attack

needs a bridge between the two. This is step 3 in my version of the experimental attack.

Deutsch interprets the bridge to be MoI, and Cappelen interprets the bridge to be Cen-

trality, the slightly weaker claim that “philosophers rely on intuitions as evidence (or as

a source of evidence) for philosophical theories” (2012, 2).

Deutsch and Cappelen set out to deny the Myth of the Intuitive and Centrality,

respectively, in order to defuse the experimental attack. It does not matter if intuitions are

wildly flawed sources of evidence if no one uses them as evidence, so a denial of the Myth of

15 This view is called “philosophical skepticism” in a different context by van Inwagen (1996).
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the Intuitive or Centrality, according to Deutsch and Cappelen, insulates philosophy from

experimental studies of reactions to thought experiments. Instead, Deutsch and Cappelen

claim classic presentations of thought experiments rely on arguments in order to establish

the verdicts of the thought experiments. The main propositions at the heart of thought

experiments – whether it is permissible to pull the lever, whether Smith knows, whether

“Gödel” refers to Gödel – are argued for by the authors of the thought experiments.16

Next, in Chapter 2, I show why this does not actually avoid position skepticism.

1.5 Conclusion

In this chapter I introduced the plan for the dissertation and introduced some necessary

background information. Over the next six chapters, I explore the relationship between the

subject matter of philosophy and the discipline of philosophy. I argue that philosophers

interested in the epistemology of philosophy need to draw upon a wide range of empirical

evidence.

The bulk of this introductory chapter has been committed to setting up the discussion

of exegesis-based intuition denial, which I focus on in the next three chapters. Section 1.2

introduced experimental philosophy, Section 1.3 introduced the four-step experimental

attack, and Section 1.4 introduced the intuition denial of Deutsch and Cappelen. With

this out of the way, I now turn to two distinct criticisms of exegesis-based intuition denial.

Next chapter, I argue that the view is committed to position skepticism. I use this to

16 Notice that the claim that arguments defend verdicts is different than the claim that thought experi-
ments are used to support arguments. This latter claim is rather trivial. Thought experiments are not
free-floating vingettes but are used to establish broader claims. Gettier, for example, uses the verdict
“Smith has justified true belief without knowledge” (or something similar) to establish the conclusion
“it is not the case that JTB is knowledge” (or something similar). Intuition deniers such as Deutsch
and Cappelen are instead focusing on how authors defend the verdict of thought experiments. In the
case of Gettier, this is the claim that that Smith lacks knowledge but has justified true belief. Verdicts
such as this, Deutsch and Cappelen claim, are supported by arguments in the original text. (For dis-
cussion about what exactly the content of the Gettier intuition is, see Malmgren (2011); Williamson
(2007).)
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argue that historical facts about how works of philosophy affect debates are important

for understanding the epistemology of philosophy. After that, in Chapter 3 and 4, I argue

that there is no motivation for the method of textual exegesis in the place. This allows

me to defend the importance of studying empirical facts about how people read – not

write – works of philosophy. From there, I leave criticism of Deutsch and Cappelen aside

to explore the importance of lexicography to metaphilosophical projects, including the

study of intuitions.
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Chapter 2

The Threat of the Intuition-Shaped

Hole

In Chapter 1, I introduced the dialectic for this chapter. Experimental philosophers pur-

port to raise worries about the epistemic standing of philosophy through experimental

data on intuitions. This involves a four-part argument that ties together experimental

data, philosophical judgements about truth-irrelevance, and methodological facts about

the use of intuitions by philosophers. Intuition deniers reject this argument by deny-

ing that philosophers use intuitions in an epistemically meaningful way. In particular,

exegesis-based intuition deniers reject the methodological step of the experimental attack

– and the resulting skepticism about philosophy – by carefully examining the methods

described in original presentations of thought experiments. In this chapter, I argue that

this strategy of avoiding skepticism is ultimately unsuccessful.

Previous replies to intuition denial have focused on the descriptive inadequacy of

intuition denial. Climenhaga (2017) argues abductively from facts about philosophers’

behavior to the conclusion that intuitions do play justificatory role, and Brown (2017)

argues that Deutsch’s view cannot explain why epistemologists working in the 1960s

and 1970s understood the Gettier verdict as justified. More commonly, critics argue that
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that misunderstandings about how intuitions are thought to work have led Deutsch and

Cappelen to fail to establish the conclusion that intuitions play no epistemic role in

philosophy (e.g., Baz, 2016; Chalmers, 2014; Chudnoff, in press; Weinberg & Alexander,

2014).1

This chapter explores a different and unexplored issue inherent in exegesis-based intu-

ition denial. Even if authors like Deutsch and Cappelen provide a descriptively adequate

and intuition-free account of philosophy, they have not saved philosophy from skeptical

worries.2 Given that the sorts of thought experiments under consideration have been

generally persuasive, exegesis-based intuition deniers only prevent skepticism about phi-

losophy if they can explain how beliefs caused by considering thought experiments are

justified. Deutsch or Cappelen do not have the resources to do so. Instead, while exegesis-

based intuition denial may prevent the claim that philosophers use problematic intuitions

as evidence, it is still committed to the claim that philosophers widely adopt philosophical

positions on bad grounds.

In Section 2.1, I argue that to properly block skepticism about philosophical practice,

intuition deniers have to provide an adequate epistemic replacement for intuitions. Then

in Section 2.2, I put forth what I take to be Gettier’s argument against the JTB account

of knowledge – if there is one. Section 2.3 denies that any plausible intuition-free reading

of Gettier’s argument will justify beliefs in the falsity of the JTB analysis of knowledge.

Section 2.4 then argues against the textual evidence that Gettier is in fact arguing for

his conclusion as opposed to intuiting it. I end the chapter in Section 2.5 by generalizing

this argument to thought experiments beyond Gettier cases and arguing the points in

this chapter represent a general problem for exegesis-based intuition denial.

1 See Deutsch (2016) and Cappelen (2014a, 2014b) for responses to past criticisms.
2 There are hints of this approach in (Nado, 2016, §4) and Colaço and Machery (2017).
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2.1 The Threat of the Intuition-Shaped Hole

As discussed in Section 1.4.2 the intuition denial of Deutsch (2015) and Cappelen (2012)

attempts to block the experimental attack by blocking the inference from skepticism about

intuitions to skepticism about philosophical beliefs. To see why removing intuitions from

notable works containing thought experiments will not save philosophy from position

skepticism, consider a concession made by both Deutsch and Cappelen. While developing

an intuition-free version of Lehrer’s (1990) Mr. Truetemp thought experiment, Deutsch

considers the objection that without intuitions, Lehrer’s argument is not particularly

strong. To this possibility Deutsch concedes,

The question is not whether Lehrer’s arguments for his judgment about the

case are good arguments. The question is rather whether intuitions about

the Truetemp Case play the evidential role that Swain et al. (2008) assign to

them. (2015, 113)

Cappelen makes a similar point while considering his intuition-free exegesis of Thomson’s

ailing violinist (1976a). In a footnote, Cappelen says that his exegesis’s failure to establish

Thomson’s stated conclusion “simply shows that Thomson’s argumentative strategy is

problematic” (2012, 156 fn13).

Both passages overlook an unnoticed and possibly fatal problem with exegesis-based

intuition denial. The works studied by metaphilosophers, such as Gettier (1963), Thomson

(1976a), and Lehrer (1990), are widely considered by philosophers to be successful attacks

on their respective targets. If exegesis-based intuition deniers cannot explain why these

authors’ verdicts are good conclusions to draw without intuitions, then exegesis-based

intuition deniers have not escaped position skepticism. They are forced to concede that

philosophers have historically accepted philosophical positions based on bad arguments.

This upshot is the same as the experimental attack – philosophers have reason to think

that they are not justified in believing the philosophical positions they actually believe.
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Therefore, in order to insulate philosophy from position skepticism, exegesis-based

intuition denial needs to replace intuitions with a different, epistemologically satisfactory

story. This story must explain why countless philosophers have, on the basis of pas-

sages containing thought experiments, justifiably accepted that the descriptive theory of

reference is unsatisfactory and that justified true belief is not sufficient for knowledge.

Otherwise, exegesis-based intuition denial fails its central motivation.

Examining every exegetical account developed by Deutsch and Cappelen would be a

monumental undertaking, so the rest of this chapter will focus specifically on Deutsch’s

analysis of Gettier’s 10 coins case. Deutsch is more explicit than Cappelen about what ex-

actly he thinks the arguments behind thought experiments are, developing a sophisticated

and compelling intuition-free account of Gettier’s rejection of the justified true belief ac-

count of knowledge. Moreover, rather than focusing on thought experiments peripheral

to metaphilosophical debate, as Cappelen does, Deutsch focuses on the 10 coins case –

a thought experiment central to experimental philosophy and considered an exemplar of

the case method.

This chapter explores whether Deutsch has an epistemic replacement for intuitions

sufficient to avoid position skepticism. Drawing from both Gettier’s original presentation

and comments by Deutsch, I develop my own argument-based account of Gettier. From

there, I argue that without intuitions, the candidate arguments have gaps that leave

Gettier’s conclusion unjustified. This shows that, at least without a more robust replace-

ment than he provides, Deutsch does not satisfactorily prevent position skepticism. From

there I argue that issues raised below are not idiosyncratic to Gettier’s 10 coins case. In-

stead, the issues raised are individual instances of a global problem facing exegesis-based

intuition denial.
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2.2 The 10 Coins Case

While Gettier presents two thought experiments, Deutsch focuses on the first of the two,

the 10 coins case. Gettier describes a scenario in which Smith hears from his boss that

Jones is about to get a big promotion. Smith has also learned that Jones has 10 coins

in his pocket. From these two beliefs, Smith forms a third belief, E, that the person who

will get the job has 10 coins in their pocket. Because Smith has this information on good

authority, Smith is justified in holding E. As it turns out, however, Jones is not getting

the job – Smith is. Moreover, Smith has 10 coins in his pocket. Therefore E is true.

Nonetheless, Gettier points out, Smith does not know E, even though he believes E, is

justified in believing E, and E is true. From this and a second similar case, the Brown in

Barcelona case, Gettier concludes that justified true belief is not sufficient for knowledge.

In order to evaluate whether Gettier is in fact defending his verdict by argument, it

is worth trying to explicate what that argument would be. Deutsch gives few clues about

what he takes the full argument to be, except that it likely starts as early as Gettier’s

description of the case (2015, 77 fn4). Starting there, this is the 10 coins case converted

almost verbatim from Gettier’s original presentation into numbered premises, with careful

attention paid to giving as robust an argument as the text allows:
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1. Assumption: Justified true belief is knowledge.

2. From Description: E [the man who will get the job has 10 coins in his pocket] is
true.

3. From Description: Smith believes that E is true.

4. From Description: Smith is justified in believing that E is true.

5. From 2, 3, and 4: Smith has a justified true belief that E.

6. From Description: E is true in virtue of the number of coins in Smith’s pocket.

7. From Description: Smith does not know how many coins are in Smith’s pocket.

8. From Description: Smith bases his belief in E on a count of the coins in Jones’
pocket, whom Smith falsely believes to be the man who will get the job.

9. From ?: Smith does not know E.

10. From 4 and 9: Smith has a justified true belief that E and does not know E.

11. From 1 and 10: ⊥

12. From 1 and 11: Justified true belief is not sufficient for knowledge.

The question at the heart of this chapter is whether this argument, or something

sufficiently close, is justified without intuitions. There are two distinct ways to understand

this question. First, we can evaluate how Gettier justifies the verdict of the 10 coins case,

a key moment in his larger argument. In particular, does Gettier satisfactorily defend

the verdict that Smith does not know? The locus of this first question is premise 9 of

the above formalization – Gettier’s verdict about the thought experiment. Intuition-based

readings of Gettier hold that premise 9 is justified via an intuition while Deutsch contends

it is defended by an argument.3

In contrast, we can evaluate whether Gettier provides a good argument for step 12, his

3 I assume this argument is deductive. Gettier does not seem to intend to defend the verdict abductively
or inductively. Abductive inferences try to explain phenomena, and Smith’s lack of knowledge is not,
for example, invoked to explain why Smith believes that the man who will get the job has 10 coins in
his pocket. If anything, as discussed in Section 2.4, the verdict is the thing that needs to be explained.
Similarly, the argument to 9 is not obviously inductive because there are not any generalizations
involved. This is a single verdict about a single instance that does not depend on extrapolating from
past experience (see, however Colaço & Machery, 2017, §5).
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conclusion. This requires that we evaluate Gettier’s larger paper-level argument against

the JTB analysis of knowledge. Specifically, how does Gettier satisfactorily defend the

claim that justified true belief is not sufficient for knowledge? The answer to this question

will ultimately involve a reductio ad absurdum. At the start of the paper, Gettier sets out

the assumption that justified true belief is sufficient for knowledge. As the paper continues,

Gettier provides two counterexamples to the principle: Smith’s lack of knowledge in the

10 coins case and the Brown in Barcelona case. Gettier ends the paper by stating that

he has shown that justified true belief is not sufficient for knowledge. By laying out an

assumption and (implicitly) deriving a contradiction, Gettier deductively rejects the JTB

analysis.

Both notions of whether Gettier makes a good argument are crucial for the purposes of

this chapter. In order to provide a sufficiently good argument without intuitions, intuition

deniers need a satisfactorily account of how Gettier defends Smith’s lack of knowledge

(step 9) and how Gettier rejects the JTB analysis (step 12). A failure to explain the

former means that Gettier’s verdict that Smith does not know is not justified. A failure

to explain the latter means that Gettier’s rejection of the JTB analysis is not justified.

While an account of how the verdict is defended is necessary to provide an account of

how Gettier rejects the JTB analysis, it is not sufficient. Without both, exegesis-based

intuition deniers are forced to admit countless philosophers have rejected the JTB analysis

because of a bad argument, thereby leading to the very skepticism they hope to avoid.

2.3 Defending the Verdict Without Intuitions

Most of the above formalization of Gettier follows a straightforward form. Premises 2, 3,

and 4 are stipulated by Gettier during the case and entail premise 5. Similarly, premises

6, 7, and 8 describe stipulated features of the case. The sub-conclusion, premise 10, is

entailed by 5 and 9, which in turn entails the contradiction and the negation introduction
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of the assumption – premise 1 – in the argument’s final step.

This leaves the verdict, 9, that Smith does not know E. Either 9 is assumed as a

premise (and justified externally to the argument), or it follows from other premises.

Deutsch seems open to both possibilities, and both possibilities are reflected in Gettier’s

language. Consider the passage in which Gettier first gives his verdict: “But it is equally

clear that Smith does not know that [E] is true; for [6, 7, and 8]” (1963, 122). There

are signs of Gettier taking both options in this passage. “Equally clear” suggests Gettier

is appealing to obvious external justification, while “for” suggests Gettier takes 9 as

following from 6, 7, and 8.

While Deutsch considers both options, each poses unique problems for the strategy of

intuition denial. This raises a fork for Deutsch and exegesis-based intuition denial more

generally. Either the verdict is defended with external justification – and it is not clear

what that could be besides intuitions – or the verdict is defended through other premises

in the argument – in which case the argument is not valid. I look at each possibility in

turn.

2.3.1 Externally Justified Verdicts

In this subsection, I examine whether 9 can be taken as a premise justified externally

to the argument. Unimpressed by Gettier’s intuition-talk of “equally clear”, Deutsch

suggests that Gettier does not see the need to defend 9 because 9 is too obvious to

warrant a defense:

So when Gettier claims that it is “clear” that his Smith character does not

know that the man who will get the job has ten coins in his pocket, he is

not adducing evidence for the claim, let alone evidence that consists in his or

other people’s intuitions. He is instead pointing to the ease with which one

can recognize that claim is true. (2015, 81)
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In other words, Gettier does not appeal to intuitions because he does not have to. The

case is so clear and easy to understand that Gettier does not have to defend Smith’s lack

of knowledge. Intuition deniers cannot just excise intuitions from thought experiments

by appealing to external justification, however. Doing so raises a serious issue about the

judgement’s epistemic basis. It is not clear how, if not from intuitions, we can come to

know about the targets of philosophy when using thought experiments.

This is not to say Deutsch does not have a purported story to explain how we know the

Gettier verdict without intuitions. Deutsch, like Cappelen, is an extra-mentalist about

philosophy; he takes the target of philosophical inquiry to be real, mind-independent

entities – in contrast to psychological concepts or linguistic entities (Deutsch, 2015, 48-

50). Thus, Smith’s lack of knowledge is a fact about the world, not a fact about what

we think or how we speak. Building upon his extra-mentalism, Deutsch argues that our

knowledge of counterexamples is unproblematic and non-psychological. He asks us to

imagine that his daughter claims that she put away all of her toys. In order to provide a

counterexample to his daughter’s claim, he merely needs to point to things in the world,

namely, all of the toys that are still on the floor. There is nothing mysterious about having

a toy as a counterexample, and there is certainly nothing in it that relies on intuitions.

Deutsch knows his daughter is wrong because there is an object he perceives, a toy on the

floor. A similarly straightforward story can be told for some counterexamples in science.4

To pick an artificially simple example, how did ornithologists come to know that not all

swans are white? They discovered black swans.

Matters are significantly less simple in philosophy. It is not clear that we can tell the

same story about seeing knowledge (or goodness, justice, justification, etc.) that we can

tell about seeing a toy or a black swan. Even if you take the line that judgements about

knowledge are versions of the same mundane categorization processes that allow us to

4 Certainly not all counterexamples in science have a straightforward epistemology. Galileo was able
to overthrow the impetus theory in physics with a thought experiment. See Gendler (2000) for an
overview.
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pick out toys and swans (e.g., Machery, 2017; Williamson, 2007), telling a story about

how we calibrate our categorizations about targets of philosophy will be significantly

more difficult than everyday objects (Baz, 2016; Cummins, 1998). Intuitions are exactly

the sorts of mental states that are thought to give us access to the targets of philosophy.

Intuitions are often evoked to explain how we can grasp that certain philosophically

relevant concepts – such as knowledge – apply to a situation (e.g., Kauppinen, 2007;

Ludwig, 2007), and intuitions are sometimes described as a perception-like process that

gives us access to philosophical knowledge similarly to how eyesight gives us access to the

visual world (e.g., Bengson, 2015; Chudnoff, 2013b). Deutsch does not explain how “the

ease by which we recognize” that Smith does not know is not a tacit appeal to intuitions

of some variety, such as perceptual intuitions. Perhaps there is way to explain this while

maintaining exegesis-based intuition denial, but it cannot be done by merely appealing

to mundane counterexamples like toys or swans.5

2.3.2 Invoking Principles

As mentioned above, intuition deniers have two ways to justify verdicts about thought

experiments – either the verdict is justified externally, or it is entailed by other parts

of the argument. As just discussed, the first fork leads to an issue about what provides

justification for the target belief, an issue that Deutsch does not have a satisfactory

response to. I now consider the second fork. Intuitions are not required to justify beliefs

if the verdicts under consideration (in this case premise 9) are entailed by other premises

in the argument and those other premises do not need intuitive justification. This is

a position Deutsch explicitly takes, arguing that Gettier’s use of “for” after giving the

verdict and before describing the features in premises 6, 7, and 8 indicates Gettier takes

the verdict to follow from these premises (2016, 75).

5 Weinberg and Alexander (2014) raises similar points.
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This is not enough to show how the verdict is justified, however, because the sub-

argument from premises 6, 7, and 8 to 9 does not have a deductively valid form. A

principle is required to move the argument from the specific features of the case discussed

in premises 6, 7, and 8 to a conclusion about knowledge (premise 9). This would be

something of the form “if x, y, and z, then P does (not) know”. The above argument is

missing such a principle, but perhaps adding one improves Gettier’s argument and, by

extension, helps exegesis-based intuition deniers. In discussion of Gettier’s other thought

experiment, the Brown in Barcelona case, Gettier says that Smith’s belief is true in that

instance by the “sheerest coincidence” (1963, 123). Since the cases are related, Gettier

likely saw them as sharing essential features, and therefore discussion about one thought

experiment is relevant to the other. Deutsch’s candidate principle to exclude “sheerest

coincidence” is:

Epistemic Luck (EL) If S’s belief that p is (also) knowledge that p, then

S’s belief that p is not luckily true. (Deutsch, 2015, 88)

Epistemologists had argued before Gettier’s paper that luck cannot give rise to knowl-

edge, so perhaps the principle was well-known enough that Gettier could have merely

gestured to it (Deutsch, 2015, 89 fn14). Accordingly, here is a shortened version of the

purported Gettier argument, adding a transposed version of EL and the premise that

Smith is lucky:
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1. From Description: Smith has a justified true belief that E.

2. From Description: E is true in virtue of the number of coins in Smith’s pocket.

3. From Description: Smith does not know how many coins are in Smith’s pocket.

4. From Description: Smith bases his belief in E on a count of the coins in Jones’
pocket, whom Smith falsely believes to be the man who will get the job.

5. From ?: Smith’s belief in E is luckily true.

6. Assumption (EL): If S’s belief that p is luckily true, then S’s belief that p is not
knowledge that p.

7. From 5 and 6: Smith does not know E.

8. From 1 and 7 Smith has justified true belief that E and does not know E.

This argument, if a proper analysis of Gettier, removes intuitions about knowledge

from Gettier’s larger reductio. It is not clear, however, that it removes the need for

intuitions entirely. The added principle merely moves the problem facing Deutsch from

the application of knowledge to the application of luck. The same challenge facing the

verdict about knowledge can be raised here for the verdict about luck. While there is a

principle stipulating that luck is inconsistent with knowledge, there is no principle that

formally connects the features of the case to the conclusion that Smith’s judgment is

lucky. Therefore, if we want to understand the verdict “Smith is lucky” as following from

earlier in the argument, adding EL requires adding yet another principle to determine

when someone is lucky. At various points, Deutsch suggests he would be unmoved by this

issue. Papers are finitely long, and arguments have to stop somewhere (Deutsch, 2015,

123-124). Therefore, Gettier’s argument might as well bottom out at luck. Moreover,

Deutsch might be willing to take the other side of the fork and take “Smith is lucky” to

be intuited. Unlike Cappelen, Deutsch does not categorically deny that intuitions have a

role in philosophy. Rather, Deutsch claims that intuitions are not essential evidence and

are not in the places experimental philosophers and methodologists have assumed they

are (2015, 122-127).
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Alternatively, Deutsch can avoid the fork entirely by claiming the phrase “sheerest

coincidence” is working double duty, both invoking a principle of luck and stipulating

that Smith is lucky.6 In this case, intuitions are not needed to justify the verdict that

Smith is lucky, and the argument is not lacking any principle to connect features of

the case with the rejection of the JTB account. Nonetheless, any reading of the Gettier

argument that includes EL prevents exegesis-based intuition deniers from being able to

give a satisfactory account of Gettier’s rejection of the JTB analysis.

2.3.3 A New Problem

Bringing in EL is meant to explain how Gettier justifies the conclusion that Smith does

not know without appealing to intuitions about knowledge, but doing so undermines

Gettier’s larger reductio. If Gettier defends Smith’s lack of knowledge via a principle

of luck, then he cannot justify the conclusion that JTB is not sufficient for knowledge.

Because such an argument requires assuming both the truth of EL and JTB, we no

longer truly have a reductio against JTB by itself. Rather, it creates a reductio against

the conjunction of JTB and EL:

6 Thanks to Justin Snedegar for this suggestion.
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1. Assumption (JTB): Justified true belief is knowledge.

2. Assumption (EL): If S’s belief that p is luckily true, then S’s belief that p is not
knowledge that p.

3. From Description: Smith has justified true belief that E.

4. From Description: Smith’s belief that E is luckily true.

5. From 1 and 3: Smith knows E.

6. From 2 and 4: Smith does not know E.

7. ⊥

This argument does not reveal whether EL or JTB is false. It merely demonstrates

that they cannot both be true. If this were Gettier’s intention, the thought experiment

would be what Cappelen calls a “fact focuser” (2012, 133-134) – a thought experiment

that draws our attention to something we had previously not considered. If the Gettier

case is merely a fact focuser, then the case draws our attention to an unnoticed tension

between JTB and EL without being a counterexample to either. Accepting that many

thought experiments are merely fact focusers as opposed to counterexamples, a move

Cappelen embraces, would give intuition deniers an easy way to eliminate intuitions from

accounts of how thought experiments work, since, as the above argument demonstrates,

it does not require the sort of justification intuitions are thought to provide. Such a move

would blatantly move the goalposts, however. Gettier explicitly concludes that his cases

show that JTB is not sufficient for knowledge. More importantly, other epistemologists

have taken Gettier as showing JTB is not sufficient for knowledge, and to avoid position

skepticism, any intuition free exegesis must account for this.

Given that exegesis-based intuition deniers need to account for how Gettier rejects

the JTB analysis, if both EL and JTB are invoked in Gettier’s argument, then Gettier

(and his readers) need some justification for weighing EL more than JTB when the two

conflict. As Gettier discusses at the beginning of his paper, the JTB analysis of knowledge
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is a venerable theory, with versions dating back to Plato. If anything, the JTB analysis

deserves the benefit of doubt over a principle of epistemic luck.7

In order to arrive at the desired verdict that Smith does not know, we need some

principle. According to Deutsch, this is the principle of epistemic luck. Including such a

principle adjusts the structure of the resulting argument, so we then need some reason to

think that we should maintain the principle of luck more strongly than the JTB principle.

Nowhere in Gettier’s paper is such an argument supplied. Adding EL to Gettier’s argu-

ment already strains the limits of charitable interpretation given the length of Gettier’s

original paper, and adding any additional arguments for EL (or any additional premises)

would approach wishful thinking on the behalf of exegesis-based intuition deniers. Gettier

does not manage to justify rejection of the JTB analysis without appealing to intuitions.

By removing intuitions from Gettier’s defense of the verdict, Deutsch cannot explain

how Gettier is justified rejecting the JTB analysis. He does not have a way to show that

Gettier’s argument is a good argument, and thus does not protect epistemologists from

position skepticism.

2.4 Abduction in Gettier

In this section, I explore the possible argumentative functions of the phrase “sheerest

coincidence”. So far, I have followed Deutsch and assumed that “sheerest coincidence” is

used to support the verdict that Smith does not know. This runs against the role “sheerest

coincidence” is typically thought to play on intuition-based readings Gettier’s paper. If

Gettier justifies his verdict with intuitions, then “sheerest coincidence” is offered as an

explanation of why Smith does not know (Spicer, 2008), rather than support for that

verdict.
The abductive reading of “sheerest coincidence” is roughly the following:

7 Notice that this issue is independent of how Gettier justifies the premise that Smith is lucky.
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1. Explanandum: Smith has a justified true belief that is not knowledge.

2. Smith’s belief is true in virtue of the number of coins in Smith’s pocket.

3. Smith does not know how many coins are in Smith’s pocket.

4. Smith bases his belief on the number of the coins in Jones’ pocket, whom Smith
falsely believes to be the person who will get the job.

5. Explanans: The fact that Smith has a justified true belief that is not knowledge
is best explained by the fact that the belief is true by sheerest coincidence.

In this presentation, Gettier includes the phrase because he is offering a best explanation

for the pre-established fact that Smith does not know. Gettier is not then using the phrase

to argue for the claim that Smith does not know.8

Deutsch calls the objection that he is misunderstanding the role of “sheerest coin-

cidence” the order of explanation objection (2015, 95-99) since it concerns the

order of derivation between the case’s verdict and the statement of Smith’s luck. He of-

fers up two flawed responses. The first response argues that when we consider what it is

like to create the thought experiment instead of consuming it, the abductive reading of

“sheerest coincidence” does not make sense. I discuss the distinction between producers

and consumers of philosophy and its relationship to exegesis extensively in Chapters 3

and 4, but an initial point can be made here. In his response, Deutsch claims that if

phrases like this were abductive inferences about intuitions, we would see intuition-talk

in original presentations of thought experiments. This response highlights a tension in

exegesis-driven intuition denial between the claim that philosophers are wrong about

their methods and the claim that authors accurately represent their methods on paper.

I discuss this in Section 2.4.1.

The other response to the order of explanation objection accepts that “sheerest coin-

cidence” is serving an abductive role but denies that this is incompatible with the phrase

8 There are other possibilities. The phrase may be playing no argumentative role at all. Instead, “sheerest
coincidence” may be an attempt by Gettier to help elicit the intuition that Smith does not know (see
Chudnoff, 2017). On this reading, the phrase exists to draw readers’ attention to features of the case
that will aid in the formation of the correct intuition. I will set this possibility aside.
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supporting the verdict that Smith does not know. In other words, Gettier’s paper is mak-

ing both an abductive and deductive argument. In Section 2.4.2, I discuss why this cannot

be right. If the phrase is working double duty in an abductive and deductive argument

and the deductive argument does not rely on intuitions, then arguments like Gettier’s

could illicitly bootstrap any plausible philosophical view.

2.4.1 The Issue with Original Presentations

Deutsch’s first response to the order of explanation objection hinges on the lack of

intuition-language surrounding original presentations of thought experiments. Accord-

ing to Deutsch’s reply, Gettier keeps it open at the start of the paper whether Smith

knows. Gettier has to, otherwise he would be begging the question against JTB. In-

stead Gettier needs some reason to defend the conclusion that Smith does not know.

Deutsch argues that that reason cannot be intuitions because intuition-talk does not

appear in Gettier (1963) or other original presentations of other thought experiments.

Instead Deutsch claims that textual evidence reveals Gettier is arguing for the verdict

with “sheerest coincidence” instead.

This argument turns on how seriously we should take the language of original texts.

This point is worth discussing because it highlights a set of issues inherent to exegesis-

based intuition denial. To be able to conclude from exegesis that papers like Gettier

(1963) do not rely on intuitions, Deutsch and Cappelen need to be committed to both

the following claims:

� We can examine the original texts in order to determine the authors’ true methods.

� It is possible philosophers largely do not understand the methods of philosophy.

The second claim, that philosophers can be widely mistaken about the methods of phi-

losophy, enables Deutsch and Cappelen to reject philosophers’ intuition-talk. If Deutsch
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and Cappelen are right, then decades of discussion of intuition’s role in philosophy have

been in error. It has been a pretty obvious error, at that. Without assuming the possi-

bility of widespread misunderstandings about the methods of philosophy, Deutsch and

Cappelen would have to take all that intuition-talk at face value as evidence for the use

of intuitions in philosophy. They do not, instead taking exegetical evidence to outweigh

such talk.

The first claim is also a key assumption of exegesis-based intuition denial. If exegesis

did not reveal authors’ methods, reading texts to analyze their methods would be, at

most, a project in self-reflection into one’s interpretation of authors’ methods. Instead,

in using exegetical data to argue that intuitions in fact do not play a role in philosophy,

both Deutsch and Cappelen assume that authors’ words are accurate representations of

authors’ methods.

It is not obvious this first assumption is true, however. Because there is often tension

between style and accuracy, original presentations of thought experiments might not, at

least by themselves, be good sources of evidence for the actual methods of philosophers.

Moreover, this is an untested empirical claim. Perhaps philosophers’ meta-discourse and

logical language reflect their own thought processes and the actual workings of their

papers, but perhaps not. We need to test the claim to be sure. Speaking anecdotally,

I use a handful of thought experiments in this dissertation as argumentative support

for various claims. For the most part the thought experiments significantly pre-date or

post-date my own arrival to the conclusion the thought experiments are used to defend.

Similarly, for reasons discussed in Chapter 7, I have chosen not to use intuition-talk in

relation to my own thought experiments. Nonetheless, I think intuitions play an important

rhetorical and justificatory role with these thought experiments.9

Setting this aside, both claims combined raise the question of whether exegesis-based

9 More accurately: the mental states often referred to with “intuition” play an important role. See
Chapter 7.
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intuition denial is even possible in the first place. Once we accept philosophers can be

mistaken about the methods of philosophy, it is no longer clear that we should take

the language of authors as a guide to their own methods. If Deutsch and Cappelen

think philosophers can competently engage in first-order philosophy without understand-

ing their own methodology, why should they also accept that Gettier understands the

methodological moves in his paper? For instance, some methodologists have recently ar-

gued that abduction is central to philosophy (e.g., Andow, 2016b; Henderson & Horgan,

2013; Williamson, 2016), despite the fact that philosophers rarely use abductive language

such as “the best explanation for x is y” or “x accounts for y” (Deutsch, 2015, 96-97).

If these authors are right, philosophers have been mischaracterizing their argumentative

structures (just as, Deutsch and Cappelen contend, philosophers have sometimes mis-

characterized the role of intuitions).

2.4.2 Worries of Circularity

As just discussed, Deutsch’s first response to the order of explanation objection appeals to

the apparent use of arguments instead of intuitions in authors’ writing, but the response

relies on questionable claims about our ability to infer authors’ methods from texts.

Deutsch’s other response to the order of explanation objection contends that it does not

matter if “sheerest coincidence” is arrived at abductively since it can play both roles.

Epistemic luck can support the conclusion that Smith does not know which can in turn

provide abductive evidence that epistemic luck precludes knowledge.

Deutsch’s idea seems to be the following: Imagine we have two premises – that P is an

a and all a’s are b’s – and a deductively valid conclusion – P is a b. The same premises

can be “reversed” into an abductive argument about the general principle – all a’s are

b’s explains why P is both an a and a b. Given the paucity of information I stipulated, it

is a stretch to say that the general principle is the best explanation for the fact that some
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object has two properties. But imagine we had a large set of objects that are both a’s and

b’s and no a’s that fail to be b’s. Assuming we have empirical reasons to believe that our

set is representative (Henderson & Horgan, 2013, 40-41), we can also abductively infer

that the principle that all a’s are b’s best explains our data. The actual abductive power

of the deductively derived conclusion (that P is a b) is weak, but this is to be expected

– there are countless possible explanations for P’s being a b.

While this sort of thinking may be behind Deutsch’s response to the order of expla-

nation objection, it fails to recognize that we need justification external to the abductive

and deductive arguments in order to run the two in tandem. Otherwise, we can recursively

bootstrap false beliefs (see also Colaço & Machery, 2017, 414). Imagine we are consid-

ering a thought experiment similar to a trolley case in which we are forced to either

kill a woman or a man who is otherwise identical. Take the following unsound deductive

argument:

1. We have to kill either the woman or the man who are otherwise identical.

2. Sexism: Ceteris paribus, a man deserves more moral considerations than a woman.

3. If Sexism is true and we have to kill either a woman or a man who are otherwise
identical, then we ought to kill the woman.

4. Therefore, we ought to kill the woman.

Allowing deductive arguments and abductive conclusions to feed into each other allows

us to (weakly) abductively arrive at Sexism by taking the above conclusion as an ex-

planandum:

1. Explanandum: If we have to kill either the woman or the man, we ought to kill
the woman.

2. As stipulated by the case, the man and the woman are identical in all relevant ways
except for being a man and a woman.

3. The best explanation for explanandum is that, ceteris paribus, a man deserves
more moral considerations than a woman.
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The deductive argument is valid, and the abductive argument gives us evidence that the

deductive argument is sound. Examples such as this can be generated endlessly.

To illustrate what goes wrong in the above arguments, consider a slightly different

example:

1. Utilitarianism is true.

2. If utilitarianism is true, then I should not kick puppies for fun.

3. Therefore, I should not kick puppies for fun.

Then:

1. Explanandum: I should not kick puppies for fun.

2. If utilitarianism is true, then I should not kick puppies for fun.

3. The best explanation for Explanandum is that utilitarianism is true.10

The example involving puppies should sit better than the example involving sexism

even though the two have a parallel form. This is because the apparent correctness (or

plausibility) of the puppy abductive argument relies on smuggling in outside evidence. In

the case of kicking puppies, we have independent reason to think the principle and verdict

under consideration are both correct. Kicking puppies is wrong, and, at least for many

people, utilitarianism is a live theoretical option. Therefore, the fact that utilitarianism

entails I should not kick puppies is a fact in favor of utilitarianism. If, like in the sexist

case, we do not have independent evidence to believe the premises of the two arguments,

then the conclusions from abductive and deductive arguments running in tandem do not

tell us anything meaningful. As a principle, Sexism is not worth taking seriously and

we do not think we ought to prefer men over women in trolley cases, so the abductive

argument, while explaining the hypothetical data, does not give us reason to support

sexism.

10 If these arguments sit poorly, consider the same two arguments with a moral principle you find
plausible.
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Returning to Gettier, if Deutsch is right and the Gettier verdict plays a role in both

a deductive and abductive argument, then the situation is closer to the arguments about

sexism than the arguments about kicking puppies. Without intuitions, we do not have

independent reason to hold the verdict that Smith does not know. We might be able to

derive Smith’s lack of knowledge from the principle of epistemic luck, but this does not

itself provide abductive support for the principle of epistemic luck because we do not

have other evidence for the conclusion that Smith lacks knowledge. If anything, because

JTB entails it, Gettier’s contemporaries had independent reasons to believe that Smith

knows. Thus, if Gettier arrives at Smith’s lack of knowledge via a principle of epistemic

luck, he does not then have independent evidence supporting the verdict to use in an

abductive argument. So, unlike what Deutsch suggests, the principle of luck cannot be

involved in both an abductive and deductive argument, and his second argument against

the order of explanation objection fails.

2.5 Other Thought Experiments

Throughout this chapter, I have argued that removing intuitions from thought experi-

ments via exegesis creates as many problems as it solves. By eliminating experimentally-

driven skepticism about the beliefs philosophers hold, exegesis-based intuition denial in-

troduces a new form of skepticism. So far, discussion in this chapter has focused on

Gettier’s 10 coins case. In this section, I consider how my arguments related to Gettier

(1963) generalize to other thought experiments.

Limiting the above arguments to Gettier cases is itself a worrisome challenge for

exegesis-based intuition deniers. While there is some controversy about how widespread

the JTB analysis of knowledge was before Gettier (Dutant, 2015; M. Kaplan, 1985), it is

important to note the effect Gettier cases have had on subsequent analytic epistemology.

Despite an abundance of competing positive accounts of knowledge defended by philoso-
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phers of different of methodological stripes, vanishingly few defend the claim that JTB

is sufficient for knowledge. The JTB account’s lack of popularity after 1963 is striking

because the theory has notable virtues. It is commonsensical enough to have survived in

one form or another as a serious candidate from Plato to the 20th century. Moreover,

for the JTB account’s simplicity (especially compared to some contemporary accounts

of knowledge), it offers strong theoretical power, able to predict the vast majority of

cases of knowledge (Weatherson, 2003). In other words, Gettier’s paper has had a huge

effect on the positions of analytic epistemologists. The above analysis demonstrates that

Deutsch and Cappelen do not have an avenue for justifying Gettier’s conclusion that

JTB is not sufficient for knowledge, and thus they are committed to the conclusion that

the contemporary search for theories of knowledge have been largely influenced by an

unjustified belief. If Deutsch and Cappelen want to protect analytic epistemology from

the experimental attack, this is not the way to go about doing it.

This leaves the question of how many philosophical beliefs exegesis-based intuition

deniers are committed to skepticism about. I have more interesting things to do in this

dissertation than re-run the above Gettier exegesis on other thought experiments. Nev-

ertheless, it will be an uphill battle for exegesis-based intuition deniers to escape the

skeptical challenge raised here with other thought experiments. They will need to either

show that the arguments are good arguments without intuitions or show that the ver-

dicts of the thought experiments are not used as justification for arguments in the work.

Neither will be easy for the majority of influential analytic thought experiments.

In this section, I explain why exegesis-based intuition denial will in general struggle to

provide justification for works’ arguments. Discussion here is split between three different

types of argumentative roles that capture a large majority of “classic” analytic thought

experiments. The distinction is between thought experiments used to establish counterex-

amples, thought experiments used to establish positive support for a theory, and thought
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experiments used as illustrations for principles.11 These categories are not mutually ex-

clusive. In a single paper a thought experiment can be used as a counterexample, evidence

for a positive claim, and an illustration of a theory. Thought experiment play a slightly

different justificatory role in each of these uses, and I focus on the difficulties intuition

deniers face with the first two roles in particular.

2.5.1 Thought Experiments as Counterexamples

As with Gettier cases, oftentimes thought experiments are used to present counterexam-

ples for various theories or arguments. Classic examples of these include Lehrer’s Mr.

Truetemp (1990), Thomson’s ailing violinist (1976a), and Kripke’s Gödel case (1981). In

each of these examples, the author has a clear target in mind: a certain form of external-

ism about knowledge, an anti-abortion argument depending on the priority of a person’s

right to life, and a consequence of a descriptive theory of reference, respectively. Each

author introduces their target, introduces a case, and explains why the case defeats the

target. Both Deutsch and Cappelen focus on this final step, arguing that this explana-

tion is the locus of the argument that establishes the verdict for the thought experiment.

However, as discussed with the Gettier case, it is not clear whether these explanatory

passages can truly provide the justification needed to stave off position skepticism.

For arguments containing counterexamples to work, we some justification for the

verdict. As discussed with Gettier, the existence of counterexamples cannot be derived

from a second principle. This would prevent the reductio from justifiably negating the

target principle, instead merely giving justification that at least one of the two principles is

false. Moreover, as argued in Section 2.3.1, in normal non-philosophical contexts justifying

counterexamples can be unproblematic – we are simply presented with an object that is

a counterexample. In contrast, in philosophical contexts we need some means of grasping

11 See Colaço and Machery (2017) and Machery (2017, 180-181) for a similar two-way distinction.
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that an instance is indeed a counterexample, and it is not clear that this is possible

without intuitions.

As Deutsch and Cappelen argue, the passages following descriptions of thought exper-

iments may offer a way to supply that justification without intuitions, but the plausibility

of this will differ by thought experiment. There is nonetheless at least one general difficulty

with this approach. When the statements of the case’s intended verdict are taken out, the

explanatory passages, on their face, seem to be consistent with the original authors taking

the exact opposite position – that the case is not actually a counterexample. Passages

after descriptions of thought experiments therefore seem to be doing little justificatory

work.

Consider Lehrer’s discussion following his Truetemp case in which Mr. Truetemp

unknowingly has a machine constantly and accurately feeding the temperature into his

thoughts:

Thus, [Mr. Truetemp] thinks and accepts that the temperature is 104 de-

grees. It is. Does he know that it is? Surely not. He has no idea whether he

or his thoughts about the temperature are reliable. What he accepts, that

the temperature is 104 degrees, is correct, but he does not know that his

thought is correct. His thought that the temperature is 104 degrees is correct

information, but he does not know this. Though he records the information

because of the operations of the tempucomp, he is ignorant of the facts about

the tempucomp and about his temperature telling reliability. Yet, the sort

of causal, nomological, statistical, or counterfactual relationships required by

externalism may all be present. (1990, 164)12

Early in the passage Lehrer states that Mr. Truetemp does not know whether it is 104

degrees. When this is taken out, the passage can be used to make exactly the opposite

12 This passage has been slightly truncated for space and ease of presentation. The same point being
made here can be made about Lehrer’s entire passage, albeit less cleanly.
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point. Compare Lehrer’s original passage to an imaginary version of that passage in which

Lehrer’s statement that Mr. Truetemp does not know is taken out and one sentence is

added to the end:

Thus, [Mr. Truetemp] thinks and accepts that the temperature is 104 degrees.

It is. He has no idea whether he or his thoughts about the temperature are

reliable. What he accepts, that the temperature is 104 degrees, is correct, but

he does not know that his thought is correct. His thought that the tempera-

ture is 104 degrees is correct information, but he does not know this. Though

he records the information because of the operations of the tempucomp, he

is ignorant of the facts about the tempucomp and about his temperature

telling reliability. Yet, the sort of causal, nomological, statistical, or counter-

factual relationships required by externalism may all be present. Therefore,

Mr. Truetemp can be said to know it is 104 degrees.

The difference between the two passages comes down to the fact that Lehrer takes

himself to have theory-independent access to what knowledge is. For this access to justify

his rejection of externalism, it has to come from more than his belief in internalism. Oth-

erwise, because this passage is used to argue against the externalist views of Armstrong,

Nozick, Goldman, Dretske, and others, Lehrer would be flagrantly begging the question

against his opponents.

This feature is shared by all philosophical uses of imagined counterexamples. To avoid

begging the question, we need some sort of theory-independent access to judge whether

a counterexample is indeed a counterexample.13 Intuitions are exactly the things thought

13 Compare this to how some scientific thought experiments seem to work as counterexamples (Gendler,
2000; Kuhn, 1977; Sorensen, 1992). Rather than relying on independent access to the phenomena,
some scientific thought experiments seem to reveal contradictions or incoherence inherent in a theory.
The thought experiment by Galileo in which a heavier ball is tied to lighter ball and dropped illustrates
that in cases such as this, Aristotelian physics predicts that the two balls tied together will fall both
faster and slower than the heavier ball alone. Presumably there are philosophical thought experiments
that also work by revealing internal contradictions to theories, and these would likely not fall prey to
the considerations considered here.
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to give us epistemic access to the target phenomena in these cases, such as whether

Mr. Truetemp knows the temperature. Unless intuition deniers can explain how we come

to justifiably believe things about knowledge (or the topic under consideration in other

thought experiments), they cannot provide an account of the justification behind thought

experiments sufficient to avoid position skepticism.

2.5.2 Thought Experiments as Positive Evidence and Data Points

Often thought experiments are not used as counterexamples. Instead thought experiments

often serve as data points to explain or serve as supporting evidence for a theory. Much

the same issues arise here for exegesis-based intuition deniers as with when thought

experiments introduce counterexamples.

Thomson’s use of variations of trolley cases are a clear example of this method (1976b;

1985). Building from Foot (1967), Thomson treats the trolley cases as points to be ex-

plained rather than evidence against one position or another. Utilitarianism is not men-

tioned. Insofar as the classic presentations of trolley cases by Foot and Thomson serve

as counterexamples to utilitarianism, it is because Thomson and Foot use the cases to

support the doctrine of double effect. Another candidate of a thought experiment used

positively includes Cappelen’s (2012, 132-139) reading of Perry (1979). Perry’s thought

experiments include a professor who goes from believing “the faculty meeting starts at

noon” to realizing “the faculty meeting is going on now”. According to Cappelen, Perry

uses this case and others to point to a previously unstudied phenomena – the change that

occurs between the professor believing “the meeting starts at noon” and “the meeting

starts now”.

As theories successfully manage to explain or predict data points, the thought ex-

periments (or verdicts thereof) serve as positive inductive or abductive evidence for the

theory. In such cases, the logical structure of the relevant arguments differs from the
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sorts of reductio arguments considered so far in this chapter. Therefore, worries about

adding extra principles to support the premise do not apply here. Intuition deniers will

thus likely have an easier time explaining how such arguments are justified than when

the thought experiments are used as counterexamples.

Nonetheless, worries about circularity threaten to prevent exegesis-based intuition

deniers from providing an account that provides satisfactory justification in these cases.

When considering thought experiments as positive evidence, intuition deniers still need

to explain why one verdict is justified over another. Why did Thomson take the trolley

cases to be evidence that one ought to pull the lever to save five rather than evidence that

one ought to let the trolley kill five? The answer to this question must rely on evidence

beyond the theory the case is later used to support, and here the problem for intuition

deniers begins to again resemble the problems related to counterexamples. Justification

external to the argument is needed, and it is not clear how it can be supplied without

intuitions.

2.5.3 Thought Experiments as Mere Illustrations

Intuition deniers will not struggle to explain thought experiments used as mere illustra-

tions of a theory’s consequence because the role of these thought experiments is conceptual

and rhetorical but not epistemic. Mere illustrations allow authors to communicate a the-

ory by demonstrating the theory’s descriptions, predictions, or prescriptions in specific

circumstances. These allow authors to pair abstract descriptions of theories with concrete

examples. Davidson’s Swampman case is one such mere illustration (Davidson, 1987). As

discussed by Deutsch, Davidson uses the Swampman case to illustrate externalism about

mental content (2015, 117-118). Therefore, the verdicts Davidson draws about the case

– that the Swampman would not mean anything he says – is solely a consequence of his

theory, not support thereof.
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While Davidson argues for externalism about mental content, mere illustrations can

be used regardless of whether the author thinks the theory is correct. Nonetheless, using

a thought experiment as a mere illustration can provide weak support for the view being

illustrated. Being able to coherently describe a scenario using a theory is weak evidence

that the view is not incoherent. However, the resulting justification offered in favor of the

theory is much weaker than that offered by counterexamples or data points. Moreover,

since a verdict is not elicited in these cases over and above what is predicted by the

theory under consideration, few metaphilosophers would argue intuitions play a role in

such passages.

Intuition deniers have a way to limit the scope of the skepticism they are committed to

by showing certain thought experiments are mere illustrations of a theory. It is not clear

how many thought experiments this is a plausible understanding of. With exceptions,

thought experiments typically occur before any positive proposal in papers – if a positive

proposal is even offered. This ordering suggests that thought experiments typically do

not serve as mere illustrations.

2.6 Conclusion

In Chapter 1, I introduced the debate between experimental philosophers and exegesis-

based intuition deniers. Intuition deniers are motivated by a desire to avoid position

skepticism driven by the experimental attack. In this chapter, I argued that in order to

avoid the same fate, intuition deniers cannot accept the conclusion that their exegesis

reveals unjustified arguments. The thought experiments studied by intuition deniers and

experimental philosophers alike have been chosen in part because they have been success-

ful at changing philosophers’ beliefs. Thus, if intuition deniers are forced to concede that

the authors of thought experiments failed to justify their conclusions, then the subsequent

philosophers who have changed their minds in response to the thought experiments have
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changed their minds based on bad arguments.

When Gettier’s reductio of the JTB analysis of knowledge is formalized, it does not

appear as if a satisfactory argument can be produced without appealing to intuitions

about knowledge. The argument itself is not formally valid unless Smith’s lack of knowl-

edge is understood as being a premise supported externally to the argument, and it is

not clear what could support it besides intuitions. Invoking a principle of luck appears to

provide the necessary non-intuitive justification, but it problematically weakens Gettier’s

larger argument against JTB. Moreover, Deutsch does not provide strong reasons to think

Gettier’s apparent reference to epistemic luck is meant support his verdicts rather than

serving as an explanation of the verdicts. Exegesis-based intuition deniers are therefore

either committed to the role of intuitions in philosophy or are committed to skepticism

about the positions philosophers believe. The former rejects intuition deniers’ central

empirical claim, and the latter undermines their central motivation.

This chapter and the next two are largely focused on the dissertation’s negative thesis.

In this chapter I laid out my first line of attack against exegesis-based intuition denial.

As presented by Deutsch and Cappelen, it cannot account for the historical influence of

some thought experiments without leading to skepticism about the beliefs of people who

were convinced by the arguments surrounding the thought experiments. This argument is

also, however, the first part of my positive thesis. Historical facts about how philosophy

evolved are important to evaluating the epistemology of philosophy. I am going to hold

off saying more until the end of Chapter 4, when I can tell a fuller story about which

historical facts are important.

In the next chapter, I continue to examine exegesis-based intuition denial, but I take

a step back. This chapter showed that responding to the experimental attack via textual

exegesis is hopeless. The next two chapters take a step back and argue that the method

of textual exegesis is unmotivated from the start. There is no reason for people interested
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in the epistemology of philosophy to carefully examine original texts.
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Chapter 3

Producer-Focused Metaphilosophy

In the previous chapter, I raised an initial worry about exegesis-based intuition denial.

I argued that the project undermines its own central motivation by being committed

to skepticism about philosophy. This was an argument focused on the inner workings of

exegesis-based intuition denial. I explored what the view itself is committed to about the

epistemic status of philosophers based on what they are committed to about the goodness

or badness of influential arguments involving thought experiments.

In this and the next chapter, I take a step back and reject the methodological under-

pinnings of exegesis-based intuition denial. In particular, I discuss the social epistemology

of philosophy as a way of exploring the motivation of examining original texts of thought

experiments. The project of exegesis-based intuition denial relies on the assumption that

a paper’s author or a talk’s speaker (the work’s producer) is more important than the

reader or listener (the work’s consumer). In this chapter, I reintroduce the distinction be-

tween producers and consumers of a philosophical work and highlight why the distinction

is important for the exegetical projects considered here. After that, I try to defend the

method of exegesis through the social epistemology of philosophy. I find this approach

lacking, and in the next chapter I give a positive story for how philosophers learn from

each other and explore its consequences.
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3.1 Introduction: Exegesis vs Xphi

Experimental philosophers, specifically those belonging to the evaluative or negative ex-

perimental tradition, have made inferences about epistemic standing of philosophy and

philosophers from psychological studies of people’s reactions to thought experiments.

These designs employed by experimental philosophers focus on the consumption, as op-

posed to the production, of thought experiments. Rather than directly revealing something

about how thought experiments are created or developed, these experiments investigate

how people react to them.

With that in mind, we are in a position to slightly revise the experimental attack,

specifically the empirical premise about the psychology of philosophy:

1. According to experimental findings, consumers’ intuitions are affected by P

2. P is truth-irrelevant

3. As a matter of fact, philosophy involves reconciling intuitions with principles

4. Therefore, philosophy is in bad epistemic standing

The strategy of metaphilosophical textual exegesis rejects the relevance of consumer-

focused experimental data, instead taking a decidedly producer-focused approach. They

take the perspective of the producer to reject experimental inferences about the epistemic

standing of philosophy. Rejecting the relevance of the adjusted step 1 to the conclusion

4, Deutsch and Cappelen present exegetical evidence in original presentations of thought

experiments. They argue that intuition-language does not appear in original presentations

of influential thought experiments, and the texts show no sign that the authors meant to

rely on intuitions to establish their conclusions. Thus, insofar as experimental data reveal

something about the psychology of philosophy, Deutsch and Cappelen contend these data

do not say anything metaphilosophically important. Data on the consumption of thought
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experiments, Deutsch and Cappelen argue, are irrelevant in light of evidence about the

production of thought experiments.

The question at the heart of this and the next chapter is whether this rejection of

consumers is right. As stated, the third step of the experimental attack is ambiguous

between producers and consumers – who in philosophy does the reconciling? If we take the

producers to be the important drivers of philosophical methods and think that producing

a work of philosophy is fundamentally unlike consuming it, then deriving inferences about

philosophy from experimental data lacks motivation. Experimental data is looking at

the wrong kind of evidence to derive broad conclusions about philosophy. In contrast,

if consumers are the most important consideration in philosophical methods, then the

method of exegesis is only useful insofar as it reveals historical facts about what authors

wrote.

In light of this, we can distinguish between two broad camps of metaphilosophers.

Consumer-focused metaphilosophers, namely experimental philosophers and their al-

lies, think that data about the consumption of philosophical thought experiments are

key to studying the epistemology of philosophy. Producer-focused metaphilosophers,

in contrast, reject the importance of consumer-focused experimental philosophy in favor

of producer-focused exegesis (or in theory, producer-focused experimental philosophy).1

Notably, neither experimental philosophers nor Deutsch and Cappelen provide robust

reasons to think their respective focus on consumers and producers is well-grounded. The

metaphilosophical distinction between producer and consumer seems to have only been

taken up by Deutsch, and as will be discussed below, his defense of producer-focused

metaphilosophy is lacking.

The lack of discussion of consumers vs producers by experimental philosophers is per-

haps not surprising. The choice of experimental philosophers to focus on the consumption

of thought experiments is probably largely pragmatic. Designing a psychological experi-

1 These are two extremes. There is of course room for a mixed approach (e.g., Colaço & Machery, 2017).
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ment focusing on consumption of predesigned thought experiments allows experimental

philosophers to stick closely to familiar and well-established experimental paradigms. It

also allows experimenters to limit the range of possible responses to yes/no answers or

Likert scales. This leaves the results of studies easy to analyze and fairly straightforward

to interpret.

This is not to say that experimental philosophy cannot be producer-focused, but

despite the growing sophistication of the methods of experimental philosophers, I am

not aware of any experiments that have directly examined the psychological processes

behind the creation of philosophical thought experiments. Prior to any actual data on

the production of thought experiments, there are reasons to think it is (at least par-

tially) psychologically different than the consumption of thought experiments. Producing

a philosophically enlightening fictional story requires clear acts of creativity, while con-

sidering such a case does not (Deutsch, 2015, 95-99). This asymmetry is not a foregone

conclusion though. Producing and consuming might both involve nearly identical pro-

cesses of considering cases and eliciting intuitions (see Section 3.2 below). In this case,

producing and consuming a thought experiment would differ mainly in that the process

of producing the thought experiment is more recursive than consuming it. Nonetheless,

it is an open empirical question whether the psychological processes behind creating a

thought experiment differ significantly from its consumption. Thus, insofar as experi-

mental philosophy is capable of making epistemic claims about the epistemic standing

of philosophers from premises about psychological processes, we should only take it to

clearly reveal something about the consumption of philosophical arguments.

Despite the (meta)metaphilosophical break between the competing metaphilosophi-

cal strategies of experimental philosophy and textual exegesis, the break has not been

discussed elsewhere. Instead, what has gained the most attention is their claim that anal-

yses of the texts of classic thought experiments reveal that thought experiments’ authors
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argued for their conclusions rather than appealing to intuitions. This strategy has been

heavily criticized, including for not properly looking for the sorts of mental states intu-

itions are (Weinberg, 2014), for failing to explain the historical details of Gettierology

(Brown, 2017), for failing to establish the claim that intuitions are not used in philosophy

(Egler, 2019), and for being self-undermining (Chapter 2). These arguments all take for

granted that the exegetical strategy has something to offer metaphilosophical discourse.

We should nonetheless pay careful attention to the strategy of producer-focused

metaphilosophy. Deutsch and Cappelen’s producer-focused metaphilosophy has been so

influential that it has been adopted by many critics of exegesis-based intuition denial. To

illustrate the uptake of producer-focused metaphilosophy in response to Deutsch and Cap-

pelen, consider the following passages in Colaço and Machery (2017), Chudnoff (2017),

and Chalmers (2014).

Colaço and Machery (2017) argue against Deutsch’s rejection of experimental philos-

ophy’s relevance by drawing their own observations about texts. They counter Deutsch’s

observations about the fact that arguments typically follow thought experiments with

their own observations. They retort “the initial presentation of the case is not always,

perhaps not typically followed by an explicit argument”, using Searle’s Chinese Room as

an example (Colaço & Machery, 2017, 411).

Similarly, Chudnoff’s (2017) criticism of Deutsch and Cappelen accepts their premise

of producer-focused metaphilosophy. Disputing Deutsch and Cappelen’s argument-based

picture of thought experiments, Chudnoff appeals to how Lehrer (1990) discusses the Mr.

Truetemp case, saying

Lehrer does not just describe Mr. Truetemp, state his verdict about the case,

and leave it at that. He says some additional stuff. The stuff doesn’t constitute

a good argument for his verdict however. Rather, it helps us see what he sees

about Mr. Truetemp. (Chudnoff, 2017, 383)
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Chudnoff argues for intuition-based methodology based on the observation that Lehrer

himself intends to invoke in the reader intuitions against externalist theories of knowl-

edge,2 thereby adopting producer-focused metaphilosophy too.

Chalmers (2014) also adopts producer-focused metaphilosophy in criticizing Cappelen.

Discussing the role of intuitions in his own work on philosophical zombies, Chalmers says,

In that presentation, I first appeal to the conceivability of zombies, saying I

take this to be intuitively obvious (and therefore noninferentially dialectically

justified), but I go on to give a number of arguments for this claim from

underlying principles (for example, the nonanalyzability of consciousness in

functional terms). (2014, 540)

In this passage, Chalmers is doing producer-focused metaphilosophy on his own work.

Because Chalmers is the producer of the work being analyzed, Chalmers can beat Cap-

pelen at Cappelen’s own game. While Cappelen analyzes the methods of Chalmers (1996)

(the text) through reading, only Chalmers (the producer) has first-hand knowledge of the

methods of Chalmers (1996) (the text). Chalmers takes his own methods to ultimately

defend the use of intuitions in philosophy.

3.1.1 Outline

This chapter and the next examines whether the exegetical strategy is methodologically

justified in the first place. Specifically, I answer the following question:

If we are interested in the epistemic standing of philosophers, who should

we focus on? The methods, psychology, and/or justification of the producers

of thought experiments, the methods, psychology, and/or justification of the

consumers of thought experiments, or both?

2 I argue for a similar but more general picture of the epistemology in Section 4.1.
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In order to answer the question, in this chapter I identify the most plausible defense

of producer-focused metaphilosophy, namely philosophical testimony. If reading a text

produces testimonial philosophical knowledge, then, at least on certain anti-reductionist

accounts of testimony, our epistemic standing qua philosophers depends on the epistemic

standing of the original producers of philosophical arguments.3

In the next chapter, I give my positive account of how philosophers do learn from each

other. While I argue that we have testimonial knowledge of some philosophical theses,

this testimony comes from sources other than the producer of a work of philosophy.

Instead, knowledge that is caused by a work of philosophy is based on the epistemic tools

of consumers who consider texts by their own lights. Therefore it is the consumers, not

producers, that carry the most importance for the purposes of evaluating the epistemology

of philosophy, and exegetical analyses of original texts carries very limited relevance to

such a project.

As a way of introducing the dialectic, in Section 3.2 I introduce the first discussion of

philosophical producers vs philosophical consumers that I am aware of: Deutsch’s discus-

sion of the process Gettier must have gone through in producing Gettier cases. I argue

that this discussion does not do the work Deutsch wants or needs it to. In Section 3.3, I

then discuss other explicit defenses of producer-focused metaphilosophical methods. Af-

ter criticizing these, Section 3.4 introduces philosophical testimony as producer-focused

metaphilosophy’s best hope. Section 3.5 argues that peer disagreement defeats a signifi-

cant amount of philosophical testimony, raising a significant challenge to producer-focused

metaphilosophy.

3 When talking about “philosophical knowledge” and “philosophical testimony”, I specifically mean
knowledge and testimony about the target of philosophical inquiry. These are substantive, object-level
claims about the sorts of things philosophers investigate as philosophers. Compare this with claims
about philosophy as a discipline. “Berkeley’s idealism is false” is an example of the sort of proposition
whose epistemology I am interested in investigating, while “Berkeley’s idealism is widely considered
to be a major development of British empiricism” – a claim about the field of philosophy – is not. I
am assuming for present purposes that we have such knowledge. Starting in Chapter 5, I am neutral
on the point.
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3.2 Focusing on Producers

As mentioned, the distinction between producers and consumers is originally Deutsch’s.

One of the explicit mentions is in relationship to the order of explanation objection (see

Section 2.4). Deutsch raises the distinction as one of his main arguments against the

reading of “mere coincidence” as a purely abductive inference meant to explain why

Smith does not know. Instead, Deutsch asks us to consider what happened to Gettier

when he developed the thought experiments in the first place:

If intuitions are evidence for [the verdicts], they are not Gettier’s intuitions,

for the simple reason that Gettier almost certainly did not come to believe

[the verdicts] on the basis of intuition. Arriving at that belief, for Gettier,

did not involve the passive sort of cognizing characteristic of intuiting that

something is so. It must instead have involved active “thinking through” the

details of the cases, and reasoning that his conditions about them were true.

[emphasis original] (Deutsch, 2016, 85)

Deutsch’s point about the asymmetry between the cognitive aspect of producing a

thought experiment and consuming it is correct and important. When we discover coun-

terexamples, they do not simply pop into the mind out of nowhere (Sorensen, 1992).

Creators of thought experiments, whether they trade in intuitions or arguments, are not

operating in total darkness when trying to develop a counterexample. There are many

possible theories that conflict with the claim that JTB is necessary and sufficient for

knowledge, but only some of those theories are plausible. More importantly, we have

some sense of which conflicting theories are the plausible theories. Someone trying to

produce a counterexample to an analysis of knowledge knows not to look for a coun-

terexample based on the principles beliefs formed on Tuesdays cannot be knowledge or

we cannot know anything about cats – despite these principles’ incompatibility with the
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JTB account.

A successful description of how a thought experiment is created will therefore explain

why Gettier was able to hone in on a counterexample rather than blindly searching for

one. Elsewhere, Deutsch tries to explain this by using the analogy of a recipe (2015,

98). Having justification to think epistemic luck precludes knowledge even if the belief is

justified and true, Gettier “cooked” up a case with a counterexample knowing prior to

any intuitions what was going to come out of the oven. Deutsch is arguing that because

this creative process is undoubtedly active and requires careful and intense thought, it

must not require intuitions. Instead, the verdicts must have been inferred.

Here Deutsch’s argument makes a mistake common to the intuition literature, es-

pecially literature that talks about the relationship between intuitions and reasoning.

Careful, effortful, and deliberate thought is not inconsistent with the role of intuitions.4

Rather, reasoning and intuition (insofar as they are distinct) should be seen as tightly in-

tegrated cognitive strategies that recursively interact (Kornblith, 2012; Nagel, 2012a). Re-

flection guides which intuitions are formed, and those intuitions then guide the direction

of our reflection. The recursive nature of intuitions and reflection should be well-known

to anyone who, as an audience member in a philosophy talk, finds their understanding

of something the speaker said unintuitive. The charitable thing to do would be to find

alternative understandings of what the speaker is defending (a reflective task) in order to

check whether those too are unintuitive. This process may repeat itself through multiple

iterations as we adjust our attempts to interpret our understanding of the speaker until

we find something we find intuitively plausible.5

Because of the back and forth relationship between intuitions and reasoning, we can,

contrary to Deutsch’s argument, tell a story of the production of thought experiments

that is compatible with both a reasoned production and intuition-based justification:

4 See (Cappelen, 2014a, §2.4) for another example of the mistake.
5 Admittedly this example is not theoretically neutral on the nature of intuitions and intuitiveness. See

Chapter 7 for further discussion on the point of theoretical neutrality here.
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One day a man named Edmund was sitting around and decided he needed

to publish a paper to secure tenure. Edmund suspected the JTB analysis of

knowledge was flawed. He also suspected knowledge was incompatible with

luckily true beliefs. To test this, he wrote down a story where a character has

justified true belief but the belief was true by mere coincidence. While writing

this story, he took great care to consider and remove possible confounds.

Edmund then asked himself, “Is this a counterexample to the JTB analysis?”.

Considering the case carefully, he intuited that Smith does not in fact have

knowledge, leading Edmund to exclaim “Ah, it is true, for I have intuited

it!”.6 Edmund then writes a brief introduction introducing the JTB analysis,

writes a second story that also causes him to intuit that Smith has JTB that

is not knowledge, and writes a conclusion.

Given the coherence of this imagined producer-focused origin story behind the pro-

duction of Gettier’s paper, Deutsch’s picture of creation does not preclude intuitions

from playing a key role in the creation of thought experiments. Indeed, it shows that

the distinction between producer and consumer might be quite muddled, since in the

thought experiment Gettier is in a sense consuming the thought experiment as well as

producing it. On any account of intuition-based production of thought experiments, the

producer needs to go through a creative process, and that process may involve following

a recipe. While Deutsch’s picture implies that the chef in the analogy knows that what

he is making will turn out, on an intuition-friendly picture, the chef might not. Intuitions

behave in such a way that we cannot always predict their outcome. Instead, at least on an

intuition-friendly understanding of metaphilosophy, everyone, including producers, need

to check intuitions in order to know what a thought experiment shows.

Thus, focusing on the production of a thought experiment so removed from the actual

6 This exclamation, while perhaps not necessary for the thought experiment, makes it clear that intu-
itions are playing a role in the state sense (see Section 1.4.1).
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process shows nothing itself about the role of intuitions in philosophy. Nonetheless, this

perspective on thought experiments is central to the exegetical project, and an impor-

tant shift from the consumer-focused discussion found among experimental philosophers.

Reading into the text, according to producer-focused metaphilosophers, is important for

metaphilosophy, although we cannot know how it is important to metaphilosophy without

checking the text.

3.3 Existing Defenses

In this section, I examine and reject the defenses of producer-focused metaphilosophy

given by producer-focused metaphilosophers. The closest thing to an initial articulation

of producer-focused metaphilosophy is the following passage by Deutsch:

The important methodological question is: What methods are employed by

good philosophers, ones who, by fairly wide consensus, have made interesting

and important philosophical progress, increasing, in a significant way, our

body of philosophical knowledge? (2015, 41):

In other words, there is something particularly important about paying attention to

original and groundbreaking works of philosophy. The original texts are more metaphilo-

sophically relevant than anything “downstream”, such as how they are understood or

how they are discussed by other philosophers.

Cappelen implicitly takes a similar position. In criticizing the negative experimental

philosophy of Swain et al. (2008), which studied intuitions about Lehrer’s Mr. Truetemp

cases. Notice Cappelen’s focus on Lehrer himself, especially in Cappelen’s first point:

Swain et al. make two false assumptions about Lehrer’s paper: [First,] Lehrer’s

judgment that Mr. Truetemp does not know is based on an intuition. [Sec-

ond,] The failure to account for that intuition is used as an argument against
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reliabilism. [emphasis added] (2012, 222-223)

Cappelen is interested in the epistemic status and methods of Lehrer himself, as presented

in Lehrer (1990). In the quoted passage, Cappelen argues Swain et al. did not study the

actual methods of Lehrer’s paper. Instead, he claims Swain et al. make a false assumption

about Lehrer’s methods in their experimental design and resulting criticism of the case

method. Therefore, Swain et al.’s discovery of order effects in judgements about Mr.

Truetemp cases does not matter to the debate about reliabilism, Cappelen argues, because

Lehrer does not rely on such judgements as evidence.

Further justification is needed for Deutsch and Cappelen to secure their rejection

of the experimental attack. Suppose contrary to the previous chapter that original pre-

sentations of thought experiments do present non-intuitive evidence for the verdicts of

thought experiments. It is a further claim that evaluation of this non-intuitive evidence

is important for evaluating the methods of philosophy because it may be that the actual

contents of a text are nearly or completely epiphenomenal to later practice. The very

same ignorance of the content of original texts that Deutsch and Cappelen lament of-

fer credibility to this possibility. The conclusions of many influential analytic texts are

often discussed and taught without actually being read (much to both Deutsch’s and

Cappelen’s frustration). For example, people who have never read Naming and Necessity

believe that Kripke disproved descriptivist theories of reference using a series of thought

experiments involving mistaken definite descriptions because this is how the main thrust

of Book 2 of Naming and Necessity is presented in classrooms and at the pub. These later

presentations and discussions of texts may be the source of knowledge and justification

for most or all philosophers.

Producer-focused metaphilosophy denies the relevance of these later presentations and

later consumption of the material, thus justifying the move Deutsch and Cappelen both

make from text-based evidence to a claim about philosophical practice more generally.
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As far as Deutsch provides a defense for producer-focused metaphilosophy, it seems to be

the following claim:

The core methods of the discipline, and of any discipline, are reflected most

clearly by the most clearly successful examples of discovery and progress in

the discipline. A focus on such examples in philosophy is entirely appropriate.

(2015, 41)

This claim about methods and progress is simply not true. The methods of disciplines

are not reliably reflected in the most notable examples of progress because progress has

often occurred when core methods are tweaked or set aside. Darwin’s “On the Origin of

Species” (2011) relies on an argument from analogy between domesticated animals and

wild animals. Arguments from analogy are rarely used in contemporary biology. Turning

to thought experiments, thought experiments are fairly uncommon in primary scientific

literature. Nonetheless, some of the greatest advances in physics – whether the shift to

Newtonian mechanics, special and general relativity, or quantum mechanics – involved

thought experiments (Gendler, 2000; Kuhn, 1977). Similarly, there are many norms of

philosophy not reflected in Gettier’s paper. Few other published philosophy papers have

successfully defended a thesis in 1000 words using thought experiments.

Setting aside this worry about whether extraordinary works of a discipline use ordi-

nary methods, the rate at which philosophers misunderstand each other raises a second

objection to producer-focused metaphilosophy. Philosophers misread, mishear, and mis-

understand works of philosophy all the time. Many well-known and generally accepted

works of philosophy are subjected to widespread disagreement about the works’ content

or intentions. Philosophers cannot agree on something as basic as the content of Gettier

intuitions,7 or even if Gettier used intuitions in the first place. Despite this, philosophers

generally agree that JTB is not knowledge. Producer-focused metaphilosophers must then

7 See Chudnoff (2011) §7 and Cappelen (2012) Chapter 3.
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explain how even simple texts like Gettier (1963) can be widely misunderstood but still be

more metaphilosophically relevant than the epistemic states of the people reading them.

Third, and relatedly, if intuition deniers are right and philosophers have mistakenly

thought that intuitions are used as evidence in philosophy, then philosophers have been

widely mistaken about the methods of clearly successful examples of progress. This leaves

Deutsch in an awkward situation of accepting that progress has occurred but philosophers

have been widely mistaken about what the progress is grounded in or even consists of.

Some philosophical accounts of progress might allow for this,8 but even if we accept that

progress can occur in philosophy when a substantial majority of philosophers have false

beliefs about what the progress consists in, we still have reasons to not take original

texts very seriously. Assume that authors of notable thought experiments did not rely on

intuitions but successfully discovered philosophical truths. Assume further that consumers

reading the text thought that intuitions were involved and treated their intuitions as

putative warrant for the conclusions being defended. Then metaphilosophers still have to

accept that many philosophers’ beliefs have been caused by unreliable methods, leading

them to defend false beliefs and to explore blind alleys (see Nado, 2016).

Existing defenses of the method of exegesis employed by Deutsch, Cappelen, and

many subsequent critics fall short. Deutsch appears to have provided the only substantial

defense of the method. His defense, that notable works of philosophy are illustrative of

the methods of the rest of philosophy, faces serious and likely insurmountable challenges.

We therefore need to look elsewhere to try to defend producer-focused metaphilosophy.

8 Bird (2007) is one possible account. Appealing to Deutsch’s use of “progress” in the passage quoted
above is one possible route for defending producer-focused metaphilosophy that I leave unexplored
here. It does, however, face two immediate hurdles. First, evaluative metaphilosophy has traditionally
focused on warrant, justification, or knowledge of philosophical propositions instead of other epistemic
states such as progress or acceptance. To defend producer-focused metaphilosophy this way we need
reason to shift the focus of evaluative metaphilosophy to these other epistemic states. Second, such
a defense of producer-focused metaphilosophy still needs some way of screening off later misunder-
standings as metaphilosophically unimportant. Progress is likely not much good to a community of
inquirers if most or all of the inquirers misunderstand the progress, such as mistakenly thinking that
intuitions are involved in the discovery.
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3.4 Testimony and Philosophy

For the rest of this chapter, I explore the potential of philosophical testimony, specifically

anti-reductionist accounts of philosophical testimony, as a way of defending producer-

focused metaphilosophy. I take this to be the most plausible defense because it, at least

in theory, allows for a robust epistemic connection between producers and consumers.

If this connection is in place, producer-focused metaphilosophers have a ready reason to

look at original texts. If we gain knowledge from producers of philosophical arguments

via testimony, then learning about the sources of justification of original authors reveals

something about the justification of those who read the text.9

Naturally, accounts of testimony differ on what exactly is necessary for testimonial

knowledge or justified testimonial beliefs, and the differences between accounts matter to

the sort of defense philosophical testimony provides for producer-focused metaphilosophy.

The main faultline in the testimony debate turns on whether testimonial warrant, justi-

fication, or knowledge depends on non-testimonial evidence. Reductionists argue that

the uptake of testimony depends on the listener drawing upon other sources of evidence,

such as perceptual evidence or inductive inferences (Coady, 1992; Fricker, 2014; Hume,

1748; Van Cleve, 2006). In contrast, anti-reductionists deny the need for additional

inferences or evidence from non-testimonial sources, but they typically grant that these

non-testimonial sources can nonetheless provide defeaters for a given piece of testimony

(Audi, 1997; Burge, 1998; Reid, 1769).10

To flush out the distinction between the two camps, reductionists argue that testimo-

nial justification depends on other sources of justification. To have testimonial knowledge

the listener must have positive reasons for believing what the speaker says. On such a

9 Given that testimonial chains seem to be possible – where one testifies what was testified to them
– the examining original text could tell us something about the justification of most or all people
downstream as well.

10 See Lackey (2008) for an influential position that blends both camps. See also Kusch (2002) and Hawley
(2010). Thanks to Katharina Bernhard for invaluable help separating out these different camps.
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reductionist account, justification for testimony comes from sources deeper down, most

often foundational sources of knowledge like memory, perception, or inference (Kusch,

2002, 29). Hume (1748), often cited as the earliest reductionist, argues

The reason why we place any credit in witnesses and historians, is not derived

from any connexion, which we perceive a priori, between testimony and reality,

but because we are accustomed to find a conformity between them.

We trust testimony, according to Hume, because experience has taught us that testimony

about known facts has generally been reliable, and so we expand our trust to testimony

about unknown facts. More recently, Van Cleve (2006, 69) argues “testimony gives us

justified belief and reflective knowledge not because it shines by its own light, but because

it has often enough been revealed true by our other lights.” Other sources of knowledge

have corroborated testimony, allowing us to gain justification from testimony. Testimonial

knowledge on the reductionist view therefore requires the speaker to have positive reasons

in favor of the testimony, such as inductive evidence that the sort of testimony we have

is generally reliable.

In contrast, anti-reductionists about testimony argue that testimonial justification is

basic and does not depend on any further source of justification. Audi (1997, 408) draws

an analogy between testimony and perception, saying that like perception, testimony is

“constrained by other beliefs without being inferentially based on them”. While beliefs

affect what we believe from testimony, testimonial knowledge is not inferred from those

beliefs. Because anti-reductionists hold that testimony is in some sense basic, no positive

reasons are needed to justify testimony. Just like we do not need positive reasons to

be justified in our perceptual beliefs but can lose justification if we find out we are

hallucinating or something else has gone wrong, testimony on anti-reductionist accounts

remains justified unless we have reasons to doubt it. That is, testimony has default

justification unless defeated.
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I will be assuming anti-reductionism for the purposes of criticizing producer-focused

metaphilosophy for two reasons. First, because reductionist accounts typically require pos-

itive evidence for the testimony in addition to the requirement shared by anti-reductionists

that there are not any defeaters, it is easier to establish on an anti-reductionist ac-

count that a belief is testimonial knowledge. This makes it easier for producer-focused

metaphilosophers to cross the hurdles necessary to say that we have testimonial knowledge

of the contents of original works of philosophy.

Second, anti-reductionism bolsters the motivation behind producer-focused metaphi-

losophy by strengthening the epistemic relationship between producer and consumer.

In particular, many anti-reductionist accounts readily allow for transmission of epistemic

states from producer of testimony to consumer of the testimony (Greco, 2016). When this

sort of transmission occurs, a hearer knows a proposition on the basis of the speaker’s

own justification and not, say, that the speaker testified. Assuming transmission, Get-

tier’s own reasoning and arguments are the reasoning and arguments handed down to

us via testimony. They are, in some sense, our reasoning and arguments as well. Thus,

we have a clear reason for saying why the methods of influential authors matter to the

epistemology of philosophy.

3.4.1 Do Philosophers Testify?

Speaking anecdotally, philosophers are often wary about the idea that they gain philo-

sophical knowledge through testimony. In the same way testimonial knowledge of an

artwork’s beauty seems problematic, there is a vague sense that philosophers’ reliance

on testimony would constitute a professional failing or a failure of intellectual virtue.

Nonetheless, there are two main reasons to think that testimony plays a key role in our

consumption of other people’s philosophy.

First, a substantial amount of our knowledge in other domains depends on the knowl-
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edge of other people. I have never been to Spain, but my knowledge that Barcelona is

sunny in the summer and cloudy in the winter depends (at least in large part) on what

my Spanish and Catalan friends have told me. Closer to philosophy, logicians and math-

ematicians seem to have testimonial knowledge of a priori and necessary facts based on

the work of one another. Unless we have reasons to think that philosophy is different than

other domains, denying philosophical testimony risks entailing the implausible claim that

testimony in areas related to philosophy such as mathematics and logic is impossible

(Ranalli, 2020).

Second, philosophers act as if we gain philosophical knowledge through testimony.

While work in philosophy is piecemeal, it is nonetheless interrelated. Advances in one

topic affect advances in another, and our philosophical reasoning has assumptions based

on works of other philosophers that we lack relevant expertise, time, or desire to evaluate.

The most charitable reading of this behavior is that we are taking our beliefs as being

justified by the testimony of experts in other sub-disciplines. Which advances we treat as

if we know through testimony will differ from philosopher to philosopher, but potential

examples include that possible worlds are the right way to handle modal reasoning and

modal semantics, that the law of non-contradiction holds, or that ZFC set theory is most

likely self-consistent. If it turns out that we do not know these propositions through

testimony despite our use of them in our philosophizing, we have a devastating result for

the epistemic standing of philosophers.

Note, however, that assuming the work of others in our own work has at least one

other reading. We may be drawing conditional inferences from what base claims seem best

or most likely to be true.11 Because this behavior is widespread, this would mean that

most philosophical knowledge is conditional as opposed to non-conditional, but some

philosophers – especially those with Quinean and/or anti-realist leanings – might find

this palatable. While removing the need to justify the antecedents of conditionals via

11 Thanks to Mark Phelan for suggesting this possibility.
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testimony, this does not remove all potential need for testimony in philosophy. Even if

philosophical knowledge is mostly conditional, we may also lack relevant expertise, time,

or desire to determine whether certain propositions follow from our assumptions.

Philosophical testimonial knowledge therefore seems to square with philosophers’ be-

havior and our sense that testimony is possible in closely related a priori domains. This

only goes so far as establishing that philosophical testimony fulfills theoretical and prac-

tical desiderata. Determining whether we actually have such knowledge is another task

altogether.

One obvious way forward is to investigate whether consumers of a work have linguistic

understanding of the utterance and believe the assertions made by the work’s producer.

Linguistic understanding and belief are not jointly sufficient for testimonial knowledge

though because defeaters can prevent testimonial knowledge. If I have an undefeated de-

feater for the speaker’s testimony, I can understand and believe what they assert without

knowing what is asserted. Therefore, in order to determine whether assertions produce

testimonial knowledge, we need to examine the features of philosophical communication

in order to determine whether you know the content of this sentence through testimony.

3.4.2 Impure Testimony

Besides defeaters, there is another wrinkle to examining the extent of testimonial knowl-

edge in philosophy. As Anscombe (1979, 145) observed (see also Wanderer, 2013), the

epistemology of statements in philosophy differs from the epistemology of statements in

many other areas.12 Philosophers communicate to each other through arguments, and

this is important for understanding how philosophical consumers learn from the works of

philosophical producers.

To see the wrinkle, consider this toy example of an (imperfect) anti-skeptical argu-

12 This is also implied by Moran (2006, 279-280).
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ment:

I know that I have a hand. My hand is external to my mind, so if I know I

have a hand, I know there is an object external to myself. Given closure of

known entailments, if I know there is an object external to myself, I know

there is an external world. Therefore I know that there is an external world.

The toy argument does not map nicely onto the examples typically given of testimony by

philosophers. Compare the argument to examples from the testimony literature, such as

being told it is cold outside (Moran, 2006, 278), reading first-hand accounts of religious

miracles (Hume, 1748), receiving directions to the post office (Coady, 1992, 38), and a

self-proclaimed clairvoyant telling a friend that Elvis is alive in San Diego (Lackey, 2008,

16). In these cases we might have reasons to trust or distrust what is asserted, but this

falls short of our relation to the premises and conclusions of the toy argument.

The toy argument is consumer-evaluable in a way canonical examples of testimony

are not. The sorts of propositions communicated in “traditional” cases of testimony are

propositions that we must go out of our way to check for ourselves, if they are even within

our epistemic grasp at all. In contrast, when reading the anti-skeptical argument above

we are able to evaluate – on the fly – the claims being defended. I can evaluate for myself

whether the premises entail that I know there is an external world, whether the argument

begs the question, or whether closure of known entailment holds.

The distinction between the toy argument and the cases from the testimony literature

is not as clear cut as it might first appear, however. How much they resemble each other

depends on how the details are filled in. Consider Coady’s example of asking directions

to the post office. I may not know the town at all and just urgently need to buy some

stamps while on vacation. I do not know the town so when I get directions I have to take

the testifier’s word for it. As far as I know how to find the post office, I know because

of her testimony. Imagine instead that I have been in town a few days and just want
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directions to double check my route. In this second case, I have the ability to evaluate

the directions I receive, but I still gain justification from them.13

This speaks to an epistemic feature of testimonial knowledge. Sometimes testimony

is the only justification for a proposition, such as, plausibly, my knowledge of the propo-

sitions that everything is made up of atoms, that Tashkent is the capital of Uzbekistan,

and that Obama’s middle name is Hussein (see, however Anscombe, 1979). In contrast,

sometimes testimony is merely one source among many. The COVID-19 Risk Assessment

for my office building tells me my office building is actually three buildings connected by

hallways. This is a fact I had already suspected based on stray observations about the

locations of stairwells, differences in exterior stone-work, the way plumbing seems to be

connected, etc.

To help keep the difference straight, we can call instances where testimony is the only

justification for a proposition Pure Testimony.14 Pure testimony occurs when the only

source of justification for the communicated proposition is based on the communication

act, such as the actual or perceived justification of the producer. Contrast this to Im-

pure Testimony where testimony is merely one source of justification among others.

With impure testimony, testimony provides a distinct but complementary epistemic basis

for knowledge.15 Notice that testimony that is principle impure need not be impure in

13 Notice that there is a risk of double-counting evidence where me and the testifier both have the same
evidence for p and I nonetheless take their testimony as additional evidence for p. Thanks to Jan
Constantin for this point.

14 Thanks to Jessica Brown for this distinction.
15 For a similar distinction, see the distinction between moral advice and moral testimony in Hills (2009)

and Sliwa (2012). I do not take myself to be interacting with the aesthetic or moral testimony debates
for two reasons. First, what is true in ethics and aesthetics might not be true in areas like epistemology
and philosophy of language (Ranalli, 2020). Second, the moral and aesthetic testimony debates are
often interested in every day cases of moral and aesthetic testimony, such as asking a friend for a
movie recommendations. In this paper, I am instead interested in how philosophers communicate
as part of the practice of philosophy. Also note that the pure/impure testimony distinction is itself
distinct from the difference between reductionist and anti-reductionist accounts of testimony. The
reductionism/anti-reductionism debate is about where the justification for testimony comes from –
whether it is basic or derivative on something like perception. The pure/impure distinction is about
whether justification for the proposition testified comes from solely testimony or if it comes from
testimony and something else.
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practice. I might have justified beliefs about the best way to the post office but forget

my justification, and even though I have the right justification to treat the testimony as

impure, I fail to bring my own justification to bear on the issue.

3.4.3 Challenging Producer-Focused Metaphilosophy

This chapter has thus far explored producer-focused metaphilosophy and tried to find

justification for the method of examining original texts for the purposes of studying the

epistemology of philosophy. I have argued that the best strategy for producer-focused

metaphilosophers, such as exegesis-based intuition deniers, is to make certain claims

about the epistemology of philosophy. Specifically, I have argued that testimony cre-

ates the sort of strong epistemic link between producer and consumer needed to motivate

producer-focused metaphilosophy. As the last few pages have demonstrated, showing that

philosophical beliefs are testimonial knowledge is far from trivial. First, defeaters may pre-

vent the beliefs from being knowledge. Second, the use of other epistemic sources may

prevent knowledge from being testimonial.

Motivating producer-focused metaphilosophy by appealing to the social epistemology

of philosophy, however, requires any motivation to rely on an adequate story of the social

epistemology of philosophy. It is no use defending something on the grounds of the social

epistemology of philosophy if it relies on an unrealistic or problematic account of how

philosophers learn from each other. There are two ways to flush out this challenge. First,

producer-focused metaphilosophers need to capture the actual practice of philosophers

(call this the descriptive adequacy challenge). They need to defend producer-

focused metaphilosophy based on the actual social epistemology of philosophy. Second,

since I am assuming a general optimism about our ability to know things in philosophy,

defending producer-focused metaphilosophy also needs to explain how it is that philoso-

phers come to know what they know. Call this the epistemic adequacy challenge.
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Now that I have done the stage setting required, I can argue that they will struggle to

meet either adequacy challenge.

The next chapter is devoted to the descriptive adequacy challenge. I propose an ac-

count of how philosophers learn from each other that involves almost no testimony. Indeed,

rather than just being a problem for producer-focused metaphilosophers, my account

lends support to the opposing view, consumer-focused metaphilosophy.

In the remaining section of this chapter, I raise a challenge for the epistemic adequacy

of producer-focused metaphilosophy. As I have discussed in this chapter, testimony is

the best shot producer-focused metaphilosophy has for motivating the view. However,

very few acts of communication in philosophy are capable of producing philosophical

testimonial knowledge because peer disagreement defeats any putative warrant they might

have.

3.5 Peer Disagreement and Philosophical Testimony

Philosophical arguments, on their face, look like impure testimony. I am not locked in to

taking an author at their word. When I read Putnam’s defense of semantic externalism,

for example, I have the chance to evaluate the arguments and check using my own tools

to see if Putnam’s arguments are good arguments for his conclusion. At the same time,

Putnam’s arguments are written in the form of assertions and it seems I have rational

pressure to think semantic externalism is true regardless of my evaluation of Putnam’s

arguments. After all, Putnam was a much better philosopher of language than I am (van

Inwagen, 2010).

This picture of philosophy as impure testimony is too rosy. While philosophical com-

munication might in principle produce both testimonial and non-testimonial knowledge,

there are serious reasons to doubt that such communication produces testimonial knowl-

edge in practice. Specifically, the extent of peer disagreement looks to defeat most poten-
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tial testimonial knowledge and creates a serious challenge for producer-focused metaphi-

losophy.

3.5.1 How Widespread is Disagreement?

The extent of peer disagreement in philosophy is an open empirical question (more on this

in Section 4.6). Some philosophers writing on peer disagreement in philosophy have taken

cues from the PhilPapers survey (Bourget & Chalmers, 2014). The survey collected data

on professional philosophers’ verdicts about thought experiments and other theoretical

commitments. Interestingly, philosophers writing on the survey have come away from

the survey with opposite conclusions. Both Grundmann (2013) and Chalmers (2015), for

example, argue that the results show evidence of widespread disagreement and lack of

convergence in opinion among philosophers. In contrast, Ranalli (2020) points out that for

many questions, agreement among experts on the topic is fairly high. For instance, 81.6%

of specialists about skepticism responded that we can know things about the external

world (Kelly (2005) makes a similar observation without survey data).

It is beyond the scope of this dissertation to give a robust quantitative or qualitative

analysis of the PhilPapers results, but apparent agreement in the survey hides deeper dis-

agreement. Even if we accept Ranalli’s observation that experts on topics like skepticism

or Berkeleian idealism generally agree on big-picture questions, surface-level consensus

hides deeper disagreement. Even where philosophers broadly agree about philosophical

questions, they tend to disagree about the details. While philosophers working on skepti-

cism generally agree that we know things about the external world, they disagree about

whether we know things about the external world because of content externalism, ab-

ductive arguments, Moorean arguments, closure failure, or other reasons. Often then a

philosopher may believe a position P on grounds X, another philosopher believes P on
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grounds Y, and X and Y are incompatible.16 Therefore, even when philosophers gener-

ally agree on the truth of a proposition, there is often still peer disagreement about that

proposition.

Setting aside the PhilPapers survey, even without quantitative analysis it is clear that

in philosophy there is quite a lot of peer disagreement. Like other academic disciplines

this disagreement is at its most widespread and salient at the cutting edge of the field.17

Disagreement at the cutting edge is just a feature of novel work in any field. Because

cutting-edge work tackles issues we do not fully understand, it is messy, difficult, and

involves false starts.

3.5.2 Disagreement Matters

In Section 3.4 I argued that producer-focused metaphilosophers have an easier time on

anti-reductionist accounts of testimonial knowledge. It is worth noting however that when

it comes to peer disagreement, the reductionist and anti-reductionist distinction is largely

orthogonal to the problem peer disagreement raises for producer-focused metaphiloso-

phers. For testimony to be insufficient for knowledge on both sorts of accounts, there

need to be negative evidence to distrust the testimony, although reductionists will also

say knowledge is not produced by testimony if there is an absence of positive evidence

to believe the testimony. Extensive and persistent peer disagreement defeats testimony

in both ways. It provides negative evidence for taking the word of a philosopher as well

16 The wide range of bases for generally accepted philosophical positions might be a further reason to
worry about the testimony of philosophy because it suggests (but falls far short of definitively demon-
strating) that philosophers are more interested in finding good enough ways to defend predetermined
positions than the right positions.

17 An important and large exception is in many fields of humanities other than philosophy where dis-
agreement, while widespread, appears to be less focal to work in the field than the disagreement is
in philosophy. Marxist and feminist historians, while drawing far different conclusions about a given
historical event, may take their work as merely two different ways of analyzing the event as opposed to
being mutually exclusive in the same way philosophers take opposing views to be mutually exclusive.
I suspect attitudes like this are due to the greater influence of anti-realist philosophers in fields of the
humanities that are not analytic philosophy.
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as preventing the consumer from having positive evidence for believing them.

Looking at the lack of positive evidence first, it would be arbitrary for us to take the

side of one of the peers engaged in disagreement over the other (Ranalli, 2020; Sliwa,

2012). This is especially true if we lack the expertise or motivation to check the sound-

ness of the argument or the truth of the proposition by ourselves.18 As I discussed in

Section 3.4.1, philosophers do not always read works of philosophy with a critical eye.

This includes times where we do not know the background considerations and assump-

tions of a debate or subdiscipline well enough to trust our ability to judge the soundness

of an argument. When we are in this position of relying on a speaker for our justification,

forming beliefs based on the assertions of one philosopher among disagreeing peers would

be arbitrary.

Besides preventing us from having positive reasons to believe the testifier, peer dis-

agreement also defeats testimony. Depending on the features of disagreement, disagree-

ment can be evidence of a lack of progress or knowledge among the peers. Kornblith

(2010, 2013) argues, for example, that the pervasive long-standing disagreement in phi-

losophy is evidence that we lack philosophical knowledge. Kornblith argues that unlike

in science, where debates tend to last a few decades, the general outlines of many of the

more longstanding debates in philosophy have been in place as far back as the ancient

world. At least in western philosophy, today’s debates in the philosophy of mind between

materialists and dualists and in metaphysics between naturalists and non-naturalists ex-

isted in some form between Democritus and Plato (Robinson, 1995, 60), and the main

sides in contemporary debates on mereology date back to Democritus and Anaxagoras

(Ladyman, Ross, Spurrett, & Collier, 2007, 20). These sorts of long-standing unresolved

18 Following the PhilPapers study and Ranalli (2020), I am using “expert” and “expertise” in a neutral
way to describe people who work professionally on the topic, not people who are, say, more reliable
than non-experts at coming to the truth in their area of expertise, e.g., Constantin and Grundmann
(2018). I am talking about experts for ease of presentation, and what most of what I say about experts
below could be replaced with “people who have had a good think about the topic”, for which we use
as a proxy that they work professionally in the relevant subfield. Note that this ambiguity of “expert”
has been noticed elsewhere, e.g., Ball (2020); Sawyer (2018).
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debates in philosophy, Kornblith argues, are evidence that the methods philosophers use

are incapable of producing knowledge, at least in these debates. Therefore, peer disagree-

ment is a defeater for all party’s testimony because we have evidence that the peers

engaged in the debate are not good at finding the truth.

Peer disagreement in philosophy therefore looks potentially devastating for producer-

focused metaphilosophy, but there are ways producer-focused metaphilosophers could

push back against this worry in order to meet the epistemic adequacy challenge. They

could, for example, argue that knowledge is not really the goal here. Rather philosophers

aim for something much more epistemically lightweight, such as acceptance, that does

not involve commitment to the truth of what is being asserted (Everett, 2014; Plakias,

2019). Fully fleshing out this response is beyond the scope of the present discussion.

Following the literature I am discussing, I am interested in the epistemically heavyweight

states of justified philosophical belief and philosophical knowledge. Arguing philosophy

aims for something like acceptance is a huge dialectical shift and one producer-focused

metaphilosophers would need to defend.19

Instead, producer-focused metaphilosophers’ most obvious move to meet the epistemic

adequacy challenge is to argue that peer disagreement in philosophy is not as pervasive

as I have suggested. While disagreement is pervasive and longstanding in some areas of

philosophy, it is not pervasive and longstanding across the board. Even Kornblith, who

defends a fairly skeptical account about progress in philosophy, appeals to recent consen-

suses in the epistemology of peer disagreement in order to prevent self-defeat.20 Similarly

both Williamson (2006) and Stoljar (2017) produce a number of examples where philoso-

19 See footnote 8 on page 72 for a similar discussion.
20 I am unconvinced that works of philosophy should avoid self-defeat, especially works such as Korn-

blith’s that raise large-scale skeptical challenges for philosophy. I suspect critiques of the foundations
of philosophy are necessarily philosophical in nature. This should not stop people from expressing
those skeptical challenges on the grounds of the challenge’s self-defeat. Otherwise we stifle critical
analysis of philosophy’s foundation. Instead, we should view non-consistent critiques of philosophy as
worrisome reductio ad absurdums against philosophy’s foundations. Nonetheless, in this chapter and
the next I argue in a way that is self-consistent.
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phers clearly know more than they did decades or centuries ago. While a reader may

take issue with specific examples, some progress has certainly been made in philosophy.21

Such progress has many forms. Contemporary philosophers know more than historical

philosophers in the form of conditional claims about what sort of commitments views

have to take on board, refinements of said views, advances that have long been taken up

by other academic disciplines, new thought experiments, dissolution of old problems, and

new tools and concepts to help with old philosophical problems (Chalmers, 2015).

Producer-focused metaphilosophers could then defend the role of testimony in these

cases where there has been obvious progress. Nevertheless, while some progress has been

made and peer disagreement should not press us towards full skepticism about philos-

ophy, some care is needed to separate out when progress allows testimony to produce

testimonial knowledge and when it does not. This is the task of the next chapter, and the

answer strongly points towards the importance of taking a consumer -focused approach

to metaphilosophy.

3.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, I introduced producer-focused metaphilosophy, a metametaphilosophical

commitment underlying exegesis-based intuition denial. The experimental attack, at least

in its extant form, uses data about the consumption of thought experiments in order to

draw skeptical conclusions about philosophy. In contrast, text-based exegesis attempts

to block these skeptical conclusions by drawing inferences from data about philosophy’s

production.

I argued that philosophical testimony is the most promising defense of producer-

focused metaphilosophy. This route faces two adequacy challenges. It needs to give an

21 Both authors are a bit too eager to claim progress in certain cases. For example, Stoljar (2017, 57) cites
a passage in Goodman (1983) as his main evidence that Goodman (1983) dissolved Hume’s problem
of induction.
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adequate epistemic story of how philosophers learn from each other and an adequate

descriptive story that captures the actual practice of philosophy. In the final section of

this chapter, I argued that peer disagreement raises a serious barrier to answering the

epistemic challenge.

In the next chapter I turn to the descriptive adequacy challenge. I argue that actual

practice tells against the widespread use of testimony in philosophy. Consequently, ac-

tual practice weighs heavily in favor of the metaphilosophical importance of the study

of the consumption of philosophy. Moreover, actual practice weighs heavily against the

metaphilosophical relevance of exegesis.
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Chapter 4

How Philosophers Learn From Each

Other

As I stated at the very beginning of Chapter 1, this dissertation has two goals. One goal

is to critique exegesis-based intuition denial, and the other goal is to defend the use of

a wide-range of empirical data in the study of the epistemology of philosophy. The last

two chapters have focused primarily on the former goal. Chapter 2 argued exegesis-based

intuition denial does not effectively defuse the experimental attack. Chapter 3 looked at

how the method of exegesis could be defended.

Along the way, I began to formulate my answer to what empirical data matters to

the epistemology of philosophy. Chapter 2 relied on empirically-testable claims about

the history of philosophy, and Chapter 3 started an argument against the relevance of

exegetical data. This chapter finishes the criticism of exegesis by showing that it has

no place in the epistemology of philosophy but instead highlights what data we should

pay attention to. Understanding how philosophers learn from each other highlights the

metaphilosophical importance of data from anthropology, sociology, and new directions

in psychology.
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4.1 Returning to Producers and Consumers

In the last chapter I introduced the distinction between producer-focused and consumer-

focused metaphilosophy. Exegesis-based intuition denial is a producer-focused metaphilos-

ophy, since it prioritizes data about how thought experiments were created. Experimental

philosophy is in contrast a consumer-focused metaphilosophy since it argues on the ba-

sis of how people react to thought experiments. In the last chapter I criticized existing

defenses of producer-focused metaphilosophy (Section 3.3) and offered up testimony in

those arguments’ stead (Section 3.4).

As discussed in Section 3.4, testimony would provide a plausible defense of producer-

focused metaphilosophy of the sort recently defended or assumed by metaphilosophers.

If consumers of philosophy gain knowledge (or justification/warrant) through testimony,

then learning about the methods and epistemic states of the producer will tell us some-

thing – but not everything – about consumers’ epistemic standing. In response to this, I

raised two challenges for producer-focused metaphilosophy. The epistemic adequacy

challenge requires producer-focused metaphilosophers to defend their position in a

way that gives philosophers some way of learning from each other. I argued in Section

3.5 that peer disagreement makes meeting the epistemic adequacy challenge very difficult

since most potential testimonial justification, warrant, and knowledge in philosophy is

defeated.1

The problem for producer-focused metaphilosophy’s ability to meet the epistemic

adequacy challenge is that when works of philosophy are produced, they are born into

peer disagreement. That papers defend contentious philosophical views is, if anything,

a virtue of those papers. Philosophical works are often judged based on whether they

defend a novel position or whether they defend a contentious position in a novel way,

and often part of what it is to produce good work in philosophy is to competently defend

1 Much as in previous chapters, I hereafter drop talk of justification and warrant in favor of knowledge.
Readers may replace talk of knowledge with talk of justification or warrant if they prefer.
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something peers disagree with. Accordingly, a new work of philosophy is exactly the sort

of work that cannot produce testimonial knowledge. Even if a work of philosophy explores

something so novel no one actually disagrees with it, because of philosophy’s history of

widespread but not universal peer disagreement, we have reason to believe that relevant

experts will soon disagree with the work. We cannot gain testimonial knowledge from

novel and controversial works of philosophy, and this is a problem for producer-focused

metaphilosophy’s ability to meet the epistemic adequacy challenge.

The focus of this chapter is to push the other adequacy challenge, the descriptive

adequacy challenge, by developing an understanding of how philosophers gain knowl-

edge from works of philosophy. There has to be some way we do. If testimony is the only

way philosophers can gain knowledge from the works of other philosophers, there would

be little epistemic gain in leaving the comfort of our own thoughts to engage with any

other philosopher. Since we reasonably believe (or know that as a matter of fact) other

philosophers disagree with an author’s conclusions, it would be arbitrary to believe that

author over others.

As discussed in relationship to the Moorean toy argument, we have a non-testimonial

pathway to come to know a communicated proposition (or its negation) in philosophy.

We can check an author’s arguments and assertions by our own lights. Here I introduce

this epistemic pathway and discuss its consequences. Section 4.2 introduces what I call

showing, where a work causes a belief but is not the epistemic basis of the belief. Section

4.3 argues that the prevalence of showing in philosophy is bad news for producer-focused

metaphilosophy. Section 4.4 illustrates my account by applying it to the phenomena of

hoax philosophy, specifically the 2018 “Grievance Studies” hoax. I argue that since science

relies on testimony in a way philosophy does not, insincerely written philosophy can still

be epistemically valuable philosophy. Section 4.5 considers and rejects the objection that

I am mistaken in thinking showing is a distinct pathway from testimony. Finally, Section
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4.6 wraps up discussion of exegesis-based intuition denial by drawing lessons from the last

few chapters about what sources of empirical evidence are necessary to tell a complete

story of the epistemology of philosophy.

4.2 Showing

Most works of philosophy cannot produce testimonial knowledge because of peer disagree-

ment, but we still learn from other philosophers. This is because, instead of testimony,

works of philosophy enable knowledge in consumers by drawing attention to relevant

reasons or evidence that the consumers have access to. In this way, works of philosophy

are akin to pointing. Just as pointing to something can cause someone to know some-

thing by showing them (see Grice (1957)), works of philosophy enable philosophers to see

things they might not otherwise have appreciated or noticed.2 Philosophy is hard, and

sometimes other people catch things we do not. We read their works in order for them to

point out what we might otherwise miss, and we learn from each other without relying

on testimony.

When our attention is successfully drawn to something through an act of pointing or

showing, the producer’s act causes our belief that P without providing our justification

that P. When a friend points to an embarrassing stain on my shirt, I come to know I

have an embarrassing stain because I see it. It is only in a causal sense, not epistemic

sense, of “because” that I know about the stain because of her gesture. In other words,

she enables but does not justify my belief about the stain. I am able to know about the

stain on my shirt because the evidence needed for knowledge is within what we might

call my epistemic environment. Before my friend shows me the stain, I might not

actually possess the relevant evidence to know I have a stain on my shirt, but if I were

to look for such evidence I could find it.

2 Hills (2020) calls this process “propagation” instead of showing.
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A communication act, whether speaking, pointing, gesturing, or writing, can produce

knowledge via showing whenever it draws someone’s attention to evidence or reasons

within the consumer’s epistemic environment. Showing can happen whether the evidence

in the consumer’s epistemic environment involves a coffee-stained shirt or abstracta. Turn-

ing to thought experiments, a thought experiment may draw my attention to counterex-

amples that I did not know exist, creating knowledge via showing. After reading a thought

experiment, I know a theory has a counterexample because (in a causal sense) someone

presented the thought experiment to me, but I know the theory has a counterexample

because (in the epistemic sense) I had an intuition or considered some argument. Like the

stain before I looked at my shirt, the counterexample is in my epistemic environment.3

As a matter of fact, I might never have had the occurrent intuition or judgement that a

counterexample to a theory exists, but if I had considered the counterexample, I would

have known that the theory is false.

Armchair philosophy by and large allows for an act of communication to be treated

as showing. To see this, consider the Moorean argument from the previous chapter. Here

it is again:

I know that I have a hand. My hand is external to my mind, so if I know I

have a hand, I know there is an object external to myself. Given closure of

known entailments, if I know there is an object external to myself, I know

there is an external world. Therefore I know that there is an external world.

Each part this argument is what we might call consumer-evaluable. I have written

this (imperfect) Moorean argument out in several discrete steps and you, as my reader,

are able to evaluate the truth of each step and the overall validity of the argument. You

are able to ask yourself whether you do know that you have a hand. You can think

through whether I am properly using closure (or “closure”). You can evaluate for yourself

3 For a related view, see Ichikawa (2016); Ichikawa and Jarvis (2013).
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whether I have inadvertently defended a strong modus tollens against knowledge of having

a hand. Because the information necessary to make these judgements is in your epistemic

environment, the Moorean argument can be treated as showing rather than telling.

Not only can you as the reader treat the Moorean argument as showing, but to

know anything from the argument, you must treat is as showing. Because there is peer

disagreement among anti-skeptics about whether Moorean solutions work, anything you

learn from the toy argument is not from testimony.4 Instead, if you know anything because

of the argument (in the epistemic sense of “because”), it is because you are mustering

your own capacity to think philosophically – and that knowledge is based on your own

competence as a philosopher, whatever that competency consists in.5

The prevalence of showing does not mean that philosophy is solipsistic. While our

justification is our own, we work as community to enable knowledge in each other. The

Moorean toy argument illustrates this communal enabling well. My ability to put together

an anti-skeptical argument with this sophistication is the byproduct of an intergenera-

tional project of knowledge production (see Bealer, 1998). Consider the refutation of

Berkeley’s idealism when Samuel Johnson struck a stone and said “I refute it thus”.

Johnson’s 19th century argument is very much in the same spirit of the Moorean toy

argument, in that it argues for the external world by appealing to the obviousness of

external objects. Moore built upon this by making the argument an explicit syllogism.

Since Moore, epistemologists have developed Moore’s argument by, among other things,

clarifying the role of closure in the argument.6

4 Arguably I am mentioning rather than using the Moorean argument. This adds another barrier to
testimonial knowledge here.

5 The reader might worry there is tension between my optimism towards showing and my claim that
peer disagreement defeats testimony. If the reader is not willing to take on board a view common in
the peer disagreement literature that we should weigh our own judgements above those of others (see
especially Huemer, 2011; van Inwagen, 1996), then I invite the reader to consider whether showing
is the plausible primary source of interpersonal knowledge exchange in philosophy independent of
whether testimonial philosophical knowledge is defeated.

6 I do not take this to be a definitive history of Moorean anti-skeptical arguments. Rather it is one
plausible story of how one strain of anti-skeptical thinking has developed.
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This progress was not the product of testimony. Instead, philosophers worked to epis-

temically clear up the environment for other philosophers (see Goldberg, 2013). By doing

their own investigations into skepticism, they were able to progress the debate by showing

other philosophers what the important aspects of skepticism are. This allows philosophers

to learn from each other, even when testimony is not involved. However, this does mean

that our justification is solipsistic. While we participate in a community of knowledge

producers that communicate as a means to enable each other to form true beliefs, our

justification is ultimately our own. Our beliefs epistemically stand or fall based on what

justification we are able to muster for our own beliefs.

Notice however that testimony and showing are mutually compatible and potentially

interlocking sources of knowledge. When we evaluate texts by our own lights, we may

ultimately discover additional defeaters for potential testimonial knowledge. Grappling

with a text often reveals reasons that the author does not seem to take into consid-

eration, including false assumptions and bad reasoning. When we find these, we have

source-sensitive defeaters (Casullo, 2003; Constantin & Grundmann, 2018) that remove

reasons to believe the conclusions of the paper on the basis of the authors’ testimony.

This source-sensitive defeat does not defeat the evidence itself, but it defeats the con-

nection between the evidence (that the text says such and such) and the proposition (the

conclusion defended in the paper). Discovering that an author made a mistake does not

defeat our own non-testimonial evidence for believing a proposition nor does it defeat our

evidence that the philosopher said what they said. Rather, it defeats our justification for

the proposition from our evidence that the author said such and such.

4.3 Exegesis Reveals Next to Nothing

The prevalence and necessity of showing raises a problem for producer-focused metaphi-

losophy: it is unable to meet the descriptive adequacy challenge raised in the previous
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chapter. This problem for producer-focused metaphilosophy has two forms. First, rely-

ing on testimony to justify the method of examining original texts is a problem if such

texts rarely produce testimonial knowledge. This first version of the descriptive adequacy

challenge is specific to my discussion here and in Chapter 3 since it only bites if producer-

focused metaphilosophy is defended on the grounds of testimony. The second form of the

descriptive adequacy challenge is neutral on the point: the primacy of showing in phi-

losophy paints a picture of the social epistemology of philosophy in which exegesis-based

arguments about the epistemology of philosophy have no motivation. The actual epis-

temic states of the producer are largely epiphenomenal to the epistemic states of everyone

else. Instead, as I discuss in this section, the social epistemology of philosophy reveals we

should put our focus squarely on the consumer.

When consumers check for themselves, it is their own methods that matter to the

justification of their beliefs. When an act of communication acts as showing instead of

telling (i.e., testifying), the actual justification and knowledge of the author is irrelevant

to the consumer’s epistemic standing, especially if any putative testimony warrant or

justification is defeated. Rather, the justification that the consumer ends up with will

depend, if only partially, on the methods the consumer thinks the producer was using.

For example, if an author intends to defend P on grounds G, and the consumer misreads

the author as defending P on grounds G’, and the consumer evaluates the argument on

grounds G’, then the consumer can still know P if grounds G’ are good grounds.

Remember that exegesis-based intuition deniers are committed to the claim that

philosophers have been widely mistaken about what the methods of philosophy are (Sec-

tion 2.4.1). This is because denying intuition’s role in philosophy requires prioritizing

exegetical data over other philosophers’ understanding of the methods of that text. There-

fore, such intuition deniers still have to say that philosophers think original texts rely on

intuitions. Combining that claim with the claim that philosophers learn from each other
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via showing rather than telling means there is little to no reason to examine original

texts of thought experiments. If consumers think that thought experiments’ verdicts are

justified by intuitions and in fact use intuitions as justification for their belief, then their

justification relies on their intuitions. It does not matter if Gettier uses arguments to

justify the verdict if everyone else uses intuitions. Everyone else’s knowledge is based on

intuitions, not arguments.

4.3.1 Consensus in Philosophy

This argument against producer-focused metaphilosophy only works if those original texts

do not produce testimonial knowledge in readers, and my argument against testimonial

knowledge relies on the prevalence of peer disagreement in philosophy. Nonetheless, it is

not obvious that Gettier’s paper, for example, is subject to peer disagreement, especially

now. Perhaps it was reasonable in 1963 to expect peers to disagree with the paper’s the-

sis, but it is not obvious readers should think that now. Since few if any epistemologists

working in the 21st century disagree with Gettier, perhaps then some philosophers do

know JTB is false because of testimony. This observation does not save producer-focused

metaphilosophy. While some people likely have testimonial knowledge that the JTB ac-

count is false, we need to pay careful attention to where such testimonial knowledge comes

from. It is not from Gettier.

Sometimes philosophical experts do not disagree and instead come to a consensus

about a work of philosophy. Gettier is widely acknowledged as having a successful coun-

terargument to JTB, and Foot’s trolley case and Thomson’s later variations are widely

considered to successfully pick out a crucial fault-line between deontology and conse-

quentialism. Lewis’s On The Plurality of Worlds, while not widely considered sound, is

considered by expert commentators to be extremely well-argued. Descartes’ argument for

knowledge of the external world is widely accepted to go wrong by the time he defends
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the existence of God. There will always be the odd expert who disagrees with these re-

ceived views, but they are nonetheless received views among the vast majority of relevant

experts.7 Because of this consensus, we lack defeaters from peer disagreement and can

know these propositions through testimony.

When we take such claims on testimony, our knowledge is based on the testimony of

those who themselves considered the text by their own lights. In instances where works

are accepted as good, defeaters from peer disagreement go away when experts form a

warranted consensus about a work. The experts could not have known from the producer

through testimony because they had defeaters for testimonial knowledge while consuming

the text. The author merely played an enabling role for the consuming expert, who

then testified the work’s goodness to others. The justification for successful philosophical

testimonial knowledge does not depend on the actual intention or methods of the producer

of the work. It depends on what experts considered themselves, which depends in part

on what the experts perceived to be the intention or method of the author and what

other considerations they independently explored. Therefore, even when philosophical

testimonial knowledge about a work’s thesis is possible, at no point in the story does the

actual methods or epistemic standing of the producer play a role “downstream” from the

work.

Because testimony is coming from experts and not the original producer, misinterpre-

tations (such as thinking there are intuitions when there are in fact arguments) are not

in themselves problematic. When consumers evaluate the arguments of original texts,

consumers can fail to understand the true nature of a original work of philosophy or

the producer could make a mistake while communicating their ideas. A producers may

misstate a step of an argument, leave a premise out, or base a claim on an idiosyncratic

and unstated assumption. Sometimes this will be unlucky where, despite the producer’s

7 I am not going to try to adjudicate what proportion of peers need to agree to enable testimonial
knowledge. For present purposes, I am assuming it is somewhere between 50% and 100%.
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knowledge, consumers widely reject the argument. Mistakes could also be lucky, leading

consumers to learn something from consuming the text that the producer themselves

did not know or understand. Testimony based on this mistake would transmit the mis-

take, not the actual methods of the work. Therefore, if experts think Gettier relied on

intuitions, any testimony of Gettier involves justification based on intuitions.

The exegetical projects of Deutsch and Cappelen on their own do not tell us anything

about the epistemology of anyone except the original authors. The only philosopher whose

knowledge is based on the epistemic states of the producer is the producer themselves.

The philosophical knowledge we have based on texts depends either on our own evaluation

of the perceived argument or undefeated testimony of someone who has. How then do we

know how a philosopher stands epistemically in relation to a proposition defended in a

work of philosophy? If they have testimonial defeaters, then we need to look at how they

themselves evaluated the argument. If on the other hand they lack defeaters for testimony,

then we need to look at how the testifiers evaluated the arguments for themselves. At

each point, metaphilosophical epistemic evaluation requires that we look at consumers of

the text, not the producers.

4.4 Fake Philosophy is Real Philosophy

The above picture of the social epistemology of philosophy has consequences beyond the

debate between experimental philosophers and Deutsch and Cappelen. In this section,

I further develop the picture of the epistemology of philosophy through a discussion of

insincerely written philosophy.8 This also serves the purpose of further illustrating the

distinction between showing and telling.

Over the course of 2017 and 2018, seven hoax humanities papers written by a team

of two writers and one professional philosopher were accepted by peer-reviewed journals

8 Thanks to Joseph Bowen for suggesting the connection between my work and this topic.
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(Pluckrose, Lindsay, & Baghossian, 2018). Targeting contemporary structuralist thought,

specifically feminist theory, the team wrote papers that sounded like contemporary works

of feminist theory but that defended conclusions the team thought were absurd. The 2018

“Grievance Studies” hoax, named after the hoaxers’ pejorative name for the disciplines

they targeted, gained some notoriety in right-leaning publications and social media as

ammunition against academia. Fox News posted an article online titled “Academic jour-

nal accepts feminist ‘Mein Kampf”’ and said the authors “point out this sort of ‘biased

research’ would not be accepted in any other industry, but is pervasive in higher educa-

tion” (Parke, 2018). Other conservative outlets drew parallels with #MeToo, saying, for

example, that by “propping up absurd claims with the paraphernalia of respected schol-

arship – peer review, respectable journals, technical language and so on—[scholarship

in the target areas] provides the Twittermob with the pitchforks it needs to lynch its

targets” (Cook, 2018).

Scholarship on past academic hoaxes has focused on the role of so-called gatekeepers in

academia.9 Editors, reviewers, and ethics committees have a disproportionate say in what

research becomes available for broader consumption by other academics and lay people.

While early commenters on the Grievance Studies hoax have focused on such gatekeepers

and what the hoax actually demonstrates about the targeted disciplines,10 little has been

said about the epistemic consequences of the publication of hoax papers. This section

explores what happens when people read papers that are meant to discredit or damage

the field in which they are published. As it turns out, in certain limited cases, including the

recent Grievance Studies hoax philosophy article accepted by Hypatia, insincerely written

scholarship can further progress in a field, even if readers know it is insincerely written.

Because philosophical scholarship typically shows the reader its claims as opposed to

testifying them, hoax scholarship can produce knowledge of a paper’s thesis in its readers

9 For scholarship on past hoaxes, see Boghossian (1996); Goldman (1999); Kuroki (2000); Spera and
Peña-Guzmán (2019).

10 E.g., Hanlon (2019); Phipps (2018); Soar (2018).
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– even if the author(s) do not believe the thesis.

4.4.1 Hoax Science

To draw out why hoax philosophy can still produce knowledge, it is helpful to contrast

how philosophy papers transfer knowledge to how scientific papers transfer knowledge.

Scientific papers typically have five distinct sections with five distinct roles in the pa-

per. The Introduction introduces relevant literature as a way of providing necessary

background for the paper. The introduction is also often used to justify the importance

of the questions the experiment is examining. Then, the Materials and Methods

(or just Methods) section explains the experiment’s procedures. Following this, the

Results section presents the findings of the experiments explained in the methods sec-

tion. Rather than presenting raw data (which is increasingly available online), the results

section presents the results of statistical analyses. The Discussion section then draws

inferences from the data and places the findings in the larger literature discussed in the

introduction. The Conclusion ends by briefly summarizing the paper.

The reader’s epistemic relationships to the methods and results sections are very

different than the reader’s epistemic relationship with the discussion section. In both the

methods and results section, the reader has no choice but to trust the authors that what

is written reflects what actually happened. Historically, the vast majority of hoax science

has occurred at this stage. Methods, materials, or findings are either created wholesale

or subtly manipulated in order to support a given conclusion.11 Hoaxes are common here

because the claims in the methods and results sections are outside of the reader’s epistemic

environment; it beyond the reader’s ability to check the fact of the matter for themselves.

Consequently, insofar as the reader knows the experimental results, they know through

11 Note that I am not including p-hacking or other statistical manipulation here. Despite appearing in
the results section, the epistemic features of statistical manipulation are the same as claims in the
discussion section, which I discuss below.
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testimony.12 Note, however, that this is not to say that the reader cannot spot defeaters

for the contents of these sections, as wildly infeasible methods or improbable findings can

be reasons not to believe what is testified.

Compare this to discussion sections, where inferences are drawn from claims made

earlier in the paper. The claims in the discussion section can be understood as conditional

claims: given previous research and the research original to this paper, P. Unlike the data

presented in results section, readers are well within their epistemic power to evaluate

the inductive or abductive validity of such inferences. Unlike the methods section, where

readers have to take the word of the authors, readers have access to sufficient evidence

to evaluate the claims being made in the discussion. They can check for themselves if

the conclusions drawn in the discussion section are actually supported by claims made

previously in the paper.

Superficially, the methods, results, and discussion sections of a scientific paper resem-

ble each other. In all cases the authors are asserting claims that they are experts about.

Presumably no one knows the potential inferences to be drawn from authors’ experiments

better than the authors. Nonetheless, the relationship between author and reader is very

different depending on where in the scientific paper the assertion is made. In the material

and methods and results section, the reader’s knowledge of the asserted proposition must

be based on the testimony of the author. Even if the reader replicates the experiment,

the propositions expressed in the materials and methods and results section, that the ex-

perimenter did x and found y, is only known through testimony. Later, in the discussion

section, the testimony is impure.

12 As more and more raw data is posted online, the amount that is taken on trust is shrinking. For
some papers it may be possible to upload videos of data collection, for example. These instances are
rare, and even then it is taken on trust that the videos show the whole story and are not hiding
manipulation on the part of the researchers.
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4.4.2 Hoax Philosophy

If the epistemic dynamic between reader and writer of a work of philosophy is similar to

the relationship between reader and writer of the methods and results sections of scientific

papers, then the epistemology of the Grievance Studies hoax philosophy paper accepted by

Hypatia is fairly straightforward. As readers, our knowledge of data presented in scientific

papers is testimonial. Insofar as we know the facts of an experiment – its methods and

results – our knowledge is based on the communicative act of the author writing the

paper.13 Consequently, as a reader, our knowledge of the experiment is fragile and easily

defeated.

Earlier in this chapter, I argued while knowledge can be caused by engaging with other

philosophers, it is not epistemically based on the work or epistemic standing of those

philosophers. To illustrate why the difference matters here, consider Feline Gettier,

which is stripped of the distracting political elements of the Grievance Studies hoax:

In the early 1960s, a man decides to write a prank academic paper. The

man chooses words from then-contemporary epistemology papers, including

“justified”, “the”, “knowledge”, “know”, and “Jones”. He writes these words

on pieces of paper, sets the pieces of paper on the floor, and puts pieces of fish

on each paper. He then sets his cat in the middle of the floor, letting the cat

wander from piece of fish to piece of fish. As the cat eats a piece of fish, the

man writes down the corresponding words in order on a piece of paper. Once

the cat has its fill of fish, to the man’s delight, the resulting string of words

looks uncannily like actual epistemology. With this in mind and keeping the

words untouched, the man formats the result, adds punctuation, and with a

snicker, submits the resulting paper to Analysis under the name of his cat,

“Edmund Gettier”.
13 See Lackey (2008) for the distinction between testimony being based on the speaker’s epistemic states

compared to the communicative act.
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The editor at Analysis sends the paper off to a referee and receives a report

back stating that the argument is pithy, succinct, and apparently sound. The

referee even reports that the paper has convinced her that JTB is not sufficient

for knowledge, despite her previous beliefs to the contrary.

The man who submitted the paper to Analysis comes clean and admits what

he did. The editor passes this on to the referee, who responds to the editor

by saying “So what? I now know that JTB is not sufficient for knowledge.”

Despite having potential testimonial knowledge defeated by the author’s insincerity,

the referee nonetheless maintains her knowledge of the proposition defended in the paper

upon learning of the hoax. To see why, consider the argumentative structure of Gettier

(1963).14 First, a view – the JTB account of knowledge – is introduced. Then, two coun-

terexamples are presented. Finally, the paper infers from the counterexamples that JTB

is not sufficient for knowledge. Unlike someone else’s scientific data, which we need to

depend on testimony to know, we do not need testimony to know the various steps of

the Gettier argument. The two thought experiments elicit intuitions in the referee, so

the referee has independent access to the justification of the corresponding step in the

argument. Similarly, whether the verdicts of the case are actual counterexamples to the

sufficiency of the JTB account of knowledge is well within the referee’s power to judge

for herself. Even if, following Deutsch (2015), Cappelen (2012), Williamson (2007), and

Ichikawa (2016), intuitions do not play a role here, whether the character in Gettier cases

knows is in the epistemic common ground of the author and reader (Weinberg (2014);

Machery (2017, 178)), so the referee still has it within her power to judge for herself.

The ability of the reader to evaluate the claims being made in the text independently

of that text is not unique to philosophy. It is available to the reader whenever they have

independent access to propositional justification for what is being asserted in the text.

14 Please note that I am explaining why the referee knows, not arguing that the referee knows.
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This means that even in distinctively empirical disciplines knowledge can be gained from

reading hoax papers – if the hoax only affects certain parts of the text. In scientific

papers, while the reader does not have access sufficient propositional justification to

autonomously evaluate experimental data, they can evaluate conditional inferences made

from experimental data (assuming they know the data from some other source). So while

hoax scientific data is epistemically troublesome, hoax scientific arguments need not be.

The “Grievance Studies” hoax paper in Hypatia contains no original empirical work.

It does, however, insincerely argue that hoax papers targeting feminist critical theory

(e.g., the very paper making the argument) are immoral. Whether this thesis is true,

readers do not need to rely on the authors’ testimony to know this. Indeed, like every

other novel work of philosophy, readers can learn from the hoax text because the text

enables readers to consider philosophical arguments and reasons they might not have

thought of on their own. It does not matter if the text is written insincerely because

readers can independently use their own epistemic tools to consider the arguments in the

text. Therefore, readers may find the hoax work enlightening (as I did) even knowing the

work was insincere.

While Hypatia retracted the hoax paper, they lacked an important and merely ap-

parent reason to do so. Unlike the fraudulent scientific data in other Grievance Studies

papers, justification readers have for their philosophical arguments is not defeated by the

hoax. So while perhaps the hoax paper is embarrassing for the journal, the continued

availability of the hoax article does not preclude readers from learning things from the

paper’s arguments. Instead, the paper would have continued to enable readers to use

their own epistemic tools and explore their epistemic environment in order to adopt or

reject the claims made in the text. Regardless of the intentions of the authors, the fake

philosophy may still have something to offer to the rest of us.
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4.5 Objection: “Showing” is Just Testimony

In this and the previous chapter, I claimed showing and testimony are two distinct epis-

temic pathways in which we learn from each other. In this section I consider the objection

that all the cases I consider of knowledge caused by works of philosophy are actually just

testimony. Therefore, according to this objection, there is a strong epistemic link between

producers and consumers and hoax philosophical arguments are as problematic as hoax

scientific data.

This objection cannot explain why the referee in Feline Gettier knows JTB is false.

Most accounts of what makes a communicative act testimony place epistemic require-

ments on the creator or creation of the act. On these accounts, the paper in Feline Gettier

fails to be genuine testimony. Other accounts do not place such requirements on the com-

municative act, but on accounts of testimony where Feline Gettier is genuine testimony,

reading the paper fails to produce testimonial knowledge, justification, or warrant.

To respond to this objection, I look at three notable accounts: Coady (1992), Sosa

(1991), and Lackey (2008). Both Coady and Sosa’s accounts require certain conditions

on the producer for something to be testimony in the first place. Therefore, Coady’s

and Sosa’s views entail that the referee lacks testimonial knowledge by denying that

testimony occurs. In contrast, Lackey defends a much more open and permissive analysis

of testimony, and on her account, testimony – at least in one sense – occurs. Nonetheless

for testimony to be justified, Lackey places substantive requirements on production, and

so on her account the referee’s belief is not justified by the text even before the referee

learns about the cat. Thus on all three accounts, the referee lacks testimonial knowledge.

Sosa’s account of testimony is the simplest of the three considered here, stipulating

that someone testifies that p iff they state their belief that p (1991, 219). It is unclear

who is making the statement in Feline Gettier. In a sense the cat is making the statement

because it inadvertently chose the words. In another sense the man is making the state-
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ment because he wrote the argument down and sent it to a journal. Regardless of whether

we understand the human or the cat as making the statement, no testimony occurred on

Sosa’s account. Neither the cat nor the man believe the contents of the paper sent off to

Analysis, so neither testified that justified true belief is not knowledge.

Coady’s (1992) analysis of testimony is slightly more complicated than Sosa’s, placing

three jointly necessary and sufficient conditions on something being testimony. Nonethe-

less, for purposes here we can focus on one particular necessary condition, namely, that

for an act to be testimony that p by some speaker S, it must be the case that “S has

the relevant competence, authority, or credentials to state truly that p” (Coady, 1992,

42). This condition places a requirement on the creator rather than on the consumer’s

perception of the creator. To be an act of testimony on Coady’s account, the producer

of the act of communication must be in some privileged epistemic position relevant to p.

The producer of the act of communication in Feline Gettier, whether understood to be

the man or the cat, clearly lacks this privileged epistemic position. Therefore the act of

communication fails to be testimony on Coady’s reading.

Because Sosa and Coady place epistemic requirements on a speaker in order for the

speaker to genuinely testify, the communication act in Feline Gettier fails to be testi-

mony on their accounts. Lackey (2008) takes issue with such accounts, arguing that the

question of whether testimony occurs is ultimately a metaphysical question, not an epis-

temic question. By placing epistemic requirements in the analysis of testimony, Lackey

argues, authors like Coady and Sosa are mixing up issues of epistemology with issues of

metaphysics. Accordingly, Lackey argues that testimony can occur independently of the

speaker’s epistemic states.

Lackey proposes a disjunctive account of testimony, separating testimony into two

distinct types – testimony from the point of view of the speaker and testimony from the

point of view of the hearer. Talk of a single type of testimony, Lackey argues, obscures
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the dual nature of testimony. There is a sense in which a speaker testifies that p even if no

one is paying attention or believes them, and there is a sense in which a speaker testifies

that p even if the comment was meant to be private but is overheard by someone.

To capture both notions, Lackey defends a disjunctive account of testimony:

S testifies that P by making an act of communication A if and only if (in part)

in virtue of A’s communicable content, (1) S reasonably intends to convey the

information that P or (2) A is reasonably taken as conveying the information

that P (2008, 35-36)

While we may often think of testimony from the producer’s prospective as Coady and

Sosa do, Lackey argues that producer intention, expertise, or belief is not necessary for

an act to be testimony. Private documents found posthumously, overheard conversations,

and predictable lies can all serve as testimony. If I know someone is going to lie to me

about the answer to a yes/no question, I can use their lie as testimonial justification by

taking the opposite of their answer as being true.

Each of the two disjuncts is meant to capture a distinct notion of testimony – speaker

testimony and hearer testimony. Lackey’s speaker testimony takes the point of

view of the producer and will not be relevant here since the speaker in this case does not

take themselves to be communicating information. Hearer testimony, on the other hand,

purposely does not make any reference to the conditions giving rise to the speech act,

instead focusing on how it is perceived:

Hearer Testimony: S H–testifies that P by making an act of communication A

if and only if H, S’s hearer, reasonably takes A as conveying the information

that P (in part) in virtue of A’s communicable content. (Lackey, 2008, 32)

On Lackey’s view, the act of communication itself carries the epistemic value, which

is why on hearer-testimony the hearer reasonably takes the act itself as conveying in-

formation. This language is meant to be fairly broad to capture non-verbal acts (such
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as nodding) as well as pragmatic implicature (such as answering “is he a good cook?”

with “he sure tries” – the implicature being that he is not). While Lackey keeps the

applicable communication acts broad, she does want to exclude certain acts that were

not intended to express communicable content. These include instances where a non-

communicative act is mistaken for one or apparent communicative acts turn out to be

coincidental and the byproduct of random chance. In this way, Lackey’s hearer-testimony

does place a restriction on the origin of the act, namely that the producer created an act

of communication. (Lackey, 2008, Ch1 fn31)

Despite hearer-testimony’s focus on the consumer’s takeaway from the act of commu-

nication, there is some difficulty here focused around whether an act of communication

actually occurs in Feline Gettier. To be an act of communication, Lackey requires that

the producer of the text intends to express communicable content. Instead of providing

analysis or stipulating a definition of what it takes to intend to express communicable

content, Lackey communicates the notion with examples. She argues a private diary and

private soliloquys intend to express communicable content, even if the producer of the

communication intends no one to hear it. Thus, if someone consumes the private acts,

either by overhearing the soliloquy or finding the journal, what they consume acts as

hearer-testimony. Compulsive tics and random natural events interpreted as communica-

tion, such as Lackey’s example of branches on an island randomly spelling “HELP” to

passing airplanes, do not, on Lackey’s view, count as testimony because they lack the

intention to convey communicable content.

In some ways, the potential communication act in Feline Gettier reflects Lackey’s

examples for both intentions to express communicable content and her examples of cases

that do not. The cat did not intend to express communicable content when eating fish – in

a way the situation is no different than randomly scattered branches spelling “HELP”–

but the cat’s eating choices are not the entirety of the ostensible communication act.
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The man chose which words the cat could have eaten, and the man also recognized and

sent out the paper as an apparent work of philosophy. This last step is key to see that

the prankster in Feline Gettier did intend to express communicable content. Even if the

origin resembles “HELP” in random branches on the beach, the man recognized the text

as containing communicable material and sent it out intending to express it.15

Granting that the transfer of information in Feline Gettier counts as testimony on

Lackey’s view, we still do not have an account of the referee’s justification after finding

out about the paper’s origin. Even given Lackey’s consumer focused account of hearer-

testimony that feeds into her disjunctive account of testimony, Lackey’s account of testi-

monial justification still places requirements on the communication act’s origin. Because

the paper in Feline Gettier was written insincerely, it fails to provide the referee with

testimonial justification. Lackey provides a number of necessary conditions for testimo-

nial justification, including the requirement that testimony must be “reliable or otherwise

truth conducive” (Lackey, 2008, 176-177). Because this requirement refers to the act itself

rather than the consumer’s understanding of it, on Lackey’s view of testimonial justifi-

cation, the referee lacks justification from the start.16 The paper’s text was true only

because of luck, not because the production had any connection to the truth of what

knowledge is.

Therefore, on all three accounts considered here, the hoax philosophy paper does not

produce testimonial knowledge despite the its ability to cause knowledge in the reader of

the communicated propositions. While not comprehensive, the discussion in this section

offers insight into why Feline Gettier does not involve successful testimonial knowledge

on other accounts. If the metaphysics of testimony depends on the epistemic properties

15 This is a somewhat strange byproduct of Lackey’s view. Notice that this means that the paper is still
testimony after the referee finds out about the cat. Because even if the referee learns that the paper
was written insincerely, she can still reasonably take the prankster as conveying information that p in
virtue of the communicable content of the paper.

16 Lackey has other necessary conditions that preclude justification in Feline Gettier, including that P
has no undefeated defeaters for A’s testimony (2008, 177).
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of the speaker or listener, insincerely produced philosophy will fail to be testimony. If, on

the other hand, the metaphysics of testimony is neutral on an act’s epistemic properties,

requirements placed on testimonial knowledge will preclude the consumer of the hoax from

having testimonial knowledge. Hoax philosophy or other insincerely philosophy does not

produce testimonial knowledge, but philosophers can still gain knowledge of the theses

the works appear to defend. Showing is distinct from telling.

4.6 The Importance of Empirical Facts

Now that I have completed my discussion of the social epistemology of philosophy, I

can now tell a richer story about what empirical data is relevant to the epistemology of

philosophy than I could at the end of Chapter 2. My argument in Chapter 2 turns on a

single claim about the history of philosophy. My argument works only if the influential

works of philosophy discussed by exegesis-based intuition deniers did in fact change other

philosophers’ beliefs. I argued Deutsch and Cappelen get in trouble because they do not

consider how this historical influence interacts with their claim that their analysis of texts

reveals nondecisive arguments. The failure to appreciate historical context is not trivial.

The single quotidian fact that influential thought experiments are influential is enough

to render an entire strand of arguments in the epistemology of philosophy unpalatable.

Paying attention to the history of philosophy while studying the epistemology of phi-

losophy is hardly revolutionary. Deutsch himself compliments his exegesis of Gettier by

looking at the language of early works of Gettierology (2015, 89-94). Brown (2017) criti-

cizes Deutsch by arguing that denying intuitions’ role in Gettier cases cannot explain why

epistemologists in the 1960s thought Gettier was right despite disagreeing and changing

their minds about why. Colaço and Machery (2017) point to historical evidence that epis-

temologists circa 1963 were interested in the concept of KNOWLEDGE (not knowledge

itself), arguing intuitions would therefore have been playing a role in such conceptual
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analysis. Indeed, metaphilosophically-motivated historical analysis of the use of thought

experiments and Gettier’s paper predate the debates I have been engaging with here

(Hintikka, 1999; M. Kaplan, 1985).

While all of these analyses are on the right track, the present discussion of the social

epistemology of philosophy allows us to say something more meaningful about what

sort of historical analysis is important to the epistemology of philosophy. While, as I

discussed in detail in Chapter 2, facts about which beliefs changed are important, it

is also important to study individuals’ chosen processes for changing those beliefs. In

particular, we need to study the epistemic attitude philosophers take towards reading the

work of other philosophers. Consumers of philosophy have the opportunity to approach

a work of philosophy as showing or telling them the work’s thesis. Depending on the

circumstances one, the other, or both can produce knowledge.

This raises two distinct empirical questions. First, as a matter of historical and con-

temporary fact, what epistemic norms do philosophers have about approaching a work

of philosophy? Second, in what circumstances do the epistemic tools that philosophers

in fact use lead to epistemically good or bad outcomes? I now look at both questions in

turn.

4.6.1 Philosophers’ Norms

To understand which epistemic tools philosophers use when reading the works of others,

we need to draw upon the methods of anthropology and sociology.

The last two chapters discussed the difference between showing and testimony. These

are not mutually exclusive pathways to knowledge. Necessary and sufficient conditions

may be in place for me to know based on testimony, but I may still check the truth of a

philosophical claim by my own lights. Importantly, this choice is my own. Because most

claims in philosophy papers are consumer-evaluable, consumers have the choice about
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whether to evaluate the argument by themselves or take the claims on the word of the

producer. It is an empirical matter which one philosophers choose, and it is not the sort of

empirical matter that can be easily tested by existing experimental philosophy paradigms.

Instead, what attitude philosophers take towards a text is the sort of question that an-

thropology and sociology are well-suited for. The question of which attitude philosophers

take towards a text is partially a issue of norms. It turns on how they were socialized

as philosophers, specifically what norms they internalized about reading and listening to

talks.

Analytic philosophers are generally a querulous group of people. Treating a text as

testimony is probably fairly uncommon since that requires taking a producer at their

word. Without further work, however, it is impossible to say how universally true this is.

As I have discussed (Sections 3.4 and 4.3), it seems that contemporary analytic philoso-

phers sometimes take claims on testimony, especially when the claim is beyond their area

of specialization. Similarly, in some of the more obsequious corners of historical philoso-

phy, philosophers likely believe historical figures’ claims on testimony. Moreover, norms

about this may have changed over the historical course of analytic philosophy, and any

observations made about how analytic philosophers act now may not apply to analytic

philosophers 50 years ago.

Sociology and anthropology give us the tools for checking for how philosophers ap-

proach texts. Sociology is the far more quantitative of the two and can provide a macro

picture of how beliefs and norms affect analytic philosophy as a network.17 Anthropology

is in contrast more qualitative and personal. Where sociology can tell us about the field as

a whole, the anthropology of philosophy can reveal the implicit rules, expectations, and

behavior driving members of our social groups. Focusing the methods of either discipline

will therefore reveal something about the epistemology of reading and therefore help tell

us the story of the epistemology of philosophy.

17 For an introductory – but qualitative – look at this, see Fuller (2002); Misak and Talisse (2019).
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4.6.2 Appropriate Uses of Epistemic Tools

Sociology and anthropology will help reveal which epistemic tools philosophers use, but

further empirical work is needed to reveal whether philosophers used the appropriate

tools in the appropriate circumstances. They will tell us what philosophers did, but more

empirical work is needed to tell us whether what they did produced knowledge.

Existing experimental philosophy tells us part of the story, since it reveals the epis-

temic value of treating certain works of text as showing. When we consider a thought

experiment by our own lights, we have reactive mental states (e.g., intuitions). Exper-

imental study of how people react to thought experiments then reveals whether those

reactive mental states are good evidence for certain beliefs or not.

Thought experiments are a notable but small subset of philosophical communica-

tion, though. Lots of the works philosophers consider by their own lights are arguments,

both formal and informal. A fuller experimental picture would therefore also analyze the

way philosophers’ beliefs change in the light of arguments and reasons. Unlike testing

norms, this seems well within the reach of current experimental paradigms. For example,

Wysocki (2017) found arguments following thought experiments did not change partici-

pants’ responses about those thought experiments. More work in this direction will allow

experimental philosophers to tell a richer story about whether philosophers’ judgments

about formal and informal arguments are subject to the same skepticism as philosophers’

judgments about thought experiments.

Such experimental work nonetheless only tells us part of the epistemic story, since it

tells us only about when philosophers treat a work as showing them something. When

anthropologists and sociologists discover philosophical works are treated as testimony,

we need to know whether the testimony has (undefeated) defeaters. This will partially

depend on whether there was actual or reasonable expectation of disagreement among

philosophers who are experts on the topic. Knowing this requires empirical study of the
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extent of disagreement, both contemporary and historical. While some attempts have

been made in this direction, especially the qualitative historical work of Stoljar (2017)

and the quantitative contemporary work of Bourget and Chalmers (2014), more empirical

study is needed before we can confidently say peer disagreement did not defeat putative

philosophical testimonial knowledge in any one instance.

To summarize, because it is the epistemic standing of the consumer that matters to

the epistemology of philosophy, metaphilosophers need to expand their empirical study of

consumers. Sociology and anthropology will help tell us whether consumers treat a work

of philosophy as testimony or showing. If it is treated as testimony, we need to study

the extent of peer disagreement in order to build a fuller picture of what instances doing

so produces testimonial knowledge of philosophical facts. If consumers treat the work

as showing, then experimental methods from psychology will do. Not only will no one

method work in all circumstances, but we need to combine multiple empirical methods

from multiple disciplines to tell a complete picture of the epistemology of philosophy.

4.7 Conclusion

This wide-ranging chapter revolved around a central question. Given that peer disagree-

ment defeats lots of philosophical testimony, what is the social epistemology of philoso-

phy? My answer is that texts show consumers the truth or falsity of what is being argued.

This was illustrated in contrast to scientific communication, where I used hoax philosophy

to show that insincerely written philosophy can still produce knowledge in readers.

This discussion had two purposes. First, it finished a line of criticism of exegesis-

based intuition denial started in Chapter 3. Epistemic states caused by notable works

of philosophy are based on the epistemic processes of the consumer, not the producer.

Therefore, exegesis of influential philosophy texts reveals little of epistemic note. Second,

the positive story put forth in this chapter allowed me to defend a broad empirical program
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in the epistemology of philosophy. In order to better understand the epistemic standing of

philosophers, existing psychological paradigms should be broadened, our understanding

of peer disagreement in philosophy should be expanded, and avenues in the anthropology

and sociology of philosophy should be explored.

The rest of the dissertation will continue in the spirit of this latter point. Exegesis-

based intuition denial will be largely set aside, although it will briefly reappear in Chapter

7. Instead, I focus on what other empirical data is needed for the epistemology in philos-

ophy. Specifically, I defend the importance of the lexicography of philosophy in order to

clarify existing debates.
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Polysemy

In the previous three chapters, I developed and explored a negative thesis. I argued that

the exegesis-based arguments of Deutsch and Cappelen fall short, both on their own merits

and methodologically. During these chapters, I began to argue for my positive thesis by

showing how contingent facts about the field of philosophy are needed to answer questions

about the epistemology of philosophy.

In the next two chapters, I set the negative thesis aside and focus on the positive

thesis. In particular, I argue for the relevance and importance of lexicography to under-

standing the methods and epistemic status of philosophy. To argue this, I use “intuition”

as a case-study. I put pressure on the idea that philosophers should be discussing in-

tuition simpliciter because lexicographic evidence suggests that questions like what are

intuitions? and do intuitions justify beliefs? do not have a single answer.

There is no single answer to these questions because “intuition” does not act like

“water”, “tiger”, or “arthritis” are thought to, where a single meaning is discovered or

determined by experts. Instead, the meaning of “intuition” is more like the history of

“tweet”, “string”, or “square”. The verb “to tweet” was once an onomatopoetic term for

imitating a bird, and now it is both that and a way the president of the United States

reaches supporters. “String” once meant thin pieces of rope, but now it means that and
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the fundamental entities posited by string theory. “Square” was once the name for the

tool that carpenters and architects use to draw 90 degree angles, and now it is the name

of that tool and the figure bound by 90 degree angles in Euclidean space. “Intuition” is

no different. Over the course of its roughly 500 year history as an English word, philoso-

phers have tried – and sometimes succeeded – at introducing new technical meanings of

“intuition” in order to talk about mental state categories of theoretical interest. Rather

than revising, replacing, or otherwise misusing “intuition”, the technical meanings of

“intuition” that stuck now exist side-by-side with older meanings of “intuition”.

Defending this claim in Chapter 7 requires a fair bit of stage-setting. In this chapter

and the next, I develop a metasemantic framework for technical language that highlights

the importance of lexicography to the study of philosophy’s methods and enables the

lexicography of philosophy as a practice. I argue that specialized discourse is full of

ordinary words with non-ordinary meanings. This argument has two steps. In this chapter,

I discuss polysemy – the phenomena where words have multiple related and established

uses – and argue that these represent distinct literal meanings of the word. In the next

chapter, I discuss this view in relationship to technical language, or jargon, and I argue

that polysemy plays a common role in technical discourse. Many words have polysemous

meanings that are only known by people with significant levels of technical knowledge.

Once I have this in place, I move to Chapter 7 and argue that “intuition” looks to be

following the path of such polysemous technical language.

5.1 Introducing Polysemy

While rarely discussed explicitly, there is a default assumption in philosophy of language,

especially among semantic externalists, that the vast majority of words have one semantic

meaning. While philosophers of language occasionally discuss homonyms, homophones,

and homographs like “bank” (the financial institution) and “bank” (the side of a river),
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these are treated as the exception rather than the rule. Call the received view that a word

has a single meaning the Univocal Assumption of Language. While, to my knowledge, it

is not explicitly defended anywhere, it pops up particularly clearly in recent discussion

of semantic change.

Dorr and Hawthorne (2014) and later Cappelen (2018), have framed discussion of

semantic change around “salad”, where “salad” allegedly originally meant mixes of cold

vegetables but has slowly broadened in meaning over time to now include egg salad, tuna

salad, and fruit salad. Both Dorr and Hawthorne (2014) and Cappelen (2018) frame this

as a shift in a single meaning from a narrow sense to a broad sense. However, dictionaries

that recognize the difference between the leafy-green use of “salad” and the broader use

of “salad” (including Collins, the OED, and Merriam-Webster), typically label these two

uses as contemporary, co-existing, and distinct definitions of “salad”.

In a similar vein, Sawyer (2018, 2020) has used “meat” as her preferred example of

semantic differences over time. “Meat”, the thought runs, meant food in general when

Shakespeare used it, but now “meat” only means animal flesh. Like “salad”, this history

is also oversimplified. The OED3 – the world’s premier historical English-language dictio-

nary – cites an examples of the “newer” flesh-sense of “meat” that predates Shakespeare

by two centuries. The OED3 also cites Shakespeare as using the “newer” flesh-sense, the

“older” food-sense, and three other senses of “meat”, including the flesh of a fruit or nut,

and the figurative source of strength.

Philosophers’ discussion as if words have a single meaning that changes over time is

in striking contrast with how other fields studying language, especially lexicographers

and cognitive linguists, think about language. Some cognitive linguists take it as a given

that words are associated with rich cognitive networks of interrelated metaphors and

meaning (Lakoff & Johnson, 1980), and the overwhelming majority of dictionary entries

for common English words contain more than one definition. “Bachelor” is not just defined
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as a married man, it is also defined as both a person who holds a bachelors degree and

the name of young male fur seals. Celestial bodies are stars, but so are 5-sided pointed

figures, famous people, and the ratings of hotels and restaurants. As I write, I can see

two separate types of things captured by different dictionary definitions for windows: a

hole in the side of the building as well as the work area of my computer’s word processor.

Unlike homonyms, which involve run-of-the-mill ambiguity between two semantic

meanings of a word, polysemy occurs when words have multiple distinct patterns of use

that are related.1 This is extremely common with noun/verb pairs. Consider the follow-

ing examples. The example of window/window, star/star, and bachelor/bachelor differ

from standard homonyms like bank/bank in at least two ways. Not only do window-

as-computer-workspace and window-as-hole-in-building share etymologies from when the

window-as-computer sense arose in the 1960s, but the senses feel related. This felt re-

lation has no doubt been strengthened by the allusion between the two in the name of

Microsoft’s Windows operating system and the OS’s logo, which is a window. In contrast,

“bank” (the building) and “bank” (the side of the river) were borrowed from separate

languages at separate times and generally feel unconnected in the minds of speakers.

It is hard to overstate how common polysemy is. While not universal, it is, for example,

extremely common in noun/verb pairs. Consider the following:

(1) She drank a glass of milk.

(2) She went out to the barn to milk the cow.

(3) I am staff at the hotel.

(4) The manager decided to completely staff the hotel with local teenagers.

(5) You made quite the gamble.

(6) He likes to gamble with other people’s lives.

1 There are different ways of cashing out “related”. I cover this in 5.3.2.
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(7) The politician put the motion on the table.

(8) The politician moved to table the motion.

Each of these examples represents a pairing between a noun and a verb denoting some

action closely associated with the noun. Milk needs to be removed from the cow through

a certain action – milking. A place of business needs to acquire staff – staffing. Gambling

involves taking a risk – a gamble. These are not just a transposition of meaning from

noun to verb or verb to noun (if such a transposition is even possible). The development

of noun to verb or verb to noun involves a meaning shift, where the shifted meaning is

metonymically related. While sentences (7) and (8) are used in identical contexts, “table”

means slightly different things in both. “Table” in (8) alludes to placing a motion on a

table, and historically owes its use to the noun form of “table” in (7), but the verb

specifically refers to a formalized act in legislative bodies. Accordingly, there is little

reason to think that these noun/verb pairs are anything but words with distinct but

related meanings.

An interesting metasemantic puzzle arises, however, when we consider polysemous

senses that share the same part of speech. Consider the following example from Vicente

and Falkum (2017):

(9) John has his mouth full of food.

(10) Mary kissed him on the mouth.

(11) My mouth is sore.

(12) Watch your mouth.

(13) The mouth of the wine was dry.

(14) I have three mouths to feed.

(15) You can see the mouth of the river from here.
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How are the semantic meanings of these uses of “mouth” related? In (9) “mouth”

seems to refer to the oral cavity, “mouth” in (10) seems to refer to the lips, and “mouth”

in (11) might be used to specifically discuss gums or the inner cheek. While it is plausible

the first three uses all mean oral cavity, this does not explain the other four examples.

Perhaps (12) and (14) still refer to the oral cavity via metaphor, but these uses of “mouth”

are so well-worn it is plausible that even if they started their life as metaphors, they

no longer are (Atkins & Rundell, 2008, 284). Similarly pushing against the metaphor

picture, there is no word besides “mouth” for the opening of a river into a bigger body of

water (although “estuary” and the Scottish-English “firth” covers a subset of mouths).

Certainly “mouth” just is the name for mouths of rivers. Perhaps instead there is no

metaphor here, and “mouth” shares a single, highly abstract meaning (Ruhl, 1989). This

meaning would have to be more abstract than “opening” to capture (12), (13), and (14),

and thus would likely either be so broad to include things that are intuitively not mouths

or be so abstract to be unrecognizable to competent speakers of English.

In this chapter, I focus on how semantic externalists should theorize about polysemy.

The overriding question here is: How should semantic externalists account for the phenom-

ena where single strings of letters can have multiple separable and established patterns of

use, and those patterns are related historically, in meaning, or in the minds of competent

speakers of the language? I argue that semantic externalists should treat all established

patterns of polysemous use – e.g., (9) to (15) above – as unique, if related, literal semantic

meanings of a word. Call this view Meaning Polysemy. I argue for Meaning Polysemy

in two ways. First, in Section 5.2 I argue Meaning Polysemy should not be a controversial

position since established polysemy is the combination of branching meanings and related

meanings, and the two phenomena on their own uncontroversially result in distinct literal

meanings on semantic externalist frameworks. Pending some reason to think polysemy

is special, we should similarly think established patterns of polysemy similarly represent
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distinct literal meanings. Second, in Sections 5.4, 5.5, and 5.6 I consider other ways of

accounting for polysemy, specifically as phenomena related merely to use, belief, or im-

plicature. I argue that the first two views collapse into the third, but implicature does

not adequately account for established polysemous uses of a word.

5.2 Introducing Meaning Polysemy

The thesis defended in this chapter is that semantic externalists, regardless of what they

think ground semantic facts, should accept that established polysemes represent distinct

literal semantic meanings of a word. I call this view Meaning Polysemy. The account I

defend says that words have many meanings. These meanings are literal and grounded in

extra-personal linguistic facts. In some sentences, “mouth” literally means the oral cavity.

In other sentences, “mouth” literally means features of a wine, and in other sentences still

“mouth” literally means the opening of a river. In this way, polysemous meanings are just

a type of ambiguity with some etymological and psychological baggage that homonyms

do not have.

Meaning Polysemy is not a contextualist account of meaning, as illustrated by:2

(16) The stars aligned and the restaurant received four stars from the critic.

(17) The athlete won gold, and later found out from pawnbroker that the medal was not

actually made out of gold.

(18) I can’t believe Tom put his mouth in that dirty water at the river’s mouth.

In these cases, each word is used to mean something else despite no change in context.

Meaning Polysemy is also distinct from the microlanguage account of meaning defended

by Ludlow (2014). Ludlow is interested in how conversational practices can modulate word

2 Hazlett (2007, 673) seems to make the mistake in assuming polysemy is contextual by offering “tall”
and “rich” as examples of polysemy.
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meaning as conversational participants want and require. The sorts of polysemy consid-

ered here represent distinct and established patterns of usage. Rather than something

that is implicitly or explicitly negotiated as part of a specific conversation, polysemous

meanings pre-exist before the conversation starts based (partially) on extra-mental facts.

There are at least four reasons to resist Meaning Polysemy. First, Meaning Polysemy

appears to break Grice’s (1993, 47-50) maxim of not multiplying senses beyond necessity.

According to the maxim, we should favor an explanation of a word’s meaning that favors

fewer senses over an explanation that posits more senses. Appearances of multiple senses,

the Gricean thought goes, should be explained by implicature whenever possible. This

principle has been criticized by Devitt on the grounds that if taken too absolutely, it

does not allow for linguistic innovation (2013). However, it is unclear how absolutely the

maxim’s defenders take it to hold (see Hazlett, 2007), and as I discuss in more detail in

Section 5.3.1, it is an uncontroversial feature of language that words sometimes split into

multiple meanings.

Second, Meaning Polysemy holds that most common English words are ambiguous.

According to Meaning Polysemy, even innocuous sentences like the following can be true

or false, depending on which polysemous meaning a word contributes to the sentence:

(19) Bachelors are unmarried men.

(20) The day lasted 24 hours.

In (19), the sentence is false if “bachelor” means a young male fur seal or both sexist and

false if it means someone who holds a bachelors degree. To see one of the false readings

of (20), compare the true reading of (20) with another true statement about September

10, 2020 in St Andrews, Scotland:

(21) The day lasted 13 hours and 8 minutes.

We can even build sentences where “day” has both meanings in the same sentence, even

if the swap between the two feels abrupt to us as readers:
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(22) Given the day lasted 13 hours and 8 minutes, the day had 11 hours and 52 minutes

of twilight.

In practice, we will rarely notice the ambiguities in sentences like (19) or (20). Context

clues and obviously correct interpretations will stop us from looking for additional senses.

Moreover, in the case of (19) especially, one sense is so dominant it will automatically

come to mind over other senses (see Giora, 2003). Nonetheless, even if such ambiguities

go unnoticed, Meaning Polysemy says that the sentences in (19) and (20) have literal

false readings.

Third, and related to the previous two points, on Meaning Polysemy terms like “wa-

ter”, “star”, and “tiger” can literally refer to things or properties that are not natural

kinds.3 (16) and (17) already offer examples of this, where one use of “star” and “gold”

refers to a natural kind and one does not. Other examples include uses of “tiger” that

literally mean a person who is fierce and energetic. Meaning Polysemy holds these repre-

sent distinct semantic meanings of a word even though other explanations are possible. I

return to this starting in Section 5.4.

I do not take these three concerns to be serious problems for Meaning Polysemy. My

account is semantically profligate because language is semantically profligate. Words have

lots of meanings, and we should not try to paper over that by appealing to non-semantic

mechanisms. Nonetheless, there are at least three options for semantic externalists to

explain the patterns of polysemous usage with non-semantic mechanisms:

Use Polysemy claims that polysemous senses are merely different but related uses

of words. This is the most theoretically lightweight explanation of polysemy, and accord-

ing to Use Polysemy, polysemy is an artifact. While it looks like words have different

meanings, the linguistic patterns giving the appearance of different meanings are nothing

3 While this chapter does not discuss empirical work on polysemy (due to constraints on time rather
than a lack of interest), there is some empirical data that suggest natural kind terms are polysemous.
See Machery and Seppälä (2011) for a polysemy-based explanation of the sorts of phenomena discussed
by Reuter (2019).
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more than different patterns of use.

Belief Polysemy posits polysemy as a sociological phenomenon about wide-spread

beliefs about words widely held among the community. This adheres most closely to

the classic Kripke-Putnam line on natural kinds. Below in Section 5.3.3 I discuss the

difference between folk uses of “berry” – which includes raspberries, strawberries, and

blueberries – and botanist use of “berry” – which excludes raspberries, strawberries, and

blueberries, but includes lemons, cucumbers, and bananas. Belief Polysemy claims that

false folk beliefs about berries (or “berry”) are widespread and drive disagreement over

the status of bananas and raspberries, but there is only one meaning of “berry”. This

story can be expanded to non-natural kinds, since deference is a common feature of all

language, where we defer to other people how words should be used (Sawyer, 2020) (see,

however, Wikforss (2007)). According then to Belief Polysemy, polysemy is driven by

similar mistakes about what the extra-personal linguistic facts in a community are.

Implicature Polysemy puts the phenomenon of polysemy squarely into the realm

of pragmatics. Here, there is only one meaning of a given word and apparent polysemous

meanings are instead patterns of conversational implicature. Sure, a strawberry is not

a berry, Implicature Polysemy argues, but we do not have a word in English that picks

out a category that lumps together strawberries, raspberries, and grapes. The opening

of a river is not actually a mouth, but we can nonetheless use the word to communicate

about the mouths of rivers. On this view, polysemous uses are misused words used to

implicate something other than their literal referents. Sentences that implicate in this

way are usually literally false but nonetheless express something true.

Since there are multiple accounts of polysemy, my defense of Meaning Polysemy will be

two-fold. For most of the rest of the chapter, I defend the plausibility of Meaning Polysemy

as an explanation of established polysemous uses of words. I focus on developing the

framework and showing why semantic externalists should not be resistant to the idea that
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words have multiple related meanings. Then, I reject Use Polysemy, Belief Polysemy, and

Implicature Polysemy as adequate metasemantic explanations of polysemy. I argue that

Use Polysemy and Belief Polysemy collapse into Implicature Polysemy, but Implicature

Polysemy cannot explain the independence different polysemous senses have from each

other.

5.3 Master Argument: Polysemy is not special

As discussed in the introduction, the assumption that words are univocal seems to be

a common assumption in contemporary philosophy of language, against the view that

most words have multiple related meanings. In this section, I argue for Meaning Polysemy

by arguing that polysemy is not special. Instead, polysemy is merely a combination of

other mechanisms that uncontroversially involve differences in meaning. Polysemy is the

byproduct of diachronic meaning change – specifically the often ignored phenomena of

branching meaning – as well as the phenomena of closely-related meanings. Both processes

produce clear examples of distinct semantic meanings, so barring some further reason

to think polysemy is special, the combination of the two should also produce distinct

meanings.

5.3.1 Branching Meaning

Some English words’ meanings have been remarkably stable over time. Historical re-

constructions of Proto-Indo-European, the precursor language to all languages in the

Indo-European language family (which includes English, Latin, Hindi, Hittite, and many

others), have found that words like “water”, “daughter”, “liver”, and “swine” have, with

gradual phonetic and morphological shifts, retained their rough meaning for at least 4500

years (Indo-European Lexicon: PIE Etyma and IE Reflexes , n.d.). These words are the
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exception, however, rather than the rule. Most words have changed their meaning at some

point in their history. Examples of semantic shift are somewhat common in the philo-

sophical literature. G. Evans (1973) discusses an apparent meaning shift in “Madagascar”

from meaning mainland Africa to its current meaning. More recently, as discussed in the

introduction “meat” (e.g., Sawyer, 2018, 2020) and “salad” (e.g., Cappelen, 2018; Dorr

& Hawthorne, 2014) have become standard examples, where the words’ meanings are

thought to become less restricted over time.

Discussions of meaning change by semantic externalists have tended to focus on a

specific type of semantic shift where “meat” gradually and univocally shifts from one

meaning to another. At time T1, “meat” meant one thing, and, due to the vagaries of

language, at time t2 “meat” meant something else. Contrast this semantic drift to

branching meaning, where a word gains a new meaning while retaining its old meaning.

Instead of a 1 to 1 relationship from time T1 to T2, meanings of the word have a one to

many or many to many relationship. Consider “staff”, which can mean a wooden rod or

the employees of a company. Both meanings developed from an Old English name for a

walking stick. Through a byzantine set of branching meanings developed over more than

a millennium, we ended up with the two different meanings.4

If meanings cannot branch, then either one of the following sentences must be literally

false, or “staff” must mean the same thing in both:

(23) Tired from a long day walking, the hiker made a make-shift staff to help him walk.

(24) The university pays many of its staff below minimum wage.

It is unclear how “staff” could have a unified meaning in these two statements. Not

only is one a mass-noun and one a count-noun, but one is made of a single bit of wood

and holds a person upright while the other is made of multiple bits of flesh and holds a

4 In contemporary English, “staff” as in “chief of staff”, “staff sergeant”, (a company’s support) “staff”,
and (musical) “staff” also share this etymology.
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university upright. The meanings are so different that someone trying to do etymology

without a historical corpus would be just as apt to assume they have a distinct origin

than a shared origin. Nonetheless, the employee-related meaning of staff developed from

military use of the word (“Chief of Staff”), which had originally been a reference to the

baton (the “staff”) someone held as sign of authority.

Similarly, retaining a univocal-account by denying the truth of (23) or (24) is similarly

off the table. It would be blatantly uncharitable to proclaim either (23) or (24) as false

in situations where a hiker uses a long piece of wood as a hiking pole or a university

exploits labor, respectively. Beside charitability, denying the literal truth of one of the

above sentences would also lead to extremely widespread false semantic beliefs. It is hard

to state how common branched meanings are in English. To name just three more pairs

whose connection between meanings has been lost to time, “magazine” meaning the print

media and “magazine” meaning the place where ammunition is stored, “country” meaning

a rural area and “country” meaning the political entity, and “address” – the location of

something – and “address” – a speech – are all pairs of meanings that branched during

English’s history. If we limit ourselves to only one of these meanings, then pretty much

every English speaker has false semantic beliefs about at least some apparently innocuous

uses of these words.

These branchings are all old and, we may suppose for the sake of argument, gradual

and unnoticed by speakers. Perhaps at no point did any speaker think anything like

“‘staff’ already means rod, but now I will use it to communicate about the group of

people who work for a company”. This is important to note for polysemy, since many

polysemous uses of words first arose during our lifetime, and many polysemous uses

clearly arose intentionally. Nonetheless, arguments for the difference in meaning in old

and (we can suppose) unintentional splits like “staff” also hold for new and intentional

branching meaning.
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To see this, consider the recent branching of “tweet”, which has two main contempo-

rary uses. First, a tweet is a post on the social media platform Twitter. Second, a tweet

is the sound a bird makes. Before Twitter’s founding in 2006, a “tweet” was, according

to the OED, fairly monosemous. “Tweet” was used either as an imitation for a short

high-pitched bird call (similar to “meow” or “moo”), or later, the onomatopoetic name

for such a call (similar to “a meow” or “a moo”) or the action of making such a call (“she

meowed”, “it mooed”). Then, around 2006 when Twitter was founded, the company used

the language of a short bird chirp to describe the action and output of making short posts

on their service.5 Twitter purposefully branched off a new meaning of “tweet”, choosing

the word “tweet” because of its associated meaning. This does not, however, mean the

new use retained the existing meaning. Compare (23) and (24) to:

(25) The bird tweeted in disdain at its destroyed nest.

(26) The president tweeted in disdain about negative news coverage.

Again we are left with the option of accepting the meaning branched, or arguing that

“tweeted” means the same thing in both sentences. In the latter case, either both sen-

tences are literally true because they share a general meaning or one of the sentences

is literally false (presumably (26)) because one of the uses does not correspond to the

word’s meaning. One of these univocal-meaning responses is likely more attractive than

with “staff”, but we should not confuse associated imagery with having the same meaning.

Even though Twitter intended to associate the actions with birds, this is a non-semantic

feature of (26). The association is psychological rather than semantic. Like the above

statements about “staff”, “tweeted in disdain” in the two sentences literally describe two

different sorts of actions. To my eyes, “tweet”, if it was ever a metaphor, is dead (Grey,

2000; Lakoff, 1987), judging by the infelicitousness of the following correction:

5 This was only one part of a package of imagery, as “twitter” has two distinct meanings of a bird sound
on one hand and meaningless words on the other.
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(27) The president tweeted in disdain about negative news coverage. Well not actually,

the president posted on Twitter.

Compare (27) to a case where I am commenting on how complicated a paper is:

(28) I think this paper is relevant to my work, but it’s written in Sanskrit. Well not

actually, it just uses complicated hyperintensional logic.

Like “tweet”, similar pairings can be made with other recent and intended branched

meanings such as “mouse” (computer device vs animal), “cloud” (server-based storage

vs collection of water vapor), and “string” (fundamental entity in physics vs component

of fabric). If we deny that language can split and shift in this way, we have to admit that

words with a shared etymology mean the same thing.6 This entails extremely widespread

false beliefs about language – either (23), (24), or both means something dramatically

different than we would otherwise think – and this eliminates all linguistic innovation

that is not either the product of the introduction of a new word or phrase or the gradual

shift of a single unified meaning.

5.3.2 Related Meanings

For the purposes of polysemy, there are two ways we can cash out related meanings, which

correspond to different ways of cashing out the notion of polysemy. Either polysemous

sense are related cognitively or psychologically in the minds of the users of a language, or

polysemous senses are related in a non-psychological semantic or linguistic way. Polysemy

of the former notion, what we might call cognitive polysemy, has been the focus of

cognitive linguists, such as Lakoff and Johnson (1980). When words are polysemous,

they share some sort of shared mental or cognitive representation (what exactly that

representation is differs depending on the account) that is not shared between homonyms.

6 Something like this happens when a certain breed of philosophers looks to a word’s etymology to
support their account. This is a well-known fallacy in linguistic circles.
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In contrast, what we might call linguistic polysemy occurs when one word has multiple

use connected by linguistic or semantic properties, such as coextension or etymology. This

notion of polysemy is common in fields like historical lexicography, where different senses

are grouped by headword, which are chosen based on etymological connection.

Note that words can be connected in either, none, or both of these ways. As discussed

above, words like “staff” and “magazine” have historical linguistic connections, but their

different senses are likely not lumped together by many English speakers. At the same

time, words can also be jointly represented without sharing an etymology. For example,

some English speakers likely think “post” (a job) and “post” (a piece of wood in the

ground) are connected due to sentences like

(29) The guard stood at his post all evening.

However, the job-use comes from French poste and Italian posto in the 16th century and

the support-use was present in Old English and likely came from a combination of Latin

postis and French post.

Whether we think about the relevant sense of related meanings as cognitive or lin-

guistic, non-polysemous examples of both are clear examples of distinct meanings. Words

can be largely co-extensional, have related intensions, or be connected in the minds of

speakers without meaning the same thing. To run is not the same thing as to sprint, de-

spite both involving moving on two legs at an increased speed. Cats are not dogs, despite

being connected in many people’s heads as prototypical house pets. To be arrogant is

not the same thing as having hubris, even though many people will be hard-pressed to

distinguish the two. One of semantic externalism’s strengths is the ease by which it can

explain why closely-related words like “hubris” and “arrogance” cannot be distinguished

by many, if not most, people but nonetheless have distinct meanings. It does not matter

if the average person can distinguish the word’s meanings because the meanings of the

words are not (solely) grounded on their mental states. Related meanings of different
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words are different meanings.

5.3.3 Polysemy: Related and Branched Meanings

So far I have defended that branched meanings (Section 5.3.1) and related meanings (Sec-

tion 5.3.2) both result in numerically distinct meanings. Polysemy is just the combina-

tion of both phenomena, when one phonological or morphological unit develops multiple

closely related meanings through branching. Both processes lead to distinct meanings of

a word separately, and they lead to distinct meanings of a word together. To see this in

practice, consider the following exchange from the quiz show QI. The host, Stephen Fry,

makes an innocuous request:7

Stephen Fry: (To contestants) What I want you to do now is name a berry.

Alan Davies: Blackberry, strawberry, raspberry, blue-

[A klaxon sounds indicating Alan Davies has said something “obvious but

wrong”]

Stephen Fry: [After the klaxon] Hold on a minute because we have a lot of

catching up to do. Blackberry, strawberry, raspberry...

Clive Anderson: Isn’t a banana?

Stephen Fry: A banana! I give you good points for that. It is a berry, yeah.

[Later]

Clive Anderson: But why is a banana a berry?

Stephen Fry: A berry is a fruit that contains stones, pips, things like that.

There must be more than one [stone, pip, etc.] (Cleve Crudgington, 2005)

7 Thanks to Fenner Tanswell for pointing out that this sort of exchange is regular in QI.
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Alan Davies is chastised for saying a blackberry is a berry, while Clive Anderson is

rewarded for saying a banana is a berry because, according to Stephen Fry, a banana is

a berry and blackberries are not. According to the standard univocal assumption of lan-

guage, since botanists tell us berries are fruits containing stones, pips, etc., “berry” only

ever literally refers to those things. It may non-literally refer to something else as slang

or people might have false beliefs about berry-hood, but “berry” only has one meaning.

In the above exchange, Stephen Fry can be seen playing the role of the univocal theorist.

Even though it is commonly thought that blueberries, strawberries, and raspberries are

berries, they are not, full stop.

Later in the exchange, Clive Anderson has a change of heart:

Clive Anderson: On what sort of bizarre definition of the word “berry” does

it mean –

Stephen Fry: That of people who study fruits

Clive Anderson: I’m afraid we the speakers of English –

Stephen Fry: I know, but you know this is QI!(Cleve Crudgington, 2005)

Even Clive Anderson, someone who was just rewarded for saying that bananas are

berries, is torn about his initial answers’ relationship to English. The reader should be torn

too. A berry parfait should not include eggplants, cucumbers, and gourds – all berries

according to the above definition. Similarly, a dish of berries and cream could include

strawberries, raspberries, and blueberries, but according to the above definition, they are

not berries. What has happened is that, like “staff”, “berry” branched. Around 1809,

botanists started using “berry” to specifically talk about fruits with certain botanical

features, but this was different than the preexisting and broader use of “berry”. This

preexisting use comes down to us today in the form of the everyday use of “berry” we use

when ordering fancy iced coffees or describing to a guest what smoothies we can make for
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them. While 1809 may seem relatively recent linguistically, the botantists’ sense of berry

is actually a few decades older than the employee-sense of “staff”, which the OED dates

to around 1837.

The two uses of “berry” have closely related meanings while “staff” does not, and this

helps enable Stephen Fry’s pedantic comments. The two uses of “berry” are both about

small fruits. Nonetheless, the two uses have a surprising lack of overlap. The overlap

between the two uses of berries is, with the exception of the grape, limited to a few

less-common fruits like gooseberries and the berries of mistletoes.

Because botanists intend “berry” to be a natural kind term, “berry” has an extra level

of complexity not shared by polysemous words like “mouth”. Perhaps people are wrong

to think strawberries are members of the natural kind berries. I consider and reject this

sort of response in relationship to Use Polysemy and Belief Polysemy in Sections 5.4 and

5.5 below, but for now it is worth noting that even if one sense refers to a natural kind,

not all senses have to. Consider “string”. If string theory is correct, strings are a natural

kind. That does not mean, however, that that all uses of the count noun “string” refer

to natural kinds. Otherwise the following sentences would not have the literal meaning

they seem to have:

(30) The strings on the violin snapped.

(31) The dog ate a whole string of sausages.

(32) After a summer of intense training, Jamie made it on to the football team’s second

string.

(33) Amir went all the way to the crafts store to buy a single string.

Moreover, only a small portion of polysemous words have a use related to a natural

kind. So even if “berry” only means what botanists tell us it means, this leaves words

like:
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� “window”: the space on my computer screen/hole in the side of a building/the place

in a train station someone buys tickets

� “vice”: a tool that holds stuff/certain unsavory habits

� “bank”: A building that holds money/the corporation that holds money

� “film”: The physical medium old movies are stored on/the movies stored on the

medium

� “trolley”: The vehicle obsessed over by ethicists/British English for shopping cart

Something needs to be said about the relationship between these distinct uses. Since

they are the combination of the otherwise unremarkable phenomena of branching mean-

ings and related meanings, we should then, at least without further reason to think they

are special, assume they also have distinct meanings. In this way, like “bank” and “bank”,

“window” and “window” are, semantically, cases of run-of-the-mill ambiguity. Consider:

(34) Always looking to spend time near the sound of running water, I often pass banks

during walks.

Bank, on its own, is ambiguous between two different homonyms. However, context

helps us come to the correct interpretation of the sentence, and we come to know that

the person enjoys walks near the sides of rivers. This is distinct, however, from saying

context determines the meaning, of “bank” here. Rather, faced with the issue of figuring

out what exactly the semantic and/or speaker meaning of the sentence was, we need

to rely on information beyond the morphology or phonology of the utterance. Similarly,

when faced with words with meanings that are etymologically or psychologically related,

the process is no different.

(35) Unsure of what the company’s hiring practices are like, Raz reached out to former

staff.
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(36) Xiao bought a Netflix subscription but was disappointed by the quality of available

films.

The key difference between “bank” and “films” is not that they are different in se-

mantic kind. Rather “films” has psychological baggage, where, for contingent reasons,

the different senses are closely represented cognitively (Klein & Murphy, 2001; Vicente

& Falkum, 2017). But semantic externalism is not beholden to psychology in the same

way as semantic internalism, so if meaning ain’t in the head, our propensity to associate

meanings should not in itself have an effect on the semantics of words.

This section has argued the view that polysemous words represent distinct literal

meanings – that is, Meaning Polysemy – should be the default view of polysemy. I argued

for this by comparing polysemy to branching meanings and related meanings. Branching

uses of a word, such as happened to “staff”, “country”, and “address”, lead to multiple

meanings of the words. Similarly, words with similar meanings, such as the subtle differ-

ence between arrogance and hubris or a sofa and a loveseat, result in different meanings.

When brought together in the form of polysemous senses we should also assume the dif-

ferent established uses correspond to different meanings. The rest of the chapter looks at

other metasemantic explanations for polysemy and finds them lacking. In order, I con-

sider and reject explaining polysemy on the basis of merely different uses, different beliefs,

and finally different implicated content. Use Polysemy collapses into Belief Polysemy or

Implicature Polysemy because something needs to explain the differences in uses. Belief

Polysemy does not explain polysemy because polysemy is not correctable in the same way

as other metalinguistic mistakes. Finally, Implicature Polysemy both misunderstands the

way in which polysemous meanings are established and falsely predicts understanding

of a “primary” sense of a word is key to understanding what is communicated by a

non-primary polysemous sense.
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5.4 Use Polysemy

The first possibility is accounting for polysemy as a phenomena of use. Use Polysemy holds

that any apparent polysemy reduces to different patterns of use and nothing more. We

can find the heart of such a response in Abbott (1997). Abbott is considering cases where

substances like the contents of the Great Salt Lake in Utah is called “water” whereas

substances that have purer amounts of H2O, like beer and soda, are not called “water”.8

This raises an issue for traditional externalist accounts because it suggests “water” is not

tracking the natural kind H2O, but descriptive features such as being wet, liquid at room

temperature, tasteless, etc.

Abbott’s defense of the identity of water and H2O in light of these patterns of use

is straightforward. Consider that I do not regularly call myself a mammal, and I cannot

think of the last time I have been called a mammal. Nonetheless, I am a mammal. More

esoterically, I can say with certainty I have never been called a bilaterian nor have I

heard anyone ever called a bilaterian, but I am a member of the evolutionary category of

animals with bilateral symmetry. Similarly with water, there is a gap between language

and metaphysics, and things can belong to a category even if people do not call it a

member of that category.

Pausing Abbott’s argument, an adjustment to this observation can provide an argu-

ment for Use Polysemy. Abbot is rejecting the claim that being called “P” is a necessary

condition for being P. This is why beer is water even if people do not call it “water”. In

contrast, in order to limit the amount of uses that correspond to the semantic meaning

of a word, Use Polysemy needs to reject that being called “P” is a sufficient condition for

being P. Along with the additional claim that polysemous words only have one semantic

meaning, denying the sufficiency condition allows a picture where words have a single

meaning and any use that deviates from it is merely a pattern of use. On this view,

8 See also Bloom (2007), Pietroski (2018).
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taking these patterns of use as semantic meaning is taking language use too seriously;

calling a part of a river a “mouth” does not make it an actual mouth.

In Use Polysemy’s favor, the sufficiency condition is almost certainly false. Non-literal

speech means that being called “P” is not sufficient for being P. Juliet is not the sun de-

spite Romeo’s assertion otherwise. Resuming Abbott’s argument, however, the problems

for Use Polysemy become evident when we consider why there is a gap between being

called “P” and being a P. Abbott explains the disconnect between terms and correspond-

ing predicates by appealing to pragmatics. According to her, we do or do not call water

“water” depending on what we want. So, on her account, while “beer” is water in the

same way that distilled spring water or the stuff that fills the Great Salt Lake is water,

I ask for “beer”, she argues, and not “carbonated water containing fermented hops and

grains” because in context it is easier to use “beer” to get my point across.

Use Polysemy needs to tell a similar story to explain why particular uses persist

despite a single meaning. Unless the distinct patterns of usage are either a cosmically

unlikely coincidence or illusory, there is some mechanism driving the different uses of

a word. When I and millions of other people call a part of a river its “mouth”, either

I falsely believe “mouth” literally means the mouth of a river (and Belief Polysemy is

true), I intend for “mouth” to communicate something about the opening of the river

(and Implicature Polysemy is true), or I truly believe “mouth” literally means the opening

of the river (and Meaning Polysemy is true). Barring some argument that there is in fact

only one use of any purportedly polysemous word, Use Polysemy therefore collapses into

one of the other views considered here.

5.5 Belief Polysemy

Belief Polysemy is the standard externalist account of instances where use of a word

diverges from scientific facts or knowledge (more on this in Section 7.2.2). On this picture,
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people fail to use “water” to talk exclusively about H2O, call a disease in their thigh

“arthritis”, or call a realistic tiger-like robot a “tiger” because they have false beliefs

about the world. While these classic examples focus on object-level beliefs, more recently

the verbal dispute literature (Belleri, 2018; Chalmers, 2011; Inga, 2018; Jenkins, 2014) has

focused on differences in uses based on beliefs about language, where disagreements are

partly or entirely caused by different people having different beliefs about the meaning

of a word or phrase.

The examples used in both semantic/content externalist literature and the verbal

dispute literature usually revolve around words thought to be univocal. Chalmers (2011),

for example, initially considers verbal disputes where the verbal dispute causes parties

to express compatible propositions by apparently incompatible sentences. Where one

person says “free will is not compatible with determinism” and the other says “free will

is compatible with determinism”, rather than expressing proposition P and not-P, the

sentences are actually expressing propositions P and Q. Shifting then with an eye towards

semantic externalism, Chalmers changes the set-up of verbal disputes so that each party

is expressing incompatible propositions as well, saying to do so, “we need only tweak the

dispute as above so that the two parties use the key terms with deference to a linguistic

community in which those terms are used univocally.” So insofar as “free will” is a verbal

dispute in this way, Chalmers couches his discussion in the assumption that it is a verbal

dispute caused by incorrect beliefs about the semantics or metasemantics of “free will”.

Drawing from these sorts of examples, Belief Polysemy claims that polysemous uses

of a word is driven either by false belief about the world or false belief about language.

For all the examples of polysemy discussed above – window, mouth, vice, film, trolley,

tweet, string, berry, star, gold – these only have one meaning despite people’s beliefs they

have other meanings. This view already faces one problem raised in relationship to “staff”

in Section 5.3.1, where because of the extent in which people use polysemous words in
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different ways means that Belief Polysemy entails false beliefs are extremely widespread.

Setting this worry aside, Belief Polysemy entails that certain uses of a polysemous word

should be correctable. But this is not what we see. The sort of corrections that solve the

sorts of false beliefs evident in verbal disputes or mistaken beliefs about natural kinds feel

infelicitous when applied to many examples of polysemy. Consider the following examples

of corrections about water and “water”:

Fred: I was walking down by the river and saw the water was really mucky.

Francesca: Ah, because of all the dumping, the river is actually just chemical

waste now – I think mostly some strange liquid form of lead.

This is a correction about the world.

Fred: I can’t believe they discovered water on Twin Earth with this weird

chemical makeup. What was it? XYZ?

Francesca: Actually, it’s not water since it is not made of H2O.

This is a correction about the nature of water.

Fred: It’s cool that “water” is at least 6000 years old and has only ever been

used to talk about H2O.

Francesca: Historically, British alchemists also called aqua fortis “water”.

This is a correction about “water”.

All of these are good-faith attempts to correct different mistakes involving water and

“water”. Consider instead similar examples built around “mouth”. Many polysemous

words seem to have a primary sense (Recanati, 2017), and “mouth” is no different. If

“mouth” has a singular meaning, it is the oral cavity. Treating oral cavity as the proper

meaning of “mouth”, consider the following:
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Jack: When I was in grad school, I had three mouths to feed and almost no

income.

Jill: You only have one mouth.

This is a correction about the world

Jack: When I dropped the pickle jar, the mouth broke clean off.

Jill: Mouths are the oral cavities of people, not parts of jars.

This is a correction about what a mouth is

Jack: It’s neat that “mouth” is so flexible. It can mean a part of a rivers, a

person’s nutritional needs, a feature of wine, and even just the oral cavity.

Jill: Actually “mouth” only means oral cavity.

This is a correction about “mouth”.

If polysemous uses were just false beliefs about a univocal meaning of a word, Jack and

Jill’s discussion of mouths should line up with Fred and Francesca’s discussion of water.

In each exchange, Belief Polsemy holds, a false belief is expressed and corrected. Instead,

each of the exchanges involving “mouth”, while parallel to the exchanges about “water”,

are – if not outright hostile – uncharitable to Jack in a way Francesca’s corrections about

water are not uncharitable to Fred.

Here we can see that Belief Polysemy faces a similar challenge as Use Polysemy. Jill’s

responses are so hostile because Jack is successfully communicating or saying something,

but what Jack is communicating or saying is not about oral cavities. This is why Jill’s

response seems so hostile. We know what Jack is communicating when he says “the mouth

[of the jar] broke clean off”, and it looks like Jill’s failure is either the failure to recognize

this intention to communicate something about the pickle jar or a failure to understand

the meaning(s) of mouth. So either, Jill is failing to pick out implicature or Jack and Jill
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are engaged in a verbal dispute that Jill is wrong about. In the former case, polysemous

uses of a word are explained by implicature, in the latter case, polysemy is a feature of

meaning. Since I have already made my case for polysemy being a semantic feature of

language, we will turn our attention to the possibility of explaining polysemy in terms of

implicature.

5.6 Implicature Polysemy

Building from the discussion and problems with Belief Polysemy, Implicature Polysemy

also holds that words have a single literal semantic meaning. Instead of explaining pat-

terns of usage as mistakes, Implicature Polysemy treats the use as intentional. Sometimes

speakers purposefully misuse the literal semantic meaning in order to pragmatically com-

municate something else. Returning to example (14), “mouths to feed” is literally a

category mistake. An oral cavity cannot be fed. But, by saying “I had three mouths to

feed”, the speaker is communicating something true, even though what the speaker said

is literally false.

For present purposes of exploring whether polysemy can be explained by Implicature

Polysemy, we need to be careful about which uses of a word we consider. There are certain

metonymic uses of a word that I do not want to deny involve implicature. Instead, I will

reject the claim that established patterns of polysemy involve implicature.

Many polysemous senses have at least two distinct stages of life (see discussion of

“swallow” in Recanati (2017, 2019)). First, some words are used in a novel and creative

way to express something that the word does not typically express as a form of linguistic

innovation. Sometimes they are short-lived, but sometimes the innovation propagates, the

novel use ceases being novel and becomes standard linguistic practice. During the sense’s

start of life at the stage of innovation, implicature may be involved. When polysemous

uses are introduced, the new uses of a word do not have a semantic meaning to express
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what is intended, nonetheless it manages to communicate something. E.g.,

(37) Discovering that “wombat” is monosemous, Hussiny set out to polysemy it.

(38) Because of COVID-19, the university hired sanitizers to do rounds between class-

rooms.

To my knowledge, I have never heard “polysemy” used as a verb or “sanitizer” used to

refer to people, yet it should be clear what is being communicated by both (37) and (38).

Metaphysically, because there is no pattern of language or other relevant metasemantic

fact, there’s no corresponding meaning for “wombat” or “sanitizer” to have at the moment

of utterance. Psychologically, because the use deviates from the person’s own vocabulary,

the listener plausibly has to go through a mind-reading process to figure out what the

speaker’s (my) intention was in that situation, and if the speaker is aware that they are

using the word in a novel way, then there’s the corresponding intention for the listener to

pick up on the speaker’s intention. Therefore, it is not surprising if Implicature Polysemy

explains lexical innovation such as novel metonyms. The issue currently at play is whether

Implicature Polysemy captures polysemous use after the polysemous use has become

widespread among the population.

Implicature Polysemy is not a plausible account of established polysemy. First, as

discussed extensively above, many polysemous uses of a word have a long history of

use. “Berry” in the botanist sense dates back to at least 1809, “mouth” as the per-

son who eats has a first recorded use in 1553, and use of “swallow” to mean to engulf

(as in “an ATM swallowed/engulfed my card”) dates to the late 12th century.9 These

are already established patterns of usage and will be known by a competent user of En-

9 I sometimes see philosophers discuss cases like this (see Recanati (2017) with ATM “swallowing”
cards and Maitra (2018) with both “stalking” people online as well as “harassment” when modified
into “sexual harassment” as instances where a word’s meaning is expanded to include new sorts of
cases. I admittedly cannot make sense of this sort of claim. It seems to me that the intension/dictionary
meaning of the word has remained the same, but we update our beliefs regarding the term’s extension.
This then causes a change in our use.
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glish. Therefore, the metaphysics and psychology look more like regular semantic meaning

than implicature. Any interpretation of speaker’s intention does not require any sort of

mind-reading, or at least no more mind-reading than determining which of competing

homonyms/homographs a speaker uses. From the point of view of the listener’s under-

standing, polysemy thus presents the listener not with a problem of inferring non-literal

use but disambiguating between alternative senses of a word.

Second, this account requires the word means something in order to infer implicatures

from. This leads to trouble for Implicature Polysemy. In phrases like “swallowing my

card”, it is clear what the primary meaning supposedly is – the physical act of swallowing

food. Similarly, the best candidate for primary meaning of “mouth” is the oral cavity.

But consider: “square”, the tool used by carpenters to draw 90 degree angles, predates

“square” the geometric entity. Does that mean the primary meaning of “square” is the

tool? Perhaps historical linkage is not important, but consider “bank”. Is the primary

meaning the building the money is stored in (“I walked to the bank to deposit the check”)

or the company that owns the building, (“The government bailed out the bank”)? In these

cases, it is not obvious what the primary meaning is. Similar issues arise with “state”

(having a property vs the political entity), “country” (rural area vs political entity),

“lot” (e.g., “a lot of stuff” vs “the lot up for auction”), or “instrument” (music device

vs more general task-focused apparatus). While there are general features of polysemy

that lead to regular shifts from concrete meanings to abstract meanings (Lakoff, 1987),

this is not true of all polysemy, and it is unclear how Implicature Polysemy can give a

clear account of which meanings are the primary meanings being used as a vehicle of

non-literal implicature for all other polysemous uses.

Third, and most problematically for the Gricean picture of polysemy, even when a

word has a plausible candidate for primary meaning, understanding primary meaning is

not necessary for understanding the purportedly derivative, non-literal meaning. Poly-
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semous senses are able to stand on their own, and using or understanding a sense does

not require using or understanding other senses. To illustrate this, imagine a non-native

English speaker was learning English, and in her original language, “mouth” was not pol-

ysemous as it is in English.10 Imagine further her English textbook’s chapter for anatomy

was missing, but the chapter for geography was not. The non-native speaker could plau-

sibly learn how to use “mouth” in relation to the part of a river, competently deploy

“mouth” in sentences, understand the propositional or truth-conditional content of sen-

tences using “mouth” in this way, use it with the intention to use it as native speakers

do in relation to a part of river, etc., Name any test for semantic competence you want,

an English language learner could be competent in “mouth” regarding rivers without

knowing the word’s relationship to anatomy. Positing a step of implicature does no work

beyond maintaining the claim that polysemous words only have one meaning.

Implicature Polysemy suffers from three setbacks. First, established polysemous senses

look both metaphysically and psychologically like their own meanings. Second, polyse-

mous senses do not always have clear primary meanings. Instead, some words have mul-

tiple plausible candidates for the “real” semantic meaning implicatures are derived from.

Third, even when there are clear primary meanings, the primary meanings are not nec-

essary for understanding the word’s use. In a sense, the second and third problem are

consequences of the first. As I defended in Section 5.2, established polysemous senses

have everything in place to be their own literal meaning. We should not overthink poly-

semy. There are tricky questions to still be asked about the exact content and delineation

between distinct senses, and I invite the reader to look up the OED entries for “water”

and “good” for a taste of this challenge – although these may ultimately fall under the

purview of linguists. Nonetheless, we should be ready and willing to admit that words,

especially high-frequency words, have multiple related literal meanings. This is also true,

10 There is some question of how universal polysemous meanings are. See Lakoff and Johnson (1980);
Vicente and Falkum (2017).
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as we will see in the next chapter, in technical settings such as philosophy.

5.7 Conclusion

In this chapter I argued that semantic externalism should claim that polysemous uses of

a word typically track distinct meanings of that word. Polysemy is a well-known phenom-

ena among linguists, who take most words to have multiple related meanings. Semantic

externalists, I have argued, have no plausible account of polysemy except that different

senses track different semantic meanings of the word. Accounting for polysemy as mere

related uses has to claim implausibly that no mechanism drives the apparently distinct

uses. Accounting for polysemy as mistaken beliefs is uncharitable to users of polysemy

because it does not account for the way they intend for polysemous uses to communicate

certain things. Accounting for polysemy in terms of implicature fails to account for the

established patterns of polysemous senses and the way in which no inference seems to be

necessary to understand what a user of a polysemous sense is communicating (at least

no mind-reading over and above that is needed for homonyms.)

Instead, semantic externalists should hold that polysemous words have polysemous

meanings. The basis of this claim is straightforward. Sometimes words develop two mean-

ings from a single meaning, such as happened with “staff”. Sometimes words mean the

same thing as other words, as is the case with “napkin” and “handkerchief”, but the

meanings are still distinct. Polysemy is the co-occurrence of semantic branching and sim-

ilar meaning and also produces numerically distinct meanings. In this way, polysemy is

a form of ambiguity like homonymy.

Not everything that can be said about the metasemantics of polysemy has been said

here. In particular, I have not waded into the literature on conventional implicature

(Potts, 2007) and considered whether “mouth” works like Griceans take “but”, “still”,

“or”, or – when communicating temporal or causal connection – “and”, to work. This
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omission is in part due to time. It is also in part due to my belief for reasons outlined

here and in the next chapters that Griceans are wrong to hold that one of the main sets

of words thought to have conventional implicature, conjunctions in English like “and”,

“or”, and “but”, are monosemous whose literal meaning lines up with their corresponding

logical connectives. Omissions like this are also in a large part due to my goals. While I

think polysemy can and should be theorized by philosophers of language as run-of-the-

mill ambiguity, my larger goal in the dissertation is to offer a plausible framework for

understanding semantic meaning in an externalist framework which would allow the use of

lexicographical methods by metaphilosophers. In the aftermath of Kripke (1981), it is easy

to think, as many metaphilosophers do, that meaning for many words, including words

like “knowledge”, “justice”, “good”, “right”, “intuition”, is something for philosophers to

find by hunting essences. And, while I do not want to deny that we can find associated

essences for many of these words, we cannot assume the simplistic picture that words

and meanings have a 1 to 1 relationship. The truth is more complicated, including, as I

discuss next, in technical settings such as philosophy.
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Jargon

In the previous chapter, I defended the claim that even on semantic externalist accounts,

polysemous uses of words often represent distinct semantic meanings of that word. Se-

mantically, polysemy is just a type of ambiguity where the meanings carry a close histor-

ical or psychological connection. In particular, polysemy is the combination of branching

meanings and related meanings, both of which are semantically unremarkable.

Polysemy is important to the epistemology of philosophy because “intuition” is poly-

semous. This polysemy has driven confusion among metaphilosophers who have assumed

that the intuition-debate is about some unified overarching category of mental states

instead of multiple related categories. However, the polysemy of “intuition” differs in

important ways from the examples discussed in the previous chapter. Many polysemous

senses of “intuition” only appear in philosophical settings among a small number of

metaphilosophers. The senses are not a standard parts of English-speakers’ vocabulary,

nor have they spread beyond a certain small subcommunity of speakers. Instead, the

senses were developed to serve the theoretical and communicative interests of a handful

of specialists.

This chapter explores the interaction of polysemy and technical language, or jargon.

Specifically, I discuss why existing methods for spotting jargon that have come out of sci-
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ence and healthcare communication research are not fit for purpose in identifying whether

or not “intuition” has multiple related senses among metaphilosophers. In response, I pro-

pose a number of methods specifically designed to test for whether a word has polysemous

meanings specific to technical settings such as philosophy.

In Section 6.1, I do some stage setting and discuss extant research on jargon. I then

move to specific methods that have been developed to identify jargon in 6.2. I highlight

how these tests are not fit for purpose in cases where standard English words have been

co-opted by specialists and used in a technical way. In Section 6.3, I explore the strengths

and weaknesses of a number of tests, including the anaphor and zeugma tests (6.3.1),

certain methods of corpus linguistics (6.3.2), and the presence of sense-talk (6.3.3).

In the next chapter, I apply the lessons here to the intuition debate and argue that

“intuition” is well on its way to becoming polysemous in the mouths of metaphilosophers.

I argue this by borrowing methods from lexicography to study how philosophers theorizing

about intuitions have used “intuition”. The lessons from that will help clarify how the

intuition debate should continue going forward. It will also highlight the importance of

lexicographic data to the philosophical study of philosophy.

6.1 Introducing Jargon

This is a chapter on jargon. Unfortunately, “jargon” is polysemous. The word “jargon”,

especially in British English, is often used broadly and derogatorily to mean any sort of

unintelligible or overly complicated speech. I will be avoiding that usage here. Instead I

intend “jargon” to be understood by another dictionary definition: the vocabulary unique

to a particular group of experts. I am particularly interested here in the subset of such

language that serves specialized and teleological ends. These are words or meanings of

words used by specialists for the purposes of communicating about that specialization

where the words or meanings have limited use outside of that specialization.
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On this understanding of jargon, there is no hard and fast distinction between jargon

and non-jargon, especially over time. Words that start their life in a technical community

can leak out into wider usage for a variety of reasons. Impenetrable acronym-laden clas-

sificatory names that would otherwise never leave the pages of scientific journals, such

as “COVID-19”, leap into public usage when work in scientific settings becomes relevant

to day-to-day life. At some point in spring 2020, “COVID-19” became standard English,

following the path from jargon to standard English also taken by “DNA”, “microaggres-

sion”, and “radiation”. When non-specialists use words that have entered the everyday

lexicon, they lack subject-specific expertise on what they are talking about. Consequently,

sometimes the word’s meaning is retained, but other times the cross-over results in a new

polysemous sense. For example, internet memes are only a subset of the memes that

meme-theorists study.1 Note that the lexical relationship between expert vocabulary and

non-expert vocabulary does not only run in one direction. Terms that are common En-

glish may fall out of general usage but retain specialized use, or, to anticipate discussion

in the next chapter, a standard English word can gain a specialized polysemous meaning.

Over the last decade, the fields of healthcare communication and science communi-

cation have begun studying jargon in healthcare and science. In both healthcare and

science, jargon is common in communication (e.g., Castro, Wilson, Wang, & Schillinger,

2007; Links et al., 2019; Subramaniam et al., 2017). At the same time, technical ideas in

healthcare and science need to be communicated to non-experts. This can involve doc-

tors and nurses speaking to patients about their health or scientists explaining findings

to regulators. Because the information being communicated to non-specialists is often

complicated or arcane, jargon is often key for a speaker to express what exactly it is

they are trying to communicate. Jargon can offer expressive power not found in everyday

language, where not using it would force specialists to use cumbersome or inaccurate

1 In fact, there is reason to think this shift in meaning happened with “COVID-19” and “COVID”. The
name was coined to discuss the virus, but now it is used to discuss the disease as well. See Landes
(ms).
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descriptions.

One of the more commonsensical problems with jargon is that since jargon is not

understood by non-specialists, jargon hinders non-specialists’ comprehension. On one ex-

perimental estimate, for readers to adequately comprehend a relatively uncomplicated

text, they need to understand 98% of the words in the text (Hu & Nation, 2000). Oth-

erwise, readers fail to comprehend the points being expressed by the work. In healthcare

and science communication, where texts and speech cannot by the nature of the setting

be uncomplicated or low-stakes, observational studies have found striking results. In one

study involving jargon by chemotherapy nurses, jargon use by nurses led patients to be

confused about things as basic as the number of treatments they would receive (Schnitzler

et al., 2017).

Even when jargon terms are defined in texts, they are still difficult for non-specialists

to understand (Bullock, Colón Amill, Shulman, & Dixon, 2019). Difficulty of this form

leads to striking downstream effects on how communication is consumed. It takes cognitive

effort to apply a novel definition to an unfamiliar term over the course of reading a work.

The increased effort can then bring biases online and lower feelings of knowledge. This

causes readers to find whatever is written less persuasive – even if they understand what

is being communicated (Bullock et al., 2019; Shulman, Dixon, Bullock, & Colón Amill,

2020).

Given the technical nature of philosophy, jargon is undoubtedly a barrier to communi-

cation between philosophers and non-philosophers. In the process of developing a better

understanding of philosophical issues, philosophers have developed language special to the

craft of philosophy, and regular people do not know what these words mean. We should

not, however, think this barrier is only limited to communication between philosophers

and non-philosophers. Long-gone are the days when a sufficiently well-read reader could

be on top of every major contemporary philosophical debate. Given the explosion in the
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number of philosophers and the amount of work in philosophy over the last century or

so, work in philosophy is often insular. Someone working on Kant cannot be expected

to understand the vocabulary of contemporary analytic epistemology or vice versa. Phi-

losophy does not have one single vocabulary shared by all practitioners, and the same

mechanisms found to reduce the persuasiveness of jargon-laden text in healthcare and

science communication (namely, process fluency) has been found to have an effect on how

people react to philosophical texts (Weinberg, Alexander, Gonnerman, & Reuter, 2012).

Complicating the picture, the barriers to philosophers’ understanding other philoso-

phers’ jargon do not necessarily track the distinction between subfields. While subfields

(such as epistemology or normative ethics) do often have their own vocabulary, sometimes

specific debates within those subfields do too. At the same time, theoretical frameworks

or traditions can use distinct vocabularies, even across different subfields. Virtue epis-

temologists do not talk about testimony in the same way as non-virtue epistemologists.

Similarly, naturalists do not talk the same way as non-naturalists – regardless of the

subfield.

Here then is the first lesson we can draw about jargon:

First lesson of jargon: Jargon can belong to specific groups whose

boundaries do not cleanly line up with disciplinary or sub-disciplinary bound-

aries.

Notice the similarity between jargon and slang, since circulation of slang is by defini-

tion limited to social boundaries. Stereotypical slang does share a number of features with

jargon. As with jargon, slang splits existing linguistic communities between the initiated

and the uninitiated, and like jargon, slang is heavily dependent on co-opting existing

words or developing neologisms that combine well-known roots and words to new ends.

Indeed, jargon can be thought of as a proper subset of slang, and much of what is said

in this chapter is also applicable to slang. My present goal, however, is to think about
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words with a particular teleology, namely, words that are developed to expand the ex-

pressive power of a language in order to aid communication around some specific craft or

knowledge-producing discipline. To this end, “stan” and “finna”, while limited to a social

subgroup, are merely slang and not jargon.

6.2 Existing Approaches to Identifying Jargon

Now that I have raised problems associated with jargon and made some clarifying re-

marks, the rest of this chapter is interested in the intersection of jargon and polysemy. In

particular, the question is: how can we identify whether the meaning associated with a

particular phonological or morphological string is unique to a specific specialist subgroup

when that same phonological or morphological string also appears in non-specialized set-

tings? Examining this question serves two purposes. First, discussion here will clarify

discussion of “intuition” in the next chapter. Second, discussion here helps forward the

non-philosophical study of jargon.

Non-philosophical research into jargon has struggled to simultaneously (a) delineate

between jargon and non-jargon while also (b) having transparent conditions for doing

so. In many cases, studies have left the interpretation of something being jargon or not

jargon up to the participant (Subramaniam et al., 2017) or left it up to the experimenters

(Bullock et al., 2019) without giving adequate explanation for how words were categorized.

On the other hand, studies that have tried to categorize jargon transparently rely on a

basic but flawed assumption about jargon: what makes a word or phrase jargon depends

on the frequency of a lexeme (that is, the word or phrase – including its conjugations) in

everyday English.
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6.2.1 Jargon is More than Lexeme Frequency

To discuss the problem with the approach of identifying jargon with a particular lexeme, I

consider the De-Jargonizer, an online tool (http://scienceandpublic.com) developed by a

science-communication team (Rakedzon, Segev, Chapnik, Yosef, & Baram-Tsabari, 2017)

meant to identify jargon in passages of text.

The De-Jargonizer takes user-entered strings of text and color codes words based on

their degree of jargon-ness. Black is fine, orange is potentially problematic for low-literacy

readers, and red is jargon (see Figure 6.1). The De-Jargonizer categorizes words by color

based on their frequency in a corpus built from a quarter of a million articles from the

BBC’s website. Taking this data, Rakedzon et al. (2017) sorted word-types (where “cat”

and “cats” are the same word-type) into high, medium, and low frequency based on the

rate of their appearance in BBC articles. The 2000 most common word-types in corpus

data, which appeared over 1000 times among the quarter million articles, were designated

high-frequency words. This vocabulary size corresponds roughly to what a low-literacy

speaker can be expected to know (Hu & Nation, 2000). Mid-frequency words appeared

between 50 and 1000 times in the corpus. This corresponds to the 2000 to 9000 most

frequent word types, which represents the level of literacy needed to understand 98%

of the words in classic literature such as The Great Gatsby or Lady Chatterley’s Lover

(Nation, 2006). Low-frequency words, which the authors of the De-Jargonizer label as

jargon, are any word type that appeared less than 50 times in the corpus of 250,000 BBC

articles.

The lessons from the previous chapters’ discussion of polysemy are important here.

English words are not used in a single way by a single community. Instead, word uses

branch off of one another, and sometimes the branches are unique to a particular commu-

nity. What makes jargon jargon or technical language technical, as opposed to “folk” or

“standard” language, is not the specialization of the lexeme. Instead, jargon-ness depends
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Figure 6.1: De-Jargonizer output for Kant’s Critique of Pure Reason

also on the strangeness of the way the lexeme is used. Because of this, it is a mistake to

reduce, as Rakedzon et al. (2017) do, to word frequency.

To see this, consider how categorizing a word by its frequency in standard language is

neither necessary nor sufficient for something being jargon. When given a passage from

Kant’s Critique of Pure Reason, the results are unsurprising (Figure 6.1). The algorithm

has picked out words like “apperception”, “synthetical”, “transcendental”, “conceptions”,

and “proposition”. These are words that many philosophers would struggle to define, to

say nothing of defining them in the context of Kant. The algorithm has over-generated

by picking out “rhapsody”, a word that is merely old-fashioned. Not too much should be

read into this specific overgeneration, however, because the mistake is caused by using a

contemporary corpus to judge the frequency of words in a historical work. If Rakedzon

et al. (2017) had used a historical corpus from the year of this translation of Kant, the

De-Jargonizer would presumably not flag “rhapsody” as jargon.2

But we can start seeing the frequency approach’s deeper weaknesses with strings like

“Pontificating about rarefied linguistic phenomena at my typographical workstation, I

surmise the indubitable utility of jargon” (Figure 6.2). This sentence is merely a compli-

cated way of saying “Thinking at my laptop, I decide jargon is useful.” There is nothing

uniquely technical here, although writing and talking this way is likely to confuse and

alienate many English speakers. The BBC writes plainly, and avoids pompous and obtuse

2 This observation is backed up by Google Ngram’s historical tracking of “rhapsody”. See Google Books
Ngram Viewer of ”Rhapsody” (2020).
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Figure 6.2: De-Jargonizer output for rarefied words

language. Therefore, pompous and obtuse words are picked out by the De-Jargonizer as

jargon despite failing to fulfill the De-Jargonizer’s chosen definition of jargon from the

Merriam-Webster dictionary of “the technical terminology or characteristic idiom of a

special activity or group” (Rakedzon et al., 2017, 2).

Not all methods of corpus-based jargon identification misidentify pompous vocabulary

as jargon. Sharon and Baram-Tsabari (2013) identify jargon by comparing frequencies

across multiple corpora. To simplify matters slightly, Sharon and Baram-Tsabari com-

pare word-frequencies in a corpus of scientific discussion against a corpus of British En-

glish containing some formal settings such as government meetings. Both corpora contain

speech by highly educated people, letting the authors filter out merely fancy language

from jargon. Comparing the two corpora, words that appear as frequently in the stilted

non-scientific corpus as the scientific corpus were identified as normal rarefied words.

Words appearing more frequently in the scientific corpus were then identified as jar-

gon. Sharon and Baram-Tsabari (2013) therefore avoid the issues with the De-Jargonizer

shown in Figure 6.2.

The comparative method is not perfect, and by their own admission, Sharon and

Baram-Tsabari (2013) fail to adequately categorize jargon built out of standard English

words, such as “string theory” and “the big bang”. This is an issue shared with the De-

Jargonizer. Consider Figure 6.3, the De-Jargonizer output for “While valid, the standard

form argument begged the question”. The De-Jargonizer algorithm finds that all the words

except “begged” are high-frequency words. Even “begged” is a mid-frequency word and

therefore not in the category Rakedzon et al. (2017) equate with jargon. The sentence,

however, is carefully constructed to contain three distinct semantic units, valid, standard
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Figure 6.3: De-Jargonizer output for an innocent and completely understandable sentence

form argument, and begs the question. All three terms would not be understandable to

someone without some training in philosophy or logic. Each term offers a different lesson,

so each will be examined in turn.

6.2.2 Three More Lessons about Jargon

“Valid” is exactly the sort of polysemy discussed in the previous chapter. “Valid” has a

number of – erm – valid uses in every day English that differ significantly from the way

philosophy students are taught to use “valid” in the philosophy room. The Collins English

Dictionary gives three definitions for “valid” (Valid Definition and Meaning , 2020):3

� A valid argument, comment, or idea is based on sensible reasoning (They put forward

many valid points for not exporting).

� Something that is valid is important or serious enough to make it worth saying

(Most designers share the unspoken belief that fashion is a valid form of visual art).

� If a ticket or other document is valid, it can be used and will be accepted by people

in authority (For foreign holidays you will need a valid passport).

“Valid” is polysemous in these three ways among the general public, but it has a fourth

polysemous use in the context of philosophy. Roughly, to be valid is to have a logical

form where the conclusion follows from the premises. There are many competing ways to

3 The choice of Collins over the OED, despite my reliance on the OED in the previous chapter, is
deliberate. Collins is a contemporary, or synchronic, dictionary whereas the OED is historical dictio-
nary. Given I am discussing contemporary uses of “valid”, Collins is therefore preferable for present
purposes.
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clarify this, but nonetheless, this philosophical use is related but distinct from the uses

described by Collins.

The problem caused by the polysemy of “valid” is well known to anyone who teaches

first-year undergraduates or non-philosophers. Student essays often contain jarring uses

of “valid” such as “the argument was sound but not valid” or “while valid, the conclusion

does not follow from the premises”. Such sentences show ignorance, but it is important

to note what exactly that ignorance is. It is not a mistake about the nature of validity in

the same way that the metalogic theory an argument is valid if it is true in all models of

logic would be a mistake if false. Rather, undergraduates hear their teachers use “valid”

but fail to recognize that their teachers mean something different than everyday English.

Connecting this discussion of “validity” with the previous chapter, we get the following:

Second lesson about jargon: Otherwise everyday English words can

have polysemous meanings that are jargon.

While “valid” is a straightforward extension of last chapter’s discussion of polysemy,

“standard form argument” is not. There is nothing relevantly polysemous about any

of the words, nor does the compound phrase have a meaning outside of philosophical

settings.4 The phrase seems to act like a normal descriptive phrase, where the meaning

of the phrase is a product of the meaning of the words. A standard form argument is an

argument that has been converted to a form that is standard. But even understanding

the constituent words and understanding how they combine is not sufficient to know the

phrase’s extension, intension, or its effect on a sentence’s truth conditions.

Linguists have a name for the relationship between the meaning of parts and wholes,

semantic transparency (or sometimes just transparency), and its opposite, se-

mantic opacity (Libben, Gibson, Yoon, & Sandra, 2003; Plag, 2003). Transparency

4 Using both my own imagination and searches for “standard form argument” on Google, I cannot find
a way to use the string “standard form argument” except to talk about standard form arguments.
This is certainly not to be taken as proof that no such sentences can or do exist.
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and opacity are the degree of relationship between the meaning of a compound noun or

phrase and the meaning of its parts. More precisely, Schäfer (2018) defines transparency

as

A measure of the degree to which the meaning of a multimorphemic combi-

nation can be synchronically related to the meaning of its constituents and

the typical way of combining the constituent meanings (2018, 1).

Breaking that down, transparency is a property of words or phrases that can be broken

down into meaningful parts. This might be compound phrases such as “the big bang”,

compound nouns like “mailman”, or other words that can be broken down into multi-

ple meaningful parts (i.e., morphemes) like “nonflammable” which has 3 parts: “non”,

“flamm”, and “able”.5 The transparency of a word or phrase comes in degrees, running

from transparent to opaque based on the typical ways constituent parts combine to form

meanings. Finally, transparency only measures how connected they are in the eyes of

modern language speakers and does not take into account historical uses of the words or

other etymology.

To illustrate the notion, compare two compound constructions of “hot” and “dog”:

(39) It is a hot dog.

(40) It is a hotdog.

(39) contains some ambiguity, but the ambiguity is limited and due to ambiguity in one

of the constituents. Is the dog popular, sexually appealing, or overheated? Otherwise, the

noun-phrase “hot dog” works like any other combinatorial noun-phrase as the meaning of

the noun phrase comes from the adjective modifying the noun (Millar & Trask, 2015, 27).

Compare that to (40). Historically, “dog” was American slang for a sausage, and “hot

dog”, later shortened to “hotdog”, was a modification of this sense of “dog”. However,

5 See Chapter 2 of Plag (2003) for a discussion of the theoretical difficulties behind the notion of
morpheme or parts of meaning.
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this meaning of “dog” has fallen out of contemporary circulation (except, curiously, in

American English as a shortened form of “hotdog”). So to the modern English speaker,

especially those outside of America, there is almost no apparent relationship between the

meaning of parts “hot” and “dog” and what hotdogs are.

“Standard form argument”, despite looking like a descriptive phrase, is opaque. In

fact, it may only apparently be a descriptive phrase. Instead, it might be a calcification

of a demonstrative reference-fixing phrase. Plausibly, when first used, “standard form

argument” picked out the form of arguments that was standard in the context in which

the phrase was coined.6 The phrase stuck as the name for a certain type of argument

even when it is not the standard form of argument in that context. This then leads to

yet another conclusion about jargon:

Third lesson about jargon: Not only does jargon include specialized pol-

ysemous meanings of words, but jargon also includes specialized combinations

of standard English words.7

The final jargon-element from above, “begged the question,” is an interesting example

in light of transparency because “begged the question” is only apparently transparent.

The non-philosophical use of “begs/begging/begged the question” is newer than the philo-

sophical use, which dates to a 16th century translation of Aristotle (Beg the Question,

2016).8 In contemporary usage, begging is roughly equivalent to asking, although begging

has connotations having to do with the dignity of the act. Therefore, the combination

of the three elements, when combined in the normal way, would mean, roughly “to ask

6 In theory, I am against this sort of armchair historical lexicography, but the example is only illustrative.
I looked into the etymology of “standard form” to described numbered arguments, and I cannot find
a use prior to the early 2000s.

7 In discussion of jargon, Sharon and Baram-Tsabari (2013) makes a similar observation in passing about
terms like “the big bang” without reference to reference-fixing descriptions or linguistic transparency
and opacity.

8 The most recent textual example of the philosophical sense of “beg the question” recorded by the
OED2 is delightfully stuffy: From “F. C. Bowen Logic ix. 294 (1870): ‘The vulgar equivalent for petitio
principii is begging the question.’ ”
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for the question”. While it is not immediately obvious how one person could ask for a

question, given what rhetorical moves might involve asking for questions, it is entirely

reasonable that people hearing the phrase without knowing what it means began to infer

the phrase denotes implicitly inviting a question. This interpretation is more closely re-

lated to typical way the multimorphic phrase “begging the question” would combine than

the way philosophers and lawyers use the phrase to talk about the fallacy of assuming an

argument’s conclusion in the argument’s premises.

Here we find an important mechanism for confusion and miscommunication relating

to jargon, as it relates to people hearing the word and guessing what it means:

Fourth lesson about jargon: Jargon can be appear to mean one thing

while actually meaning another

The four lessons are important for what follows. Jargon does not just exist as a barrier

of communication between members of disciplines and people who are not members of

the discipline. Jargon can be localized to many different types of social groups within

disciplines, such as intellectual traditions, specific debates, or subfields (Lesson 1). Jargon

is not just limited to fancy-sounding words like “polysemous”, “doxastic”, or “prima

facie” (Lesson 2). Jargon may be driven either by special polysemous meanings of a

word or combinations of everyday words whose meaning is not what the words would

standardly mean when combined in the way they are combined (Lesson 3). Sometimes

the lack of apparent fanciness leads to confusion. Because jargon can look like it means one

thing while having another meaning only known to experts (Lesson 4), certain technical

language can be apt for miscommunication.
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6.3 Polysemy Jargon

The connection between the previous chapter’s discussion of polysemy and this chapter’s

discussion of jargon should now be apparent. On one hand there is jargon that wears

its inaccessibility on its sleeves by using strange or obviously opaque lexical items. Call

this jargon Opaque Jargon. On the other hand, there is jargon that looks like com-

mon language because it uses common words in specialized but related ways. Call this

Polysemy Jargon.9

On semantic externalist accounts of language, besides the semantic and pragmatic

information carried by words, many words have what Frege called Coloring (Frege,

1997; Sander, 2019) or what Cappelen has recently called lexical effects (2018, Ch

11). These are mental images, associations, behavior, etc., caused by a lexical item that

are not reducible to what is said or communicated by the lexical item. As an example,

imagine I tell a friend “I am getting coffee this afternoon with Natalia”, unaware that my

friend does not know who Natalia is. My friend may reasonably infer I am getting coffee

with a woman. They also even reasonably infer that the woman is of Eastern European

heritage. This is not contained in semantic information or nor is my utterance communi-

cating anything about Natalia’s heritage. Instead the lexical item “Natalia” carries certain

information driven by induction. Because people we encounter called “Natalia” tend to

be women and often have Eastern European heritage, my friend makes a well-founded

inference about the referent of the name.

Normally, opaque in-group language such as opaque jargon or opaque slang has the

lexical effect of conveying group-membership or exclusion from a group. Using fancy tech-

nical language intentionally or unintentially signals to non-expert listeners that they lack

the prerequisite knowledge, vocabulary, or other form of expertise in order to understand

9 This distinction ignores the possibility of jargon that uses a common phonological or morphological
string but in an unrelated way. Arguably “begging the question” falls into this category. I am not
interested in this category at the moment, but much of what is said about polysemy jargon applies
because it can still be checked for using the tests outlined for below.
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what is said.10 This is not the case with polysemy jargon, and one lexical effect important

to the present discussion of polysemy jargon is what we might call joint-saying. When

two people use the same lexical item in speech, the default assumption by members of

the conversation is that they mean the same thing by the lexical item. We expect people

in our linguistic communities to speak the same way we do. Not having the defeasible

but default assumption that people mean the same thing when they use the same words

would make communication nigh impossible as conversational participants would need to

rule out – as much is possible – interlocutors having fundamentally different idiolects.

Polysemy jargon can cause both conversational participants to believe in joint-saying

when they do not mean the same thing by the word. This is why reading a philosophy

student say “the argument is sound but not valid” is so jarring. As people used to using

“valid” in a specific way unique to logic and philosophy, we expect “valid” in philoso-

phy contexts to mean something related to logical entailment. Given we have used the

polysemy jargon meaning of “valid” in philosophical contexts with students, we expect

they will use it in that way in return, and because many students do not know there is

a specialized meaning of “valid” they assume we mean it in a normal way. We both infer

joint-saying about “valid”, despite meaning different things by it.

In the context of philosophy, it is reasonable for us to assume a speaker means the

conclusion is logically entailed by the premises by “valid” because that is what philoso-

phers typically mean by “valid”. I am not suggesting though that “valid” is contextual in

the way indexicals like “I”, “she”, and plausibly “tall” are (D. Kaplan, 1989).11 There are

plenty of valid uses of “valid” in philosophical contexts that do not mean (roughly) logi-

cal entailment. Instead, because the polysemy of words like “valid” forces us as listeners

to disambiguate between multiple meanings, in various contexts we expect the meaning

most common in those contexts unless we have reason to think otherwise. In this way,

10 I do not mean for this to be a particularly robust inference that listeners make. The listener either
spends effort attempting to interpret the utterance or they do not.

11 In other words, I am not a radical contextualist like Searle (1978), Recanati (2004), or others.
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context plays a role in disambiguation but does not affect the meaning of the word.

Because polysemy jargon is both limited to certain social groups and, unlike opaque

jargon, apt to falsely cause the lexical effect of “joint-saying”, it is apt to cause verbal dis-

putes. We should especially worried about this having an effect on philosophical discourse.

Philosophy is full of technical discussions with common English words like “knowledge”,

“good”, “right”, “belief”, and “concept” at the center of discussion, meaning there is

ample opportunity for polysemy jargon to subtly develop. For this reason, for metaphilo-

sophical purposes it is important to develop tools to test for polysemy jargon, and the

existing corpus-based methods described above in Section 6.2 cannot do it. While opaque

jargon will be flagged by corpus-based methods like the De-Jargonizer because opaque

jargon has a unique lexical item, polysemy jargon will not be flagged. It is time, then, to

look at methods that can spot polysemy jargon.

6.3.1 Anaphors and Zeugmas

Standard armchair tests for polysemy can spot polysemy jargon, but only if they are

evaluated by people with some acquaintance with the polysemy jargon, such as experts.

Linguists have developed tests to determine whether or not a potentially ambiguous word

has two meanings that rely on awkward-feeling uses of zeugmas and anaphors (Vicente &

Falkum, 2017). A zeugma is a rhetorical tool where a word is used and then suppressed

later in the sentence. Consider:

(41) We were both in the woodworking class. The chair I made was plain and awkward,

and her chair was ornate and clean.

(42) We were both in the woodworking class. The chair I made was plain and awkward,

hers ornate and clean.

In (42), “chair” is suppressed when discussing the second person’s chair, but the sentence

feels felicitous and clear. Consider instead:
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(43) We both took our own morning walks past our favorite bank – hers pebble-strewn

and muddy, mine brutalist and indicative of the great wealth kept inside.

Because “bank” is used in a way that conflates two distinct meanings, the appositive

strikes us as wrong and awkward. The zeugma test is then taken to indicate that “bank” is

ambiguous between two meanings. The zeugma test therefore uses an evaluator’s linguistic

competence to check whether a suppressed use of a word feels awkward when modulating

between two purported senses.

Consider now a zeugma involving the unambiguous polysemy jargon example of

“string”, to determine if physicist’s use of “string” has a different meaning than non-

specialist use of “string”:12

(44) I am a quantum physicist, and I am married to a knitter. He spends time working

with strings, as do I.

The swap feels awkward and strange. Thus we can take it as evidence that there are two

meanings of string.

A similar test involves using anaphoric reference to an earlier word:

(45) Unlike my awkward and plain chair, she made one that was ornate and clean.

(46) She passed a bank teeming with wildlife, and I passed one full of tellers.

In both cases “one” gains its meaning from the previous clause. In (46), a similar awk-

wardness arises due to “bank” being used in two different ways. The anaphor test produces

similar awkwardness with polysemy jargon involving “string”:

(47) Turns out that the newlyweds both work with the same thing! The husband, a

knitter, uses strings, the wife, a quantum physicist, studies them.

12 The example of “string” is from Plunkett and McPherson (2019).
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While sometimes criticized (see Geeraerts, 1993), anaphors and zeugmas are generally-

accepted tests for polysemy (Vicente & Falkum, 2017), and the anaphor and zeugma test

of “string” both result in strange-sounding and strange-feeling sentences.

In the case of polysemy jargon, only specialists or people with some competence in

specialist language are qualified to judge anaphor and zeugma tests because both tests

require competence with the different polysemous meanings. Imagine that you do not

know of the use of “string” to refer to the theoretical entity posited by string theorists.

Consider (44) and (47) again. The sentences still feel strange, but in a different way.

Rather than not quite being understandable or felicitous-feeling, their truth conditions

are strange. After all, why would a quantum physicist study yarn? Without knowing

the jargon meaning of “string”, the sentences lack plausible interpretations, but it may

gain a plausible interpretation if we learn new things about the world, such as quantum

physicists’ discovery of strange phenomena involving wound string.

Full expertise is not necessary to run the anaphor or zeugma tests, however. My en-

tire knowledge of strings is contained in the sentence, “They are very small and very

thin fundamental entities posited by string theory made up of pure energy, and some

physicists are not sure their existence can even be tested”. What seems to be required is

merely the knowledge that the word has a specialized sense and some rough idea of what

that specialized sense refers to. This latter criteria seems to be close to what Carey calls

Placeholder Concepts (2011, Ch 8-13). Placeholder concepts develop when a word

is used in a way that does not make sense or people are exposed to phenomena inexplica-

ble to their current conceptual structures.13 Complex concepts can take anywhere from

hours to years to develop, and placeholder concepts form in the intermediary. Placeholder

concepts represent the relationship between the concept and other concepts without full

representation (or in philosopher-ese, understanding) of the thing the concept represents.

13 Being a developmental scientist, Carey is using “concept” to mean token mental representations as
opposed to the abstracta that those representations represent. Anyone who does not like this usage of
“concept” is free to substitute “concept” for “mental representation” or “conceptual competence”.
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So, while I know that strings have some relationship to string theory, energy, and quan-

tum phenomena, I lack a proper representation of strings that represents the relationship

between it and other entities posited by physicists. A quick perusal of scholarly articles in

string theory suggests I do not understand the majority of sentences involving the jargon

sense of “string”, but because I know the term is being used in a special way related to

fundamental physics, I know not to try to interpret sentences as being about macro-level

fabric. This, it seems, is enough competence to be able to spot polysemy in the anaphor

and zeugma tests above.

The need for partial competence to check for polysemy-jargon comes with downsides,

however. This test is not much help if we are not specialists and we are not sure if there

is polysemy jargon in the first place. This can be exacerbated when the specialist/non-

specialist distinction does not fall under expected social lines, as we may not know we

are not a specialist in the relevant way.

To see this first-hand, consider the following sentence inspired by anthropology, which

is about Kula objects – objects used in market-like exchange systems in the mid-Pacific

Massim Archipelago:14

(48) Kula objects are a material-based reflection of epistemic traditions surrounding

economy and social hierarchy.

In the analytic philosophy meaning of “epistemic”, the sentence is difficult to understand.

Analytic philosophers use “epistemic” in a way that does not readily admit to traditions,

at least not traditions that exist outside of scholarly traditions. Moreover, these tradi-

tions are certainly not the sort of thing that readily admit to material-based reflections,

especially not objects used in exchange systems.

The truth-conditions of the sentence seem strange to many analytic philosophers be-

cause “epistemic” has both the sense analytic philosophers are used to and a sense more

14 Thanks to Sonja Dobroski’s help coming up with this example.
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common among critical theorists who draw upon Foucault. “Epistemic” in (48) corre-

sponds roughly to the way Kuhn (1996) uses “paradigmatic” or to Quine’s discussion of

conceptual systems if extra weight is added to the role of history of those conceptual struc-

tures (Cooper, 2007, 15). People not aware of this non-analytic meaning of “epistemic”,

however, are apt to misinterpret the sentence as meaning something it does not.

Hopefully (48) helps drive home the point I am making about miscommunication led

by polysemy jargon. As experts we have mastery over certain words and their meaning.

Nonetheless, these words sometimes have meaning we do not know about. If we are not

on the lookout for polysemy jargon and our interpretation of the sentence makes no sense

or seems to have outlandish truth conditions, we may assume joint-saying and accuse the

speaker of saying something false, ignorant, or confused. This is the main challenge of

polysemy jargon. Unless we have reason to suspect it is there, use of an unknown sense

may look like false metalinguistic or object-level beliefs.

In light of the zeugma and anaphor test requiring partial competence with the jargon

polysemy, I will now suggest three methods that do not require partial competence with

expert vocabulary in order to spot potential polysemy jargon. I briefly highlight methods

in corpus linguistics other than the methods described above, argue that philosophers’ use

of “sense” is indicative of jargon polysemy, and advocate that in order to spot polysemy

jargon, ultimately philosophers need to do the hard work of lexicography themselves. Like

the zeugma and anaphor test, each test is not meant to be ultimate arbiters for whether

or not a term is low-key polysemous in the mouths of specialists. Rather, I suggest tests

that can be refined moving forward, and, in the case of “sense”, demonstrate that the

methods I have used to spot jargon polysemy do not overgenerate to all terms used in

specialized circumstances.
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6.3.2 Corpus Linguistics

Corpus linguistics has gained popularity among experimental philosophers in recent years

(Hansen et al., 2019; Mizrahi, in press; Nichols & Pinillos, 2018; Ramos et al., 2019). These

studies use corpora of natural language analyzed en masse. These studies either analyze

the data using armies of human coders or computer programs that identify statistical

patterns in how certain words are used. Many corpus linguistics studies are in some

sense lexicography done at a large scale; instead of a handful of lexicographers finding

definitions for a handful of representative uses of a word, corpus analyses look at how

words are used in thousands of occurrences in natural language.

Most methods of corpus linguistics are not fit for task here. As discussed above, many

existing methods employed in the hunt for jargon only focused on lexeme frequency,

which cannot spot polysemy jargon. Instead, identifying polysemy jargon requires corpus

linguistics methods developed to sort out meanings. This can be hand-coded based on

prior linguistic competence of human analyzers, as was done with different uses of “know”

by Nichols and Pinillos (2018). This requires researchers to have a prior understanding

of what the different senses or uses could be. This gives hand-coding the same problems

as the anaphor and zeugma test, since it requires prior competence with the polysemy

jargon.

Alternatively, there are computational methods, specifically vector space analysis, as

used by Fischer, Engelhardt, and Herbelot (2015). The specifics of the theory are well

beyond my limited knowledge in mathematics and coding, but the gist of vector space

analysis is that it infers similar meaning from co-occurrence of words. Words like “laptop”

and “keyboard” will co-occur, signaling closeness of meaning, but “keyboard” will appear

more frequently than “laptop” in relationship to “letters” or “typing”, suggesting “key-

board” is more closely related in meaning to those words than “laptop”.15 As described,

15 Those interested can try their hand at reading Turney and Pantel (2010) for more information. See also
Kosem (2016) for a more accessible introduction to computational methods that still require human
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vector space analysis assumes univocal meanings of words, but Fischer et al. (2015) uses

vector space analysis to determine which polysemous sense of “appear” and “seem” is

most prevalent in natural language. There may then be ways to expand the method to

help identify whether a term has an unknown specialized polysemous sense.

Besides methodological hurtles, corpus linguistics is also either technically demanding

or time consuming and expensive. Corpus linguistics either requires a large budget to pay

for human coders or significant technical expertise. In cases where a suitable corpus is not

already built (e.g., JSTOR or one of the many natural language corpora built specifically

for corpus analyses), even getting to the analysis stage can be time-consuming. This can

involve scanning the required documents, converting the scans into text, then, if the scan-

to-text conversions uses software, proofing and correcting the output by hand. For this

reason, while corpus linguistics has been employed in the use of polysemy in philosophy

(Fischer et al., 2015), barriers stand between it and its use to spot polysemy jargon.

6.3.3 Sense-Talk

While much attention has been given to intuition-talk, both in this dissertation and else-

where (see Section 7.2 below), the patterns behind intuition-talk are fairly common. There

are other words philosophers love to use for certain important argumentative functions

that are used without those philosophers having clear definitions or accounts in mind.

In this section, I will explore whether one of those unreflectively used words, “sense”, is

indicative of polysemy (and thus jargon polysemy) when used by philosophers. Here, I

am not interested in all uses of “sense” by philosophers, since “sense” is often used in

relationship to sense-experience and as a translation of Frege’s Sinn (1948). Instead, I

am interested in “sense” when it is used as a tool of disambiguation, where it used in

such ways as “in the author’s sense of P...” or “in the normative sense of Q...”.

analysis.
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Consider the two top search results on the Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy

(plato.standford.edu) for “sense” after removing hits discussing sense-data and other

perception-like processes.16 From the “Representational Theories of Consciousness” en-

try [emphasis added]:

The notions of consciousness most commonly addressed by philosophers are

the following: (1) Conscious awareness of one’s own mental states, and “con-

scious states” in the particular sense of: states whose subjects are aware of

being in them. (2) Introspection and one’s privileged access to the internal

character of one’s experience itself. (3) Being in a sensory state that has a

distinctive qualitative property, such as the color one experiences in having a

visual experience, or the timbre of a heard sound. (4) The phenomenal matter

of “what it’s like” for the subject to be in a particular mental state, especially

what it is like for that subject to experience a particular qualitative property

as in (3). Block (1995) and others have used “phenomenal consciousness” for

sense (4), without distinguishing it from sense (3). (Lycan, 2019)

Lycan seems to be using “notion” and “sense” interchangeably here to distinguish

these four notions/senses of consciousness. These, as the author explains at the end, can

be discussed in at least partial isolation from each other and are sometimes confused.

Moreover, according to the author one sense has a name (“phenomenal conscious”) that

does not pick out what is discussed in at least two of the three other senses. So “sense” in

the passage is being used to disambiguate things that share the name “consciousness”, are

potentially metaphysically distinct, but are also nonetheless related in subject-matter.

16 This is meant to be a pseudo-random process. The SEP was chosen over other repositories like PhilPa-
pers because it allows for easy in-text search and is not behind a paywall. I removed one top hit (“Mys-
ticism”) in favor of “Representational Theories of Consciousness” for ease of presentation because in
the article on mysticism the use of “sense” considered in this section appeared in the same passage as
a quasi-perceptual use of “sense”.
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“Sense” is used almost identically in the introduction of “The Definition of Morality”

entry of the Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy [emphasis added]:

There does not seem to be much reason to think that a single definition of

morality will be applicable to all moral discussions. One reason for this is that

“morality” seems to be used in two distinct broad senses : a descriptive sense

and a normative sense. More particularly, the term “morality” can be used

either

1. descriptively to refer to certain codes of conduct put forward by a society

or a group (such as a religion), or accepted by an individual for her own

behavior, or

2. normatively to refer to a code of conduct that, given specified conditions,

would be put forward by all rational persons.

Which of these two senses of “morality” a theorist is using plays a crucial,

although sometimes unacknowledged, role in the development of an ethical

theory. If one uses “morality” in its descriptive sense, and therefore uses it to

refer to codes of conduct actually put forward by distinct groups or societies,

one will almost certainly deny that there is a universal morality that applies

to all human beings. (Gert & Gert, 2017)

Similar to the “Representational Theories of Consciousness” entry, “sense” is disam-

biguating two things that may be metaphysically distinct but are related in subject-matter

and by the word “morality”. Notice too that this passage explicitly endorses at least a

use-polysemous account of “morality”. According to Gert and Gert (2017), morality can

be used in two consistent, distinct, and related ways. Given that these are different ways

of using “morality”, theories about either sense differ accordingly. The authors therefore

seem to actually be committed to at least belief-polysemy or implicature-polysemy since
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the authors think that some sort of mental state is driving these patterns. However, before

the quoted passage, the authors explicitly deny that the concept/conception distinction is

relevant here, which would have otherwise allowed the authors to say that the definitions

were different conceptions (that is, beliefs) about the same concept. Therefore, it looks

like Gert and Gert (2017) are committed to meaning-polysemy of “morality” and are

using “sense” to disambiguate polysemous meanings.

The most straightforward way of reading the use of “sense” in the two passages are

that the philosophers writing the articles are using “sense” in the standard English way

of referring to distinct meanings of a word. Call this the Strong View of “sense”:

“Sense” disambiguates different (literal) meanings of a word.

If the Strong View of “sense” is true, then sense-talk is a guide to polysemy, and

therefore polysemy jargon. Since we need some way of signaling modulations between

different meanings of a word when the ambiguity may cause confusion, according to the

Strong View of “sense”, “sense” allows us to do this. Therefore, anytime we see sense-

talk used as a disambiguation tool, we have strong evidence of polysemy. Going a step

further, if philosophers are distinguishing between senses that are not found in standard

English, then we have evidence of polysemy jargon. This does not make spotting polysemy

jargon trivially easily. False semantic beliefs may lead to inappropriate sense-talk, and

determining what senses exist in standard English is not as simple as checking the dic-

tionary. Dictionary definitions of philosophically relevant terms often have philosophical

assumptions baked into the entries, and no dictionary is an infallible guide to English.

There is weaker way of interpreting philosopher’s sense-talk. Perhaps I read too much

into the apparent metaphysical differences between different senses above, and in fact

there is only one correct or true meaning of “consciousness” and “morality”. “Conscious-

ness” refers to something in philosophical settings, and it is consciousness. “Morality”

refers morality. These so-called “senses” are just different theories about the subject, and
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at most one is right.

Call this objection the Weak view of “sense”:

“Sense” signals modulation between belief-level phenomena such as different

conceptions or beliefs about a word’s meaning.

It should be clear now why the Weak View of “sense” is wrong. It ignores the fun-

damental polysemous nature of language. As I defended at length in Chapter 5, words

sometimes mean one thing when spoken by one person at one time and another thing

when spoken by that person or another person at another time. In normal English con-

texts, sense-talk helps us communicate when we are changing between one meaning of a

word and another (see Atkins & Rundell, 2008, 270). Unless we have reason to suspect

“sense” has a jargon-polysemous sense, we should therefore take sense-talk at face value.

The zeugma and anaphor tests seem to indicate that “sense” is not polysemy jargon in

the mouths of philosophers. Here is a zeugma and an anaphor where one use of “sense” is

meant to be in the way Lycan (2019) and Gert and Gert (2017) use it (remembering they

are taken to be representative of philosophical uses of “sense”) and the normal English

use of “sense” to mean a meaning. In the following zeugma, the philosopher use of “sense”

comes first, followed by a suppressed standard English use of “sense”:

(49) Gert and Gert (2017) describe two senses of “morality”, the Collins English Dictio-

nary three.

In the following anaphor, the standard English meaning of “sense” comes first, followed

by the philosopher’s use:

(50) “Consciousness” is used in different ways. The OED3 gives one sense of the word

as The state of being aware of and responsive to one’s surroundings. Lycan (2019)

suggests one relevant to philosophy is Introspection and one’s privileged access to

the internal character of one’s experience itself.
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Neither the zeugma or anaphor have the “off” feeling of the other zeugma and anaphor

tests used above. Instead (49) and (50) seem to be perfectly adequate uses of anaphors

and zeugmas, and the tests give no reason to think “sense” here means anything different

in philosophical contexts than it does in standard English. Therefore, just like in non-

technical settings, disambiguating sense-talk is a guide to polysemy jargon. Moreover,

it is a method to finding polysemy jargon that non-experts can use without technical

barriers.

6.3.4 The Semantic Anarchy Worry

It is worth briefly pausing to highlight the importance of the zeugma and anaphor tests

supporting the Strong View of “sense”. A potential worry about the framework developed

here is that it entails semantic anarchy, where specialist language is unmoored from

everyday language.17 According to this worry, I develop a picture where philosophers

speak a language that merely looks and sounds like standard English but has little to no

semantic overlap among theoretically important or theoretically contentious words.

This is not the case. I am instead defending the view that philosophers sometimes use

theoretically important words with a different meaning than non-philosophers. Philoso-

phers sometimes identify important categories, kinds, or distinctions that are beyond the

expressive power of everyday English. To refer to such things, philosophers often know-

ingly or unknowingly co-opt existing words, and if the linguistic innovation takes off,

philosophers thereby use words with a polysemous meaning whose circulation is limited

primarily to other philosophers. How often that happens is unclear and something I am

not prepared to try to estimate. I do believe, however, that any time philosophers in a

debate cannot agree on even what sort of metaphysical category a thing is – such as

the disagreement over whether intuitions are an epistemic kind or a cognitive kind or

17 Thanks to Brian Weatherson for first putting this worry in my head in discussion of a very early
version of the idea presented here.
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the disagreement over whether concepts are token psychological entities or metaphysical

abstracta – is likely a place polysemy exists or jargon polysemy has developed.

I return to this worry in more detail in Section 7.4, but for now I want to highlight

how the zeugma and anaphor test for “sense” pushes against the worry about semantic

anarchy. Philosophers use “sense” in a technical setting to help disambiguate something.

It might be something philosophy-specific such as between conceptions or different philo-

sophical accounts. The tools I develop here indicate it disambiguates the same thing

“sense” does in standard English – polysemous meanings of a word. As discussion of

“sense” demonstrates, I am not committed to the claim all technical-seeming words used

by technicians in technical settings is polysemy jargon. Whether a word is polysemy

jargon needs to be taken at a case-by-case basis, and my account correctly handles this.

6.3.5 Lexicography

The final method, and the one to be employed in the next chapter, is to apply the methods

of lexicography to texts in philosophy. The methods of lexicography, while becoming more

automated (see Kosem (2016)) still require careful manual examination of a word’s use

and consideration of the context surrounding its use (Atkins & Rundell, 2008; Knowles,

2010). Anyone looking for an exact algorithm or even concrete guidelines on how to con-

vert textual evidence to senses or dictionary definitions will be disappointed. While it

is easy to find guides on what sort of evidence one should compile and consider when

looking for distinct senses of a word, comparatively little exists on how to convert tex-

tual evidence to senses. Thinking among lexicographers seems to be that lexicographers

rely largely on their own linguistic competence. Just as astronomers may see telescopes

as the instruments of astronomy, lexicographers see humans as one of the instruments

of lexicography.18 Largely dismissive of using linguistic theory in the process of forming

18 This idea is repurposed from Weinberg (2015)
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definitions, the authors of one handbook say “our experience as editorial managers sug-

gests that good lexicographers operate to a large extent on the basis of instinct, sound

judgment, and accumulated expertise.” (Atkins & Rundell, 2008, 130)

There is more to contemporary lexicography than just examining sentences and words,

and modern lexicographers are also responsible for building and cleaning corpora, editorial

decisions about which senses belong in a dictionary, writing those dictionary definitions,

and finding representative uses of a given definition for inclusion in a dictionary. Here

I am only interested in trying to tease apart what specific philosophers have meant (or

tried to mean) by certain technical language. For that, I am going to set aside building

corpora and writing dictionary definitions and focus on cataloging senses. For this, the

same lexicography handbook quote above recommends drawing upon three sources of

knowledge (where a headword is the word or phrase that a dictionary entry is organized

around):

(a) what we know, as native speakers, about the headword (its inherent prop-

erties)

(b) what we learn from its use in corpora and elsewhere (its contextual fea-

tures)

(c) what we know about where the citations came from (the properties of the

source texts) (Atkins & Rundell, 2008, 150)

In the next chapter, I consider “intuition”. As speakers of English (I am going to ignore

the qualification of native speaker by Atkins and Rundell (2008)), we have a general sense

of what “intuition” means. It is a reaction that involves some sort of insight and ease.

Philosophers reading this know that “intuition” is used in philosophy surrounding thought

experiments and typically used in support of certain claims. Philosophers reading are also

competent in using “intuition” in the sort of way philosophers typically do:
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(51) My intuition is that it is wrong to kill the man in this instance.

(52) My intuitions disagree with yours.

(53) I just don’t have that intuition.

This competence corresponds to (a) from Atkins and Rundell (2008), namely, what we

know as speakers of a language.

In terms of (b) – what we learn from a word’s use in a corpora and elsewhere – I

am not interested in building a corpora, nor do I have the technical expertise to do so.

That does not mean I do not know anything about how “intuition” is used in philosophy.

As Andow has explored (2015a; 2015b; 2017), “intuition” language is very widespread in

philosophy. Moreover, anyone working in the area knows there is very little agreement

over the basic facts of what intuitions are, especially among the people who have set out

to pin down an account of intuitions.

Typically when lexicographers draw upon their knowledge described in (c) – what

they know about where citations come from – lexicographers are checking for the re-

gional dialect or specialized language of the author. If lexicographers observe a use of

“jug” that only appears in rock climbing magazines, lexicographers have evidence that

the use of “jug” is slang among rock climbers. Similarly, use limited to a single region’s

regional newspapers or a certain timespan suggest the sense is limited in time or space.

Looking at “intuition” among philosophers requires more granularity. As I discuss in Sec-

tion 7.6.1, if there are multiple related meanings of “intuition” among metaphilosophers,

they are driven by theoretical necessity. Because different metaphilosophers have different

theoretical goals in mind, one sense of “intuition” is not shared by all metaphilosophers.

Each author has different theoretical goals, commitments, and idiolects, so each author

needs to be examined individually.
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6.4 Conclusion

This chapter examined the interaction of polysemy and jargon. This builds upon my anal-

ysis in Chapter 5, where I argued that polysemous words have multiple related meanings.

As I discussed in this chapter, technical language often takes the form of polysemous

senses. These are meanings of polysemous words only known to a small circle of experts.

Words that look like they are used with a standard meaning can actually mean something

quite technical. Such polysemy jargon creates a number of issues, both with the study of

jargon and with communication involving jargon.

In the first part of this chapter (Sections 6.1 and 6.2), I introduced this phenomena

and discussed why identifying jargon by assuming jargon only involves fancy words is a

mistake. This involved critiquing existing techniques of studying jargon outside of philos-

ophy and using them to illustrate important features of technical language. Section 6.3

introduced the notion of polysemy jargon and focused on the question of how we could

identify polysemy jargon.

In this and the previous chapter, I laid the groundwork for a major part of this

dissertation’s positive thesis. The linguistics of philosophy is key to understanding the

epistemology of philosophy. However, the linguistic study of philosophy, specifically the

lexicography of philosophy, needs to be done with an appreciation for the complexities

of lexicography and with correct metasemantic assumptions. As I discuss next, previous

attempts to do the lexicography of “intuition” have failed on both accounts. Consequently,

metaphilosophers have formed incorrect understandings of the intuition debate.
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Chapter 7

Case Study: “Intuition” As

Polysemy Jargon

7.1 Introduction

The first four chapters of this dissertation focused on the epistemology of philosophy,

specifically discussing faults with exegesis-based intuition denial. I critiqued Deutsch and

Cappelen’s intuition denial strategy by first arguing that exegesis-based intuition denial

fails to avoid experimental-driven skepticism (Chapter 2). Then I argued that the method

of checking original texts lacked value in debates about how thought experiments work

(Chapters 3 and 4).

Chapter 5 saw a shift from the epistemology of philosophy to the philosophy of lan-

guage of philosophy. The goal of Chapters 5 and 6 has been to develop a semantic ex-

ternalist framework for understanding how technical language in philosophy works. Over

the course of this discussion, I have slowly moved back to the issue at the heart of the

dissertation, namely, the relationship between the discipline of philosophy and its prac-

tice. This arc started in Chapter 5, where I argued that established polysemous senses

of a single word are distinct meanings of a word. I then combined this with discussion
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of technical language in Chapter 6, drawing lessons from previous non-philosophical at-

tempts to separate jargon from non-jargon. I argued that words, even common English

words, have distinct meanings that are only known by specialists. Importantly, since these

meanings work like normal polysemy, a speaker can choose to use the technical sense in

any context or with any subcommunity of speakers just as I can use “mouth” to talk

about the estuary down the hill from my flat or the inside of my cheeks.

As a case-study of the framework developed over the last two chapters, I end the

dissertation by discussing metaphilosophers’ use of “intuition”. The choice of “intuition”

is in part structural, since it connects the first half of the dissertation with the second.

The choice of “intuition” is also partly autobiographical – spending three years trying

to convince people that the intuition debate is a verbal dispute led me to develop much

of the framework in the previous two chapters, and I do not want it to go to waste.

The discussion of “intuition” is also partly to tie up a loose end from earlier chapters.

Despite intuitions’ centrality, at no point have I taken a stance on what intuitions actually

are. This chapter will argue that there is no easy or single answer to that question.

Finally, the discussion of “intuition” is also to drive home the thesis of this dissertation.

If metaphilosophers want to get to the bottom of how philosophy works, they need to take

on a broad array of empirical data. Metaphilosophers should develop research programs

drawing from sociology, anthropology, and lexicography.

To some extent, there is already a research program on the lexicography of philosophy.

Philosophers, most notably Williamson (2007) and Cappelen (2012), have engaged in the

lexicography of “intuition”. These discussions are hobbled by overly simplistic methods,

however. They do not appreciate the complexity of language nor the complexity of lexi-

cography. In this chapter I aim to push that program forward by building my discussion

of the lexicography of “intuition” on the previous two chapters. I look at uses of “intu-

ition” in a handful of specific metaphilosophical texts (Bengson (2015); Ludwig (2010);
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Nagel (2012b); Weinberg et al. (2001)), and I argue that at least two of these texts have

distinct polysemous-jargon senses of “intuition”.

In Section 7.2 I review existing attempts to look at “intuition” (Cappelen, 2012;

Devitt, 2015; van Inwagen, 1997; Williamson, 2007), arguing that they fall short because

they all fail to understand the metasemantic properties of jargon. Then, I turn to my own

lexicographic analysis in Section 7.3, where I argue Weinberg et al. (2001) and Bengson

(2015) have identifiably distinct polysemy-jargon meanings of “intuition” (or, at the very

least, candidates thereof). In Section 7.4, I consider and reject the worry that my view

trivially entails different meanings of “intuition” by examining the use of the word in

Nagel (2012b). Then in Section 7.5 I defend the gap between my lexicographic account

of Bengson and how Bengson himself theorizes about “intuition” by highlighting the

gap between being competent at using language and being able to correctly theorize

about language. Finally, in Section 7.6 I tie in this chapter’s discussion to themes present

elsewhere in the dissertation.

7.2 Previous Metaphilosophical Analyses of “Intu-

ition”

Starting before the rise of the contemporary intuition debate, van Inwagen (1997, 309)

argues that “intuition” is nothing more than epistemic window-dressing. van Inwagen

claims that “intuition” means nothing more than opinion, belief, or an inclination to

believe.1 In a brief passage, van Inwagen asserts that constructions like “intuition that

P” are rhetorical slights-of-hand that lend claims more weight than “belief that P”.

1 My focus here is primarily on “intuition” by people theorizing about “intuition”. While I have a
few things to say about common English uses of “intuition” and run-of-the-mill philosophers’ use of
“intuition”, my goal is to argue that “intuition” has technical polysemous meanings and that this may
or may not be confined to philosophers who theorize about intuitions. This puts me slightly at odds
with a few of the authors discussed in this section, especially van Inwagen and Williamson, so I flag
where that difference matters.
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Intuition-language is not about the unique phenomena of intuiting, van Inwagen claims,

rather intuition-talk is a way to make our beliefs look like better support for claims than

they are.

Building from this, Williamson (2007, 214-220) defends van Inwagen and a similar

assertion by Lewis (1983, x). In contrast to van Inwagen, for whom discussion of intuition-

talk is a passing point, Williamson devotes significant space trying to reverse-engineer

what it is philosophers are talking about when they use “intuition”. Williamson is, in his

own words looking at “clues to the role of the term “intuition” in contemporary analytic

philosophy” (2007, 214). Among these clues are that the following contents are said to

be the contents of intuitions:

� That the subject in a Gettier case lacks knowledge

� That there could be mountains

� That there are mountains (2007, 216, 219)

Williamson also cites an unnamed philosopher who said in the presence of Williamson

that he had an intuition with the content that they weigh more than three pounds (2007,

214).2

Williamson runs through the different features of each of the mental states attached to

these contents and compares them to rationalist accounts of intuitions, particularly the sui

generis phenomenological account in Bealer (1998, 2002). Williamson finds that nothing

substantial unites these mental states. That there are mountains is an inferential belief

formed from empirical data, as is I weigh more than three pounds. Similarly That Smith

lacks knowledge lacks any marked phenomenology,3 and, as Williamson argues elsewhere,

2 These four data points are clearly meant to be metalinguistic data, but not all the data Williamson
appeals to is clearly metalinguistic. It is somewhat difficult to tell where to demarcate reviews and
criticism of the rationalist intuition literature from discussions of how “intuition” is used. Taking a
broadly metalinguistic reading of Williamson’s discussion we can also add the linguistic data point
that intuitions are talked about as things that can be false (2007, 216).

3 Or so Williamson testifies. Someone should look into whether the argument over whether intuitions
have a special phenomenology is the byproduct of neurodiversity among metaphilosophers.
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it is the product of fairly sophisticated modal inferences. So, Williamson concludes, there

is little uniting these cases except that they are inclinations to believe, offering validity

to van Inwagen’s observation.

Notice, however, that Williamson’s argument only works as stated if Williamson makes

what I called in Chapter 5 the Univocal Assumption of Language. That is, Williamson

assumes “intuition” only has one meaning. He takes the (by no means exhaustive) linguis-

tic data he examines as evidence for a conclusion about the use of “intuition” simpliciter.

Williamson assumes all philosophers mean the same thing (or intend to mean the same

thing) by “intuition” in all contexts. By repeatedly criticizing Bealer’s account of intu-

itions for not capturing all uses of “intuition”, Williamson does not consider, for example,

whether Bealer (1998) is using “intuition” – whether consciously or unconsciously – with

a more restricted extension in mind than typically used by philosophers.4

If we assume for a moment that “intuition” is polysemous, then it is not surprising

that Williamson came to a deflationary or thin reading of “intuition” analyzing the usage

the way he did. Williamson moves from one observed usage of “intuition” to another,

pointing out the ways in which the usages are collectively in tension with a thick reading

of intuition-talk. Giving polysemous senses of words typically share some central theme,

imagery, or function, if we run the same sort of analysis on uncontroversially polysemous

words, we will often come up with a similarly thin reading.

To see this, consider polysemous senses of “bank” related to money-lending institu-

tions.

One polysemous sense refers to the building:

(54) The coffee shop owners renovated an abandoned bank for their new location.5

4 Both Cappelen (2012, 57) and Devitt (2015, 681) grant that Bealer and BonJour (1998) are using
“intuition” in a restricted sense.

5 The OED3 does not identify this as a unique sense of “bank”. Instead, the OED suggests – bizarrely
in my eyes – this use is either obsolete or a shortened form of “bank building”. If you disagree that
this is a unique sense of “bank”, feel free to ignore this example.
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One sense refers to the corporate structure:

(55) I was nervous about switching to a bank without any physical branches, but it has

worked out pretty well.

One sense refers to the branch of the corporate entity:

(56) Oh, you are with Royal Bank of Scotland? Where is their nearest bank?6

One sense refers to stores of something:

(57) At one point I was living off food from food banks and selling my plasma at a blood

bank.

Finally, an American colloquial sense refers to large amounts of money:

(58) In her new job she’s making serious bank.

Imagine examining these different uses of “bank” while trying to determine what

singular thing people mean by “bank”. With the Univocal Assumption, any answer will

necessarily be very thin in order to accommodate all examples, especially, as Williamson

does, if all uses are assumed to be literal and by language users competent in using

the word. There is certainly shared themes in the uses of “bank”, but the uses do not

share anything more robust than related to storage or safekeeping.7 Similarly, if there are

multiple polysemous uses of “intuition”, trying to find a common meaning among them

will likely lead to something as thin as inclination to believe.

In fact, when put through the sort of methodology Williamson uses, inclination to

believe is a plausible reading of other epistemic terms that have multiple related uses.8

Consider the following uses of “perceived”:

6 You may want to combine this with the first sense. See previous footnote.
7 Even this definition over-generates, as we cannot call a safe in our bedroom or a squirrel’s acorn cache

a bank.
8 See (Bengson, 2014, 560-562) for a related point in criticism of Cappelen (2012).
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(59) I perceived the faint smell of burning rubber.

(60) I was trying to figure out why she was acting the way she does. After watching how

she moved around the room, I perceived that she was agitated about her boyfriend.

(61) I perceived the force of his argument.

Only (59) is straightforwardly sensory. (60) is a inference based off of sensory data.

(61) is remarking on a sort of internal moment of insight that is not obviously sensory,

although undoubtedly many philosophers discussing experiences like that described in

(61) will draw comparisons to sense data. Since all three uses of “perceive” discuss the

acquisition of defeasible grounds for belief, someone looking for the shared meaning for

all three may conclude that “A perceives X” means A is inclined to believe X, especially

since even the straight-forwardly perceptual (59) does, at the end of the day, involve

the speaker being inclined to believe that there is burning rubber. For this reason, any

analysis of “intuition” – or indeed any word or phrase – needs to be leave open the

possibility that there is more than one meaning floating around.

7.2.1 Cappelen

Given the mistakes of Williamson’s analysis, we should not put much weight on it. Luckily

he is not the only person to have examined philosophers use of “intuition”. Cappelen

(2012) devotes almost half his book to a more sophisticated version of Williamson’s

deflationary argument from philosophical usage of “intuition”, spending multiple chapters

to examining lay usage of “intuition”, usage of “intuition” among philosophers, and more

specialized usage among philosophers theorizing about intuitions. Here, Cappelen adds

to Williamson’s approach by allowing for the possibility that “intuition” has different

meanings across different subcommunities of English speakers. Cappelen considers two

different ways the meaning may differ between subcommunities: between philosophers and
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non-philosophers or between different groups of philosophers, such as between Kantians

and Rawlsians. Cappelen thereby avoids the sort of worries I raise against Williamson.

While the conclusion Cappelen draws about “intuition” is ultimately a bit muddled, he

does nonetheless argue either that “intuition” is meaningless or that it means something

like an unreflective or pre-theoretic judgement – even among metaphilosophers.

Cappelen’s arguments for the deflationary picture depend on the incorrect view that

if specialized meanings of a word exist, use will differ along clear lines between sub-

communities.9 While Cappelen considers the possibility that “intuition” has a special

Philosophy-ese meaning, Cappelen makes a lot of hay out of philosophers’ use of “intu-

ition” in the same way as non-philosophers (see Cappelen, 2012, 61-71). Passages from

the likes of heavyweights such as Burge, Sider, Jaegwon Kim, and Williamson are shown

to contain uses of intuition language that is either purportedly redundant or is used in

the standard English meaning of, roughly, arrived at easily and without deliberation.

Credit goes to Cappelen here for doing lexicographical analysis of philosophical texts,

but given the discussion in the previous chapters, finding non-specialized uses of “in-

tuition” by philosophers is entirely unsurprising. Philosophers writing and speaking in

English are after all writing and speaking in English. They are therefore going to use

words or phrases as they would in standard English. If “intuition” has technical polyse-

mous senses, then we should only expect some philosophers’ use of “intuition” to conform

to the jargon meaning for the same reason that I only sometimes use “mouth” to refer to

a feature of a river. Polysemy makes words very flexible, allowing me to mean many differ-

ent things with a single morphological or phonological string. Sometimes one meaning of

that string is suitable for my purposes, and sometimes a different meaning of that string

is suitable for my purposes. In the case of polysemy jargon, the key difference is that I

am privy of one sense of the word that most people outside of my subcommunity are not.

9 I get the sense Cappelen wants to make the stronger claim that certain facts about linguistic subcom-
munities ground different meanings of a word, but he does not say that outright.
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Therefore, lexicographic evidence that philosophers use “intuition” in a standard English

way, at least some of the time, is not evidence that “intuition” fails to be a theoretical

term, at least some of the time.

Cappelen’s main argument against the existence of a specialized meaning of “intu-

ition” comes from the level of disagreement among metaphilosophers working on intu-

itions. Specifically, Cappelen contrasts features of “intuition” with successful theoretical

terms. He says that any theoretical term T is defective and does not successfully refer to

anything of note if it has the following characteristics that “intuition” does (Cappelen,

2012, 51):

� T has no agreed upon definition among practitioners of the discipline.

� There is no agreement among participants in the discipline about what cases con-

stitute core paradigms of the extension of T.

� There is no agreed upon theoretical role that T (or T’s extension) plays in the

discipline.10

� There is considerable disagreement and dispute within the discipline about T itself.

Each of these observations plausibly describes intuition-talk, especially when we view

the field of philosophy in the aggregate. However, as mentioned above, we should not

view “intuition” as if it has a singular meaning, and Cappelen is open to the possibility

that there are multiple meanings of “intuition”. If different meanings exist, Cappelen

claims, they exist among subcommunities of speakers (2012, 57-60). Therefore, to tighten

up Cappelen’s claims in light of my objections to Williamson’s argument about looking

for singular meanings for intuition-talk among too wide of a linguistic net, we can ad-

just the above list to be about distinct philosophical subcommunities. Call this list the

Adjusted Criteria:
10 This observation is in tension with the no-theory theory of intuitions used in this dissertation, as this

is one of the places Deutsch’s and Cappelen’s view differ significantly.
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� “Intuition” has no agreed upon definition among members of philosophical subcom-

munities.

� There is no agreement among participants in the discipline (or subcommunities

thereof) about what cases constitute core paradigms of the extension of “intuitions”.

� Among subcommunities of philosophers, there is no agreed upon theoretical role

that “intuition” plays in the discipline.

� Among subcommunities of philosophers, there is no agreed upon extension of intu-

itions.

� There is considerable disagreement and dispute within subcommunities about in-

tuitions themselves.

The Adjusted Criteria – which is just the original set of observations but about sub-

communities – is not universally true about philosophical subcommunities. Kant scholar-

ship is a particularly salient counterexample to the Adjusted Criteria, where use, exten-

sion, and understanding of the function of intuitions and “intuition” are tied to Kant’s

texts.11 Other plausible subcommunities that fail to meet the adjusted diagnostic criteria

are Rawlsians, philosophers of cognitive science, and early analytics.12 All of these sub-

fields have specialized uses of “intuition” that seem to be dominant in the disciplines,

at least as dominant as one would expect for a word with multiple polysemous senses.

Nevertheless, I will set aside these counterexamples since Cappelen and myself are both

interested in the way “intuition” has been used by the fields studied by post-DePaul and

Ramsey (1998) metaphilosophy, which has primarily focused on the methodology of late

20th century analytic epistemology, with passing interests in late 20th century philosophy

of language, philosophy of mind, metaphysics, and ethics.

11 See Mattey (n.d.). Thanks to Stefano Lo Re and Janis Schaab for confirmation of this.
12 Thanks to Daniel Healey for first bringing this to my attention as well as Saranga Sudarshan for help

with Rawlsians.
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The Adjusted Diagnostic Criteria brings Cappelen in line with one the main takeaways

of last chapter:

First lesson of jargon: Jargon can belong to specific groups whose

boundaries do not cleanly line up with disciplinary or sub-disciplinary bound-

aries.

The relevant barriers of polysemy jargon are not necessarily between philosopher and

non-philosopher, but between Aristotelians and non-Aristotelians or between people who

have learned the basic notions of formal semantics and those who have not. However,

for reasons just discussed, if “intuition” is polysemous, we are not going to see unified

usage of the word even within subfields. “Intuition”, besides the subcommunity-specific

use (if it has them) is going to be used by members in that subcommunity in other ways,

whether one of the standard English polysemous senses or the polysemy jargon senses of

another subcommunity they belong to.

This does not in itself make disagreement among metaphilosophers less damning for

“intuition”, since if “intuition” is polysemy jargon, members of the subcommunity should

generally agree about the definition of the jargon sense of the word. While quantum

physicists presumably agree with each other about “string”, metaphilosophers do not

agree with each other about “intuition”. Quite the opposite is true, as illustrated by the

following incomplete list of accounts of intuitions:

� Outputs of mental modules (Nagel, 2012b)

� Seemings (Bealer, 1998)

� Expressions of psychological concepts (Kornblith, 2015)

� Pre-theoretic judgements (Cappelen, 2012)

� Inclinations to believe (Williamson, 2007)
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� Consciously inaccessible mental states Nado (2017)

� Intuitive presentations (Chudnoff, 2013b)

� Metacognitive feelings of ease (Egler, 2020)

� Beliefs (van Inwagen, 1997)

� Expressions of conceptual competence (Ludwig, 2007)

� Spontaneous judgements formed in reaction to cases (Weinberg et al., 2001)

� Judgements not inferred from beliefs (Kornblith, 1998)

My view is that some of these authors are putting forward candidate polysemy jargon

meanings of “intuition”, and some may have succeeded in introducing (or at least prop-

agating) polysemy jargon. Because they are introducing unique meanings of the word,

specialized use will not be uniform across metaphilosophers, even after we remove non-

specialised use of “intuition”. Instead, use will be uniform within and between certain

papers, as metaphilosophers adopt and use one specific use for a paper’s purposes. Before

I defend this, we need to introduce one last author, Devitt (2015), who defends a Belief

Polysemy account of the intuition debate.

7.2.2 Devitt

Devitt (2015) is largely interested in defending the claim that intuitions play a key role

in philosophy against Cappelen’s arguments that “intuition”, if not meaningless, means

nothing more than snap judgement. In so doing, Devitt makes a few comments about the

metasemantics of “intuition” relevant to this chapter’s discussion of metaphilosophers’

use of “intuition”. In the spirit of Kripke (1981) and Putnam (1975), Devitt lays out a

Belief Polysemy account of the disagreement over intuitions by metaphilosophers. This is

summed up in his rhetorical question: “What have these differences among theorists of
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intuitions got to do with what they, let alone anyone else, mean by ‘intuition’?” (Devitt,

2015, 678). Disagreement in sciences over the extension or correct theory of trees, Devitt’s

thought runs, is not a disagreement over the meaning of “trees”. Such disagreement is over

the nature or essence of trees.13 Similarly, Devitt argues, disagreement revolving around

the word “intuition” is just belief-level disagreement over the essence of intuitions.

Devitt does grant that some metaphilosophers use “intuition” as polysemy jargon –

specifically Bealer (1998) and Pust (2000) who use “intuition” in a restricted sense to

refer to necessary truths – but Devitt goes on to say

There is evidence that some metaphilosophers use ‘intuition’ with a special

sense. But I doubt that there is evidence that most do and, in the absence

of evidence, we should take the default position and assume that they don’t.

(2015, 681-682)

Since his attention is elsewhere, Devitt does not argue for why we should take this as

the default position, but I take Devitt to be picking up on the default view semantic

externalists (and philosophers more generally) have about debates in philosophy.14 Insofar

as there’s a dispute centered around some contentious term “P”, philosophers assume

disagreement boils down to philosophers’ different beliefs about P.

The last two chapters were written with an eye towards providing reasons why Belief

Polysemy understandings of philosophical disputes like Devitt’s should not be the default

assumption. I am not the first person to argue in an externalist framework that sometimes

debates of the form “what is x” are really disputes over the actual or preferred meaning of

13 For reasons outlined in this dissertation, I do not think this is always true. As an example, at the time
of writing, Wikipedia’s article on dinosaurs includes the line “The smallest known dinosaur is the bee
hummingbird” (“Dinosaur”, 2020). Biologists now include birds as members of the dinosaur clade, so
include birds among the referents of “dinosaur”. I take this to plausibly represent a new meaning of
“dinosaur” that exists alongside the older one that refers to the things that died off 65 million years
ago. See discussion of species in LaPorte (2009) for background on the topic. On the very slim chance
anyone born after 2000 is reading this and was never taught dinosaurs all went extinct, I apologize for
the nonsensical example.

14 See, however Chalmers (2011); Plunkett (2015) for notable rejections of this from internalist-leaning
philosophers.
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“x” (Sterken, 2020), although my framework is unique in that it does not set the different

meanings in opposition to each other. This is because, just as in everyday language,

meanings can co-exist with each other happily.

In Chapter 5, I discussed the ways in which language is generally polysemous and why

those polysemous senses correspond to unique meanings of a word. Chapter 6 combined

this discussion with specialized language, where I argued that in many cases technical

notions or concepts can hide behind unassuming and common words. Specialists need

to refer to distinctions or categories non-specialist language does not, so often common

words are co-opted by specialists to refer to those distinctions. When we look at the way

this happened with terms like “string”, “berry”, or “valid”, there is nothing mysterious

here. The word is ambiguous, and many members of the general public do not know

about the extent of their ambiguity because the ambiguity of these words were increased

by specialists for the purpose of communicating amongst themselves.

If “intuition” is used in a variety of ways among metaphilosophers, then given dis-

cussion in the previous few chapters, we should suspect that “intuition” has branched

meanings. We cannot determine this by looking at the debate from afar. As discussion

of Williamson, Devitt, and Cappelen illustrate, incompatible uses of the same word can

have multiple different semantic interpretations. Non-uniform use of a word in a corpus

could have many causes, including:

� Total linguistic chaos where no idiolect agrees with any other idiolect on correct

usage or meaning

� A single meaning with different metalinguistic beliefs

� A single meaning with different object-level beliefs

� Multiple meanings of a word spread universally among the population

� Multiple meanings of a word, some of which are limited to the subcommunity under
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investigation

� Multiple meanings of a word, one of which is limited to a subset of the subcommu-

nity under investigation

� Multiple meanings of a word, with multiple subcommunities having their own spe-

cialized meaning

Instead of listing off different accounts of “intuition” and using the fact that there is

widespread disagreement surrounding “intuition” as the guiding evidence in our discussion

of disagreement, we need to instead look at how different authors use “intuition” to find

clues about what they mean. We have to do the hard work of lexicography.

7.3 “Intuition” as Polysemy Jargon

Two strategies have been employed in the previous attempts to analyze “intuition” in

the texts described so far in this chapter. Although I only briefly discussed it, Cappelen

does undertake lexicographic analysis, but his readings – at least to my eyes – require

more context to be convincing (2012, 61-77). Moreover in these texts, Cappelen only

finds either redundant and excisable or standard English uses of “intuition”. Absence of

evidence is not evidence of absence, however, and this analysis only canvasses a handful

of uses of intuition-talk in metaphysics and philosophy of language from the last 50 years.

If there is any place where we would expect to find signs of polysemy jargon, especially

if it is not obvious to philosophers, is in the most specialized texts on the topic. In this

case, that is the intuition debate.

The far more common strategy, the one that does look at the intuition debate,

is to view disagreement among philosophers from the abstract without careful exam-

ination of actual specific written examples. This lack of attention to actual texts is

striking because Devitt’s Belief Polysemy view in particular entails certain predictions
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about how metaphilosophers talk.15 If Meaning Polysemy is true for the intuition-debate,

then we would expect this to be reflected in metaphilosophers’ discussion of intuitions.

Metaphilosophers should either explicitly state their intent to capture the true nature

of intuitions or at least remain quiet on the point, taking it as given that it would be

understood that this is what they are doing when investigating intuitions. When looking

at metaphilosophers’ discussion of intuitions, this is not always what we see.

7.3.1 Bengson

To start, consider the following passage from Bengson (2015), which is his response to

the objection that his quasi-perceptual account of intuitions does not line up with either

philosophers’ or everyday English’s use of “intuition”. Bengson writes:

[In] the present context, such sociological and linguistic concerns are largely

beside the point. From our current perspective (i.e. the perspective of philo-

sophical theorizing), what ultimately matters is not so much the contingent

social role or ordinary use of a particular English term, but, first, whether

there is a mental state of the sort described above and, second, whether

such a mental state might serve as a legitimate epistemic source. We first

located our target, not through sociological speculation or reflection on par-

ticular ordinary language locutions, but with examples. We have seen that the

core quasi-perceptualist thesis accurately characterizes this target. Hence, in

my view, the suggestion that a mental state that satisfies this characteriza-

tion only imperfectly deserves the label “intuition” is merely terminological.

Whether we choose to call it “intuition” or something else, such as “intellec-

tion” “insight”, or “quasi-perception”, it seems that once we have accurately

15 Cappelen (2012) makes other predictions about “intuition” beyond this chapter’s scope. See Andow
(2015a, 2015b) for a quantitative corpus analysis that tests some of them.
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characterized our target the philosophically interesting question is what work

such a state might do (2015, 733-734).

Here, Bengson is clearly marking his use of “intuition” as polysemy jargon, albeit more

than halfway through his 50-page paper. Importantly, Bengson clearly outlines his reason-

ing for introducing a polysemous sense of “intuition”. Bengson is interested in a certain

category of mental states that he believes play an important theoretical role in the epis-

temology of philosophy – quasi-perceptual mental states – and there is no adequate label

in English for this category. But, as he spends the whole paper arguing, the theoretical

entities he is interested in, what he labels “intuitions”, go a long way in his mind to

explain the phenomenology, epistemology, and psychology of considering thought experi-

ments in philosophy and math. Other labels could have done the job, but he chose to use

“intuition”.

It may seem strange that if Bengson is attempting to introduce a technical polysemous

sense of “intuition” that he would make this intention clear earlier in the paper. However,

Bengson does explain his specialized use earlier in the paper, albeit implicitly. Following

the same pattern as many related works that ties intuitions to a phenomenal state (see,

for example, Bealer (1998); Chudnoff (2013a); Koksvik (2017)), effort is spent early in

the paper drawing the reader’s attention to a certain type of intellectual experience.

Bengson in particular, devotes an entire section and five thought experiments to pin down

what mental states intuitions are (2015, 709-715), distinguishing his intended target from

other mental states, including other mental states that are sometimes called intuitions

by philosophers. This is where Bengson educates readers on his specialized meaning of

“intuition” demonstratively, although without stating his intention explicitly.

Whether or not Bengson has met the necessary and sufficient conditions for intro-

ducing polysemy jargon (I am purposefully remaining neutral on what these are), he is

offering up a potential specialized meaning of “intuition” that goes above and beyond
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normal or even philosophers’ meaning of “intuition”. He has a theoretical need to ex-

press something, and he does not have the expressive power from standard English or

existing philosophical technical language. In order to give himself the expressive power

(and undoubtedly to embed his discussion in the existing intuition debate), he borrows

“intuition” and attempts to give it a new, specialized meaning.

7.3.2 Weinberg, Nichols, and Stich

Bengson is the clearest example in the literature of someone offering up a polysemous

sense of “intuition”, but other less-clear examples exist as well. Consider the following

passage in Weinberg et al. (2001) (hereafter WNS), one of the first and most influential

works of experimental philosophy:

As we use the notion, an epistemic intuition is simply a spontaneous judgment

about the epistemic properties of some specific case – a judgment for which

the person making the judgment may be able to offer no plausible justification

(2001, 19)

WNS are marking their use of “intuition” as a restricted sense of the sort of standard

English meanings of “intuition” discussed above, specifically limiting them to spontaneous

judgements about a case and in reaction to a case. This excludes spontaneous judgements

about principles (such as that the axiom of choice holds) or spontaneous judgements

about mathematical truths, when these are not elicited by thought experiments – putting

WNS’s use at odds with Bengson’s, as well as other metaphilosophers with views similar

to Bengson (Bealer, 1998; Chudnoff, 2017; Egler, 2020).

The illocutionary force of WNS’s passage is less clear-cut than Bengson’s, since WNS

could either be following Bengson in stipulating a special meaning of “intuition” or dis-

ambiguating between existing senses of “intuition”. Due to restrictions of time and space,
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historical lexicography in this chapter is kept to a minimum (see Hintikka, 1999), and I

am not in a position to comment on whether they are disambiguating between uses of “in-

tuition” that were in the literature prior to 2001. That said, a case can probably be made

that they are following the technical polysemous sense of “intuition” that often appears

in the heuristics and biases literature as well as the related dual-processing literature (see

Gendler, 2010). This disambiguation reading already assumes “intuition” has technical

polysemous senses, even if philosophers are sharing jargon with social psychologists and

cognitive scientists (see again the First Lesson of Jargon from last chapter).

Focusing on the possibility that WNS are stipulating new polysemy jargon, thinking

about what WNS are trying to accomplish in Weinberg et al. (2001), the need for stipu-

lating new jargon is clear. WNS were at the time using a novel experimental method to

question the evidential value of using thought experiments in rationalist analytic episte-

mology. Arguing from survey results about thought experiments, the paper claims that

philosophical reasoning from thought experiments may be the product of acculturation.

Given the central methodological and argumentative importance of survey answers, which

recorded (or at least attempted to record) participants’ spontaneous reactions, WNS

needed some way of talking about their data points. Since they were talking about a

subset of intuitions (understood in the standard English spontaneous-judgement sense)

and intuition-language is prominent in philosophical discussion of thought experiments,

a restricted or metonymic use of “intuition” was a natural name for the target notion.

WNS had a theoretical need to talk about an category of mental states that did not have

a name, and so they co-opted “intuition”. This is well within their right as specialists.

It is worth pointing out as well that, whether they stipulated it or borrowed an existing

meaning, WNS’s use of “intuition” stuck among experimental philosophers. Experimen-

tal philosophers until recently loved using “intuitions” to talk about their data points.

Speaking anecdotally, recent criticism of intuition-language from people like Deutsch and
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Cappelen and responses to such criticisms that drop intuition-language – such as Colaço

and Machery (2017) – have led to experimental philosophers dropping intuition-language

in favor of language about judgments.

7.4 Objection 1: Return of the Semantic Anarchy

Worry

In relationship to sense-talk in the previous chapter, I raised and dismissed the worry

that my view leads to semantic anarchy where words have arbitrarily high numbers of

meanings (Section 6.3.4). Now that I have introduced two purported technical polysemous

meanings of “intuition”, I can discuss the specific worry that my methodology entails all

metaphilosophers writing on intuitions have their own (attempted) semantic meaning of

“intuition”. By granting philosophers like WNS and Bengson power to create their own

meaning of “intuition”, the objection runs, my view is committed to one or both of the

following Trivial Polysemy Schema for any philosopher P:

� If P defends or assumes that intuitions are essentially Q, then “intuition” has Q as

a polysemous meaning.

� If P defends a unique account of intuitions, then they have introduced a new poly-

semous meaning of “intuition”.

Devitt accuses Cappelen of a similar mistake. Devitt argues Cappelen was mislead

by semantic ascent from intuition to “intuition” into thinking “intuition” is meaningless

(2015, 679). One might worry I am falling into a similar trap. I do not think Bengson

and WNS exhaust the ways in which philosophers have given “intuition” new technical

polysemous senses – I take there to also be a separate etiological meaning of “intuition”

in Sosa (2007) and Ludwig (2007) – but there is a limit to how many senses of “in-

tuition” are floating around metaphilosophy. As a matter of fact, I think experimental
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philosophers have, in general, stuck to either the everyday spontaneous-sense of “intu-

ition” or WNS’s restricted spontaneous-reaction-to-case-sense of “intuition”. Similarly, I

take the phenomenologists I cited in relationship to Bengson (Bealer (1998); Chudnoff

(2013a); Koksvik (2017)) to be using “intuition” in the same way and offering different

accounts of the same category of mental state. They are giving competing accounts of

the phenomenological state that gives us the feeling of truthiness in relationship to some

proposition when we are thinking about math and philosophy (if such a state exists).

To defuse the Semantic Anarchy Worry, it is important to pay attention to my method-

ology. Borrowing from lexicography, I am examining specific uses of “intuition” in early

21st century metaphilosophy. Back in Section 6.3.5, I explained how lexicographers have

evidence from context, use, and their own linguistic judgements at their disposal, and

in this case, I combined context clues from Bengson (2015) and Weinberg et al. (2001)

such as the author’s stated intentions and theoretical background, usage of “intuition”

by that author, and my own judgements about usage and context as an English speaker.

Separating out senses lexicographically is more of an art than a science, and leave it to

the critical reader to offer their own lexicographic analyses of these authors to counter

the claims here. Nevertheless, the inferences here are more sophisticated than plugging

works of metaphilosophy into either of the Trivial Polysemy Schema.

7.4.1 Response: Nagel’s Use of “intuition”

To drive home the point that this method does not commit me to a different meaning of

“intuition” for every paper or author writing on intuitions, I will examine Nagel (2012b).

Despite appearances to the contrary, Nagel is using “intuition” to mean the same thing

as WNS, although she has a specific theory of the etiology of such states.

Nagel places her discussion of intuitions within the context of the dual-systems tradi-
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tion in cognitive science.16 Very roughly speaking, some of our cognition is done by slow,

effortful, and conscious cognitive architecture, and some of our thinking is done by fast,

easy, and unconscious cognitive architecture (J. S. B. T. Evans & Frankish, 2009). The

quick system is then sometimes argued to be made up of modules, which are discrete,

domain-specific systems that are informationally insulated from the rest of the brain.

Nagel defends the claim that epistemic intuitions are outputs of a mindreading module –

a module responsible for interpreting the mental states of other people. She then draws

conclusions on the reliability of philosophical intuitions based on empirical data on the

epistemic features of other modular inferences.

Put at this level of generality, it seems then I am committed to something like the

following:

Nagel’s polysemy-jargon use of “intuition” means judgements that arise out

of cognitive architecture that is fast, quick, and easy (i.e., mental modules), or

Nagel’s use of “intuition” is an attempt to establish the polysemous meaning

thereof.

This is not the case. When we dig deep into the text of Nagel (2012b) for clues about

“intuition”, we find Nagel is using “intuition” in line with WNS above.

One set of clues comes in the way she quotes and follows experimental philosophers’

use of “intuition” without comment. For example, she quotes a use of “intuition” by a

paper co-authored by Weinberg (of WNS fame) and spends pages discussing the findings

of WNS as being about intuitions without indicating she takes herself to mean something

else by the word. Consider the following quote from when Nagel is motivating the impor-

tance of thinking about the epistemology of the mental states studied by experimental

philosophers:

16 This is a slight oversimplification. Nagel’s main source is Mercier and Sperber (2009), who defend a
massively modular view of the mind. I conflate massive modularity and dual systems theory here for
ease of presentation.
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Intuitions may exhibit worrisome instability either within an individual (Swain

et al., 2008, 335), or between groups of individuals, perhaps along such epis-

temically scary fault lines as ethnicity (Weinberg et al., 2001) or gender (Stich

& Buckwalter, 2011). (Nagel, 2012b, 495)

Nagel is making no effort to distance herself from the use of “intuition” in those experi-

mental studies.

Contrast that passage by Nagel with a nearly identical passage where Ludwig discusses

the experimental findings of Machery et al. (2004):

The results indicate a significant difference between the Western participants

and the East Asian participants in responses to the Gödel cases, with West-

ern participants significantly more often giving (B) answers. The differences

in responses to the Jonah cases, however, were not statistically significant.

[emphasis added] (Ludwig, 2007, 136)

Instead of following the standard intuition-talk, Ludwig replaces “intuition” with “re-

sponse”. This is not the only way Ludwig distances himself from experimental philoso-

phers’ intuition-talk. In another paper, he writes:

Clearly [my] use of “intuition” to mean intellectual intuition is distinct from

the stipulative use of “intuition” specified by WNS. (2010, 437)

Ludwig, while talking about WNS, takes WNS’s use of “intuition” to be stipulated and

thus different than how he uses “intuition”. Ludwig takes his own use of “intuition” to

be the proper, pre-existing meaning of the word (more on this below in Section 7.6.1).

The above two quotes thus reveals Ludwig’s metalinguistic beliefs that WNS’s use of

“intuition” does not track his own. Such passages are absent in Nagel’s work, indicating

she is using the word in the same way as WNS.
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A second set of clues indicating Nagel intends for “intuition” to be in line with WNS,

and not cognitive states with a certain etiology, is that when Nagel is interested in talk-

ing about states with a certain cognitive etiology, she uses a word other than “intuition”.

Throughout the paper, Nagel draws a careful distinction between intuitions and intu-

itive judgements. Nagel explicitly borrows the terminology of “intuitive judgement” from

Mercier and Sperber (2009) to contrast with “reflective judgements” (2012b, 498) as dif-

ferent sorts of judgments coming from different types of cognition. The use of these two

different noun-phrases and the clunkiness of “intuitive judgement” compared to “intu-

ition” indicates she sees a distinction between the two.

Building on this distinction, a third set of clues comes from the argumentative struc-

ture of Nagel’s paper. “Intuition” is not defined in her paper in terms of intuitive judg-

ments, rather Nagel defends the claim that the reactions we have about cases are a

subset of intuitive judgements. To see this, compare two sentences that appear almost

side-by-side. The first sentence is:

There are no obvious barriers to seeing epistemic case intuitions as the prod-

ucts of our ordinary mindreading capacities. (2012b, 521)

At this point in the paper, Nagel is concluding her argument that the reactions people

have to philosophical thought experiments have the same psychological and epistemic

features as ordinary mindreading capacities. The claim is that judgments I have about

knowledge reading Gettier cases goes through the same cognitive processes as my everyday

judgments about, say, whether my partner knows I spilled wine on the living room carpet.

Pair that quote with Nagel’s claim one paragraph later, keeping in mind Nagel is

borrowing “intuitive” from Mercier and Sperber (2009):

Mindreading, like perception and other intuitive capacities, is susceptible to

certain natural illusions [...] (2012b, 521)
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This quote indicates that Nagel takes mindreading judgments to have a specific cog-

nitive origin, namely some sort of quick-and-dirty system dedicated to forming epistemic

judgments (Mercier and Sperber (2009) for their part hold a massive modularity view

of the mind). She is defending the substantial thesis that intuitions are intuitive judge-

ments, by which she is following WNS in using “intuition” to mean reactions to thought

experiments and Mercier and Sperber that “intuitive” judgements are inferences with

certain cognitive properties.

This somewhat belabored discussion of Nagel is to show that my account of polysemy

jargon in philosophy does not overgenerate and is not committed to anything like the

Trivial Polysemy Schema. Instead, the claim here is that a handful of theorists have found

it useful to co-opt “intuition” to mean something slightly different than its everyday

English meaning, and that it is well within those theorists’ power and right to do so.

WNS wanted a term to talk about the mental states captured by their experiments and

Bengson wanted a term to talk about mental states with a certain phenomenology. Insofar

as their usage has gained currency among (meta)philosophers, then we should think

they succeeded in creating new meanings of “intuition”, albeit ones with very limited

circulation. We should therefore not think, as Devitt does, that “intuition” is unified in

meaning and referent or that, as Williamson and Cappelen do, that a lack of a clear

unified pattern of the use of “intuition” is evidence that “intuition” univocally means

something like a belief or a pre-theoretic judgment. Like natural language in general, the

language of philosophy is messy and full of words with multiple related meanings, and

we need to do lexicographical analysis of philosophers’ use of language to discover what

these are.
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7.5 Objection 2: Metalinguistic Claims in Bengson

(2014)

In a different paper to the one discussed above, Bengson (2014) defends an account of the

intuition debate that gives reasons for thinking Bengson is not intending to stipulate a new

meaning of “intuition.” Bengson (2014) responds to Cappelen’s arguments from intuition-

language (which I covered parts of in Section 7.2.1) by arguing that metaphilosophers use

“intuition” in neither the everyday way or a technical way. Instead, when metaphiloso-

phers use “intuition”, Bengson argues, they use a discriminatory sense of “intuition”

to pick out a theoretically relevant subset of intuitions (2014, 559-565). Metaphiloso-

phers, Bengson’s argument runs, are not stipulating a new use of “intuition”. Instead

metaphilosophers are using “intuition” to denote a proper subset of what “intuition”

normally denotes, and this is not the same as a technical meaning of the word.

If Bengson’s views did not change between his 2014 response to Cappelen and his 2015

discussion of intuitions, then it seems I am misinterpreting Bengson’s use of “intuition”

in the passage quoted above. Indeed, just before the above quoted passage, Bengson

calls normal intuition-talk “far less discriminate” than his own (2015, 733). So perhaps

Bengson is not stipulating a new term at all, but rather using “intuition” in a normal

way, but more discriminatorily.

However, Bengson’s view about “intuition” being a normal but discriminatory use in

the mouths of metaphilosophers is betrayed by the grammar of his own intuition-talk. In

English, we can use words in a more discriminatory sense without new senses of a word

forming, but it leaves certain syntactic markers. To see this let’s consider two nouns,

“apple” and “couch”, which like “intuition” have subsets and can be used either as count

nouns about specific tokens (“the couch in my living room”, “some apples fell off the tree”,

“an intuition I had about the case”) or in the plural form about the corresponding kind
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(“intuitions are difficult to theorize about”, “apples are generally sweet”, “The Romans

invented couches”).

To give Bengson as much benefit of the doubt as possible, imagine we were in a slightly

different context, where I was writing on the history of Gala apples. I could write:

(62) The apples were first bred in New Zealand.

Here I am using “apples” in this discriminatory way Bengson is supposing. I want to talk

about a relevant subset of apples, Gala apples, and I did so with “apples”. It is important

to note that the full noun phrase is “the apples”, though, and dropping “the” ends

up changing the meaning to something false (apples were first domesticated in ancient

Central Asia):

(63) Apples were first bred in New Zealand.

So while “the apples” referentially picks out Gala apples through context ((62)), simply

“apples” ((63)) does not.

Similarly, imagine I was instead writing a dissertation on sectional couches:

(64) The couches’ modular design fits any space.

(65) Those couches’ modular design fits any space.

(66) Couches’ modular design fits any space.

(67) A couch’s modular design fits any space.

Both (64) and (65), which include “the” and “those” both allow for discriminate use of

“couch” to refer to sectional couches. However, unmodified, “couches” does not, nor does

“a couch” in (66) and (67). So, we can refer to a subset of some kind in the discriminatory

way Bengson supposes, but not when the word is unmodified and lacks “the”, “those” or

some other grammatical unit.
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This is not how we see Bengson or other metaphilosophers talk about intuitions.

Bengson does not write “those intuitions x” or “the intuitions x”. Instead Bengson writes:

Rather, the point is that there are varieties of non-voluntariness, and presen-

tational states such as experiences and intuitions are non-voluntary in a way

that imaginings, guesses, hypotheses, beliefs, or judgements are not. (2015,

722)

and:

It is argued, first, that intuitions and perceptual experiences are at a certain

level of abstraction the same type of mental state, presentations, which are dis-

tinct from beliefs, hunches, inclinations, attractions, and seemings. [emphasis

added] (2015, 709).

The syntactic structure of Bengson’s use of “intuition” does not support Bengson’s dis-

criminatory metasemantic theory. Adding to my point, Bengson also uses “intuition” as

a singular collective noun:

Presentationalism, if true, provides an explanation of the justificatory status

of intuition.” [emphasis added] (2015, 744)

Lexicographers tend to identify changes in syntax like this – from count noun to singular

collective noun – as evidence of different polysemous senses (Atkins & Rundell, 2008).

It appears Bengson, in writing about metaphilosophers’ use of “intuition”, misun-

derstands how metonymic shifts in language work. Metonymic shifts are very common

mechanisms behind polysemy, where a word gains a second meaning that is closely related

in some way to the original meaning, and pretty much every case of polysemy discussed

in the dissertation was the product of some sort of metonymic branching or another (see

Cruse, 2000, 109-120). Bengson is trying to square the way metonymy occurs in technical
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settings with the Univocal Assumption. This leads him to argue that “intuition” main-

tains one meaning, albeit one that can be modulated based on the needs of the author.

As I have argued, we have strong reasons to think the Univocal Assumption is false and

that the relationship between word and meaning is plastic and typically a 1-to-many

relationship instead of typically a 1-to-1 relationship. So, while Bengson theorizes that

his work is a restriction of “intuition”, it is in fact the use or formation of a technical

polysemous sense.

7.5.1 Theorizing About Language Vs Using Language

Notice I am committed to two claims that might appear to be in tension. First, I observed

that Bengson theorizes that his use of “intuition” is the same as normal English. Bengson

(2014) argues many metaphilosophers’ intuition-talk is just a discriminatory use that

denotes a proper subset of the normal use of “intuition”. Second, I argued that Bengson

(2015) is stipulating a new meaning of “intuition”, although I suggested in discussion

of the semantic anarchy worry (Section 7.4) that he may in fact be using a pre-existing

polysemy jargon sense used by phenomenologists. A similar tension also appears above

in my response to the semantic anarchy worry in Section 7.4, where, after arguing at

the start of this chapter and in Chapter 5 that philosophers falsely hold the Univocal

Assumption, I nonetheless argue that Nagel and Ludwig competently navigate polysemy

around “intuition”. These claims, despite the apparent tension, are compatible because

philosophers can employ certain language and be wrong when they theorize about their

language. Philosophers can be better at using language than theorizing about it.

Even setting aside arguments from semantic externalism allowing for false beliefs

about a word’s meaning, this disconnection between explicit and implicit understanding

of language should be familiar to anyone reading. It is a strange feature of human language

processing, but a feature nonetheless, that we can be competent users of language without
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being good at explaining our linguistic choices. Anyone has experienced this phenomena

if they have tried to explain to a non-native speaker one of the trickier features of English

grammar – such the differences between count and non-count nouns or between “which”

and “that” – or if they have used a word in a sentence but struggled seconds later to define

the word. Therefore, there is no problem in saying that a competent user of English such

as Bengson theorizes in one paper that he and his colleagues are using a discriminatory

use of “intuition”, while actually using the word in another way.

Theorizing about language is hard and being good at speaking a language does not

mean you can automatically give a correct theory of what you are doing. This is why I

can argue that Bengson (2014) is not a definitive guide to the metalinguistics of Bengson

(2015) or that philosophers can be wrong about the polysemy of “intuition” but still swap

between polysemous senses of it.

7.6 Moving the Intuition Debate Forward

To finish this chapter and the dissertation, it is time to look at the consequences of this

discussion of the polysemy jargon of “intuition”. The above discussion has demonstrated

that we should not assume that there is one answer to the issue of what intuitions are.

Many different theorists mean different things by “intuition” because they are interested

in slightly different things involving the case method. Among the others discussed, WNS

and Nagel are interested in the spontaneous reactions people have about cases while

Bengson is interested in mental states that carry a certain presentation of truth. It is

unfortunate they (and others) co-opted “intuition” to talk about these, but the choice is

understandable. When philosophers unreflectively talk about intuitions involving the case

method, they are generally talking about reactive propositional attitudes with significant

doxastic force or epistemic value. The spirit of this is retained to some degree in all the

polysemy jargon discussed in this chapter.
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From this, we have two important upshots I look at in turn. First, accounts of in-

tuitions are not criticisable on the grounds they involve some non-standard meaning of

“intuition.” In fact, metaphilosophers should feel free to play around with what they

mean by “intuition” as long as they are clear with what they are doing. Second, and

returning to Chapter 1, the no-theory theory of intuition should be used with ample cau-

tion. Because there are different meanings of “intuition” that differ between competing

theorists, the no-theory theory is ripe for misunderstanding.

7.6.1 Non-Standard Usage of Terms is Fine

The language in this chapter and the last has been purposefully ecumenical. While I

think metaphilosophers could be more explicit about their semantic intentions – if they

are even aware of them – I do not think there is any harm in adjusting language to serve

one’s needs. To explore this ecumenical view, I will push back against Ludwig’s (2010)

criticism of WNS, which rests partly on the claim that WNS misuse “intuition”.

Ludwig is admirably clear about his metalinguistic intentions.17 He explicitly intends

for his use of “intuition” to have the same meaning it has when philosophers discuss the

case method (2010, 437). Ludwig argues that a priori philosophical inquiry is ultimately

after conceptual truths, and we employ thought experiments to discover these conceptual

truths. Since philosophers have this goal and method in mind when discussing intuitions

about thought experiments (or so Ludwig claims) the correct understanding and meaning

of intuitions are judgments that are the products of our competence deploying (Fregean)

concepts in thought. In other words, Ludwig argues my mental state with the content

that Smith lacks knowledge is only an intuition if I had the mental state because I formed

it on the basis of correctly deploying the concept knowledge in thought. It is not an

intuition on Ludwig’s understanding if I form the mental state on the basis of a memory,

17 This chapter (indeed the entire second half of the dissertation) was largely inspired by Ludwig (2007,
2010).
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hunch, derive it from a belief, or use some other heuristic that does not draw competently

upon the concept knowledge.

As quoted above, Ludwig is willing to grant that WNS at least tried to stipulate a new

meaning of “intuition” (2010, 437), and Ludwig similarly considers other “candidates for

intuitions” and “classifications” of intuitions (2010, 435). He rejects these, however, on

the grounds that these are not the sorts of things philosophers have been interested in

when using intuitions and discussing intuitions.18 This is a variation on Devitt’s point

above, where Ludwig is arguing that there is a single correct meaning of “intuition” and

any variation from this is a mistake. In contrast to Devitt who is mostly interested in

metasemantics, Ludwig is primarily interested in conceptual issues and thus willing to

call out other uses of “intuition” as conceptually foolish. E.g.,

No competent philosopher, in instructing someone in what the point of a

philosophical thought experiment is, would say to her that it was to get her

to make a spontaneous judgment about it. That would be absurd.

Ludwig takes the concept intuition to be inextricably tied in with the nature of phi-

losophy and the use of thought experiments, so pulling those apart by stipulating a new

meaning of “intuition” involves deep conceptual mistakes about the nature of intuition.

Ludwig’s argument ultimately rests on the teleological point that we use thought experi-

ments to inform our theories about conceptual truths, and, more importantly for present

purposes, the conceptual point about intuition that intuitions are the mental states

that put us in touch with those conceptual truths. Any metalinguistic move that draws

away from this is a mistake.

Hopefully my view here is obvious. Learning conceptual truths via thought experi-

ments is not the only reason people use intuition-talk. WNS were not interested in con-

ceptual truths, rather they were interested in the ways reactions to cases differed along

18 Note Ludwig’s claim is not: what philosophers have been interested in when using “intuition”.
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cultural and socioeconomic lines. Insofar as WNS were interested in conceptual truths,

they were interested in the sociological phenomena of using reflective equilibrium to try to

get to them. Similarly, Nagel was interested in the reliability of the psychological processes

that give rise to reactions to thought experiments. Bengson was in contrast interested in

developing and explicating how certain things seeming true to us at a point in time leads

to justification and knowledge. In this way, WNS and Bengson were engaging in what

some would consider conceptual engineering (Burgess, Cappelen, & Plunkett, 2020), as

they are building new concepts in order to better theorize about certain phenomena.

Assuming then that Ludwig is right about the nature of the concept intuition, because

of the metalinguistic moves of WNS, Bengson, and others, the concepts spontaneous-

reaction-to-case and quasi-perception are now attached to the word “intuition”

too.

Philosophers are not always going to be interested in the same set of questions, even

when connected closely in subject matter. We should encourage them to experiment in

theoretical and conceptual space, which may involve “misusing” intuition-talk. While

philosophers should clarify metasemantic and conceptual issues when they do this, the

practice should not be written off or denigrated.19

7.6.2 The No-Theory Theory is Risky

Returning to a topic discussed in Section 1.4.1, we now have a worry for no-theory the-

ories of intuitions, such as those employed by Deutsch (2015) and Malmgren (2011). To

reiterate, the no-theory theory of intuitions is the strategy of side-stepping contentious

19 A similar argument can be made against the genealogical arguments found in Hintikka (1999). Hintikka
argues against the use of intuitions based on the claim that none of the methodological claims behind
past uses of intuitions by theorists such as Chomsky, Plato, Aristotle, Descartes are or should be
accepted by modern philosophers. While not the only line of attack against the use of intuitions in
Hintikka (1999), hopefully my response to this sort of genealogical argument is obvious. Despite the
joint use of “intuition” across these different philosophers (or translations thereof), we should not
assume that they are all talking about the same things. For Hintikka’s argument to work, he therefore
needs to argue that “intuition” means the same thing across all these authors.
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claims about intuitions by not taking a stand on what intuitions are. By relying on a pro-

ducer and consumer’s theory-neutral understanding of intuitions, people employing the

no-theory theory (including myself in the present work) aim to make claims about intu-

itions while avoiding tangential debates about the content, etiology, and phenomenology

of intuitions.

Given discussion in this chapter, a flaw arises for the no-theory theory. Because

there are multiple technical meanings or candidate technical meanings for “intuition”

in metaphilosophical literature, any advantage the neutrality the no-theory theory af-

fords is potentially offset by a high risk of misinterpretation. We cannot assume readers

of a work employing the no-theory theory will all be on the same page with the author

or each other when reading sentences involving intuition-talk. To see this, consider how

Deutsch introduces the no-theory theory (note that, contrary to Nagel, Deutsch is using

“intuitive judgement” and “intuition” interchangeably) (Deutsch, 2015, 24-25):

I have offered no theory of intuitions – none, at any rate, meant to reveal the

nature or essence of intuitions.

In part, this is because I did not have to. In each of the cases I discussed, it was

clear what the intuitive judgment relative to the case under discussion was. In

the Gettier cases, it was, in the Weinberg et al. 2001 study, the judgment that

Bob really knows that Jill owns a Ford, and, in the Starmans and Friedman

2012 study, it was the judgment that Peter really knows that there is a watch

on the table. In the Machery et al. 2004 study on Gödel cases, it was the

judgment that John uses “Gödel” to talk about the man who stole the proof.

In the Knobe 2003 study, it was the judgment that the chairman intentionally

helped/harmed the environment. And so on. And those are just a few of the

intuitive judgments that xphiles have tested.

Deutsch then says of examples like this:
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The term “these judgments” in the previous sentence has a reasonably clear

reference. Call those judgments “intuitions.” “Are intuitions used as evi-

dence?” or “What is the role of intuitions in philosophical argument?” now

have reasonably clear senses and may be fruitfully discussed. No theory of

intuition-hood is required. (Deutsch, 2015, 25)

On one reading, Deutsch is using “intuition” in some standard way, and all he is doing

is not giving an account of the referent of the standard use of “intuition”. This is essen-

tially Devitt’s view of the debate, where “intuition” means something and disagreement

is merely over beliefs related to the meaning. As discussed in relationship to Ludwig, we

might doubt whether there is one category of things here to talk about, or we may doubt

that philosophers are interested in the referent of normal uses of “intuition”.

Another charitable reading is that Deutsch, like WNS and Bengson, is stipulating

a bespoke meaning of “intuition” for his theoretical purposes. On this second reading,

Deutsch is remaining as neutral as possible by providing an extensional meaning of “intu-

ition”. In the passage quoted above and in one other passage (2015, 25), Deutsch points to

seven mental states, and this may be the term’s stipulated extension or attempted stip-

ulated extension. While perhaps initially less plausible than the first reading, Deutsch

does not need to mean anything more for his exegesis-based intuition denial. Combin-

ing the claim that those things are not used as evidence for philosophical positions, and

that those things are uncontroversially intuitions, he can inferentially reject intuitions’

evidential role in philosophy.20

Using “intuition” in either of these two ways, while being neutral, increases the like-

lihood of misunderstanding. Deutsch (2015) was published after Weinberg et al. (2001)

stipulated their meaning, after Bealer (1998) used “intuition” in a way restricted to

certain types of seemings, and after Ludwig (2010) argued “intuition” could only mean

20 Thanks to Derek Ball for this suggested reading of Deutsch.
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mental states that are the products of conceptual competence. Each of these philosophers

used “intuition” in a particular way because of their theoretical background and aims.

This means that strings or words like “Are intuitions used as evidence?” are ambigu-

ous between different meanings of “intuition”, including common meanings and technical

meanings. By not taking a stance, Deutsch does not provide the interpretive clues to

enable us as readers disambiguate the meaning of the sentence between existing senses.

This risks bleeding into how readers interpret and understand the work. I, for one, sus-

pect I default to a WNS-style spontaneous-reaction-to-case reading of “intuition”, and I

suspect I have read and reread parts of Deutsch’s book and papers with that interpre-

tation. Similarly, since we seem to interpret polysemous words in whatever way is the

most common for us (Giora, 2003), other authors with different theoretical backgrounds

used to using “intuition” in a certain way will plausibly default to interpreting sentences

according to their own use.

Demonstratives will not fix the ambiguity. Pointing to the judgement that Bob really

knows that Jill owns a Ford allows for the exactly the same sort of confusion. Is the

mental state attached to that content a spontaneous judgment in reaction to a case?

Is it a quasi-perceptual mental state? Is it the product of conceptual competence? Is

it an inclination to believe? Each of these different views of intuition roughly agree on

the content of the intuitions involving the states, although there may be some quibbling

over whether the judgments have modal content. But despite roughly agreeing on the

content, they disagree fundamentally about the properties of the mental state with the

content. Because “intuition” is ambiguous, the no-theory theory will again exacerbate

any misunderstanding as it leaves it open for each consumer to read the work as using

their preferred meaning of “intuition”.

I am to some degree guilty as well since I use the no-theory theory throughout the

first four chapters of the dissertation. This might have caused regrettable confusion, but
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I aimed to make sure everything I said about intuitions came out true on all views of

intuitions. When I argued in Chapters 3 and 4 that exegesis is an unmotivated method,

intuition-language merely illustrated the standard intuition-friendly account of the case

method against exegesis-based intuition denial.

Intuition-talk in Chapter 2 is a bit different since it assumes that intuitions (regardless

of what the word means) have a certain function. My argument in Chapter 2 is conditional

– if we use original texts to argue that thought experiments do not involve intuitions,

then we are left with a skepticism about whether philosophers form beliefs based on

good arguments. Here, the no-theory theory is advantageous. I am not interested in any

account of intuitions. Rather I am interested in the functional role intuitions are thought

to play as ways of justifying verdicts about thought experiments. To avoid skepticism, we

need some good reason to take the thought experiment as having the verdict. So insofar

as I discuss intuitions, I am only committed to them being reactive attitudes of some

sort having the functional role that they carry some sort of epistemic weight related to

thought experiment verdicts. Since the argument is conditional, I am not even committed

to the existence of such mental states. Rather, my claim is that without anything playing

that epistemic role (whatever that role is), the strategy of defusing experimental-driven

skepticism by examining original texts will not work.

7.7 Conclusion: Beyond One Meaning

In this chapter, I argued that “intuition” has developed multiple meanings when used

by metaphilosophers working on issues surrounding the case method. In particular, I

rejected previous metalinguistic discussions of the intuition-debate by Williamson, Cap-

pelen, Devitt, and Ludwig in favor of a more ecumenical understanding of how language

in philosophy works. Bengson means “intuition” in a certain special way, and WNS and

Nagel mean “intuition” in a different special way. This does not mean intuition-talk is
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meaningless or that there is one privileged use of “intuition”. Rather, language is evolv-

ing. For the same reason we need to be careful about how we as listeners interpret or as

speakers contextualize ambiguous sentences like “I see a star”, “He bought a mint”, or

“these peppers are very hot”, we need to be careful about sentences about intuitions.

This chapter’s survey of the technical polysemous senses of “intuition” was not meant

to be exhaustive. Rather, I discussed the authors I discussed in order to illustrate how

the framework of polysemy jargon outlined in previous chapters applies to the intuition-

debate and to offer a few lessons about how the intuition debate should move forward.

Most metaphilosophers are not as clear about their metalinguistic intentions as Lud-

wig, WNS, and Bengson. In this way, Nagel’s tacit deference to WNS and experimental

philosophers is more the norm than Bengson’s explicit writing-off of everyday meanings

of “intuition”. More lexicography needs to be done if we want to understand the true

scope of polysemy jargon.

This chapter is not meant to suggest “intuition” is the only term in philosophy that a

lexicographic analysis would reveal has technical polysemous senses. I am confident, for

example, analysis of “concept” would reveal much the same thing as found for intuition-

talk. Like intuition-talk, concept-talk has a loose everyday use and significantly divergent

uses in philosophical settings. But divergent uses between philosophers is not the only

clue we have of polysemy jargon. When looking at a specific word, semantic and syntactic

differences go hand-in-hand (Atkins & Rundell, 2008, 294-297). This means we should

suspect polysemy jargon when philosophers use words with a different syntax than normal

people.

To pick one set of examples, philosophers often use words as count-nouns that are

not typically used as count-nouns in everyday discourse. Philosophers often use both

“perception” and “belief” (or their conjugations) as count-nouns even though they are

rarely used as count-nouns in everyday discussion. Whereas in everyday discussion I might
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“believe in Santa Claus” and “perceive a faint odor”, philosophers say I “have a belief

that Santa Claus exists” and “have a perception as of a faint smell”. In cases like these,

even if philosophers speak in a unified way, we have reason to suspect they are using the

word with a different meaning than non-philosophers.

With the framework developed in the last few chapters, philosophers will therefore

be better equipped to spot non-standard meanings of a word and adjust their theorizing

accordingly.
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Chapter 8

Final Thoughts

Befitting a work on metaphilosophy, this dissertation defended two main theses – one

object-level and one methodological. My object-level thesis is negative. The method of

using original texts in order to defuse the experimental attack is flawed on multiple

grounds. I argued in Chapter 2 that the method is self-defeating because it fails to take

into account the historical and sociological fact that philosophers have changed their

beliefs because of thought experiments. If we remove intuitions from works of thought

experiments, as Deutsch and Cappelen argue we should, then we are left with bad argu-

ments. Crucially, these are bad arguments philosophers have changed their minds because

of. In Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, I argued that the method of looking at original texts

in the first place is unmotivated. When we look at the epistemology of consuming philo-

sophical texts, we can see that most knowledge caused by a work of philosophy is based

on the philosophical judgments of the consumer, not producer, of the work. Therefore,

there is little reason to examine original texts for actual methods, as opposed to checking

consumers for what methods they used or thought the author used when reading the

texts.

My methodological thesis is positive. While Deutsch and Cappelen back the wrong

horse, they are right in spirit that epistemologists of philosophy need to explore new
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methods. The armchair and experimental methods currently at metaphilosophers’ dis-

posal cannot answer all the questions metaphilosophers have asked. Chapters 2, 3, and 4

argued that metaphilosophers need to develop a rich research program that studies how

philosophers interact with other philosophers. This will require drawing upon methods in

anthropology, sociology, and developing novel methods in psychology. If we want to know

about the epistemic states of people reading works of philosophy, we need to know the

history of how those works reverberated around philosophy as well as the assumptions

and thought processes of the philosophers reading those works.

Chapters 5, 6, and 7 drew upon the methods of applied linguistics, specifically lex-

icography. The lexicography of philosophy is not new, although past attempts to lexi-

cographically analyze “intuition” have been too cursory or relied on bad metasemantic

assumptions. Moreover, lexicography is often denigrated in philosophical circles as merely

capable of discovering word use or word meaning. To push against this, I used lexicog-

raphy of “intuition” to demonstrate that lexicography is a powerful and underutilized

metaphilosophical tool. Philosophers often engage in sophisticated arguments that center

around words that are also common in everyday discussion (e.g., good, right, know, rea-

son, possible). Given the tendency of words to develop multiple related meanings (Chapter

5) including in technical settings (Chapter 6), it is an open question whether this has

happened in philosophical debates as well (Chapter 7).

8.1 Future Directions

No completed PhD dissertation is a perfect dissertation, and this is a completed disser-

tation.1 There are therefore many directions for future research.

One salient direction for future work is to actually engage in the anthropological,

1 This syllogism is not sound at the time of writing. Hopefully it will not be sound in a different way at
the time of reading.
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sociological, and psychological projects I propose at the end of my discussion of how

philosophers learn from each other. While I would love to engage in these in the future, I

lack the relevant expertise in all three disciplines. I suspect starting the sociological and

anthropological projects in particular will face considerable practical hurtles. Anthropol-

ogy – and to a lesser extent sociology – draw upon works of philosophy in their theorizing,

but the philosophy they draw upon is from the so-called continental tradition. This places

a serious theoretical and linguistic barrier between analytic philosophy and the discipline

of anthropology and sociology. Moreover, doing the sort of non-psychological project well

would require getting an experienced anthropologist or sociologist on board. This requires

convincing an anthropologist or sociologist that such a project would be worth their time.

Given how inside baseball this dissertation’s suggested project is, this will be a tall order.

It is nonetheless an order we should try to make.

Another particularly salient direction for future work is to complete the arc between

the epistemology of philosophy that started the dissertation and the philosophy of lan-

guage that ended it.2 Discussion of “intuition” in the previous chapter has most of the

pieces in place to argue that the intuition-debate is a merely verbal dispute, especially

on less demanding accounts of verbal disputes (e.g., Inga, 2018). However, I am not con-

vinced it is a merely verbal dispute. Having read influential works in the debate with

an eye towards the metalinguistics of “intuition”, I cannot shake sense that participants

in the debate understand that different camps use “intuition” with different (candidate)

meanings. Therefore, the debate better resembles a metalinguistic negotiation between

competing jargon senses of “intuition” (Plunkett, 2015), where different authors are tac-

itly putting forth accounts as the best (as opposed to actual) meaning of “intuition”.

Even if the intuition debate is not a verbal dispute or metalinguistic negotiation,

the lessons that can be drawn from the jargon polysemy of “intuition” are complex and

not fully fleshed out here. In one sense, it is a cautionary tale about polysemy jargon.

2 This was planned but cut short by COVID-19.
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Criticisms of intuition-language tracing back from van Inwagen through Williamson and

Cappelen correctly observe that intuition-talk carries an extremely high level of rhetorical

weight among philosophers. For that reason, “intuition” is a prime target for metaphiloso-

phers to co-opt for theoretical purposes. Teasing this thought out, however, requires an

in-depth exploration of the role of lexical effects in language design.

Any lessons drawn from the multiple meanings of “intuition” will be ecumenical. Dif-

ferent theorists have used the word in different ways because there are lots of different

strands to explore involving the psychology and epistemology of thought experiments.

Given they are all interested in slightly different issues, these projects all seem worth-

while. Phenomenologists like Bengson are interested in why and how certain internally

identifiable mental states give us reasons to believe things. Empirically minded philoso-

phers like WNS and Nagel are interested in what psychology and cognitive science can

tell us about our epistemic standing. Ludwig is interested in connecting this all up with

truth. To take part in each of these projects, we need to talk about different categories.

While so far “intuition” has been used differently by all these projects, moving forward

metaphilosophers should be clearer with themselves and their readers that intuitions are

not always intuitions.

8.2 The End

Future directions aside, the takeaway of this work is hopefully clear. The subject matter

of philosophy and the discipline of philosophy are necessarily intertwined. The practice

of philosophy is done by humans interacting with other humans. The rise of experimental

philosophy has offered a powerful tool for investigating how our contingent psychology

affects our belief-formation, but this is only the beginning. Epistemologists of philosophy

need to look past the individual philosopher and study the discipline of philosophy in all

of its interpersonal and historically influenced messiness.
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